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SYNOPSIS

Aromatic π−π interactions, known as π-stacking involves interactions of aromatic rings

of individual molecules, forming functional nanoassemblies. Among all the aromatic

systems reported, benzene dimer is considered to be the prototypical system for the study

of π−π stacking. π-stacking systems are important building blocks in the design of peptide

and small organic molecules as it dominates significant number of the supramolecular

assembly and recognition process. External perturbations are believed to influence the

π-stacking interactions through their impact on the π-electron density of the aromatic

ring. Self-assembling peptide and organic systems containing quadrupole and dipole

ring systems are chosen as the model systems for our experiments described in this

thesis. Though it is a spontaneous process, where no further input of information is

required, the final structures cannot be directed as it happens in macroscopic engineering.

Fabrication at the nanoscale is a process at which the atoms are placed specifically at its

designated sites. An attempt to direct the fabrication process was made i) where the basic

units are sequences of amino acids with different symmetry elements and ii) where the

basic units are Triphenylmethyl based organic systems. The resulting nano-assemblies

forming organic nanoflowers and stimulus responsive hybrid systems can potentially

be harnessed in the fabrication of devices, especially for heavy metal sequestration,

capacitors and field-effect transistors (FETs).
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1
INTRODUCTION

Self-organization is envisaged as a spontaneous process which involves devel-

opment of an order or a recurring pattern as a result of local interactions

between smaller subunits of an initially disordered system. A classic case of

self-organization is folding and aggregation of a protein chain to its functional and

dysfunctional forms respectively [1]. 1n 1641, Galileo made a foreseeing observation

that “book of nature is written in the language of geometry” [2]. Almost all biological

systems are assemblies of one or more molecules from nano to macro level. Robustness

and efficient functioning of these assembled architectures are well established. John Von

Neumann in his article entitled “The Mathematician” makes a far reaching statement;

“The most vitally characteristic fact about mathematics is, in my opinion, is it’s quite

peculiar relationship to the natural sciences, or, more generally, to any science which

interprets experience on a higher than purely descriptive level” [3]. It is hence logical to

assume that the geometry of assemblies is a derivative of the individual geometry of the

basic constituent. Helmholtz in one of his recorded lectures makes an observation that,

“the forces so far as they cause chemical and mechanical influence in a living system,

must be quite the same character as inorganic forces” [4]. We therefore through this

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

investigation makes a minimal attempt to understand the specific role of symmetry of the

basic building block and effect of electrostatic interactions in determining the geometry

of growth while individual units assemble to form nano to macro level assemblies, with

combinations of phenyl group based molecular constructs as basic model system.

1.1 Philosophical Formulation of this Thesis

In this thesis, we attempt to understand the connection between physical and chemical

characteristics of basic building blocks, its shape and stability, and finally, the nano

and micro level associations of such assemblies. One inspiration to conduct such an

investigation is the book “On Growth and Form” by D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson [4]

written at the beginning of last century, attempting to quantitatively assess structural

patterns and formations in biological systems.

Figure 1.1: Mathematical study of growth and form in various organisms by D’Arcy Thompson.

Thompson in his book argue that all organic forms are in conformity with physical

and mathematical laws, and Charles Darwin’s natural selection was not the only major

influence on the origin and development of species and their unique forms. In a classic

example, illustrated by Thompson, the surface of any shell, whether discoid or turbinate,

2
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1.2. GEOMETRIC VARIATIONS OF PHENYL EMBRACES

may be imagined to be generated by the revolution about a fixed axis of a closed curve. By

remaining in always geometrically similar to itself, it increases its dimension continually;

and, since the scale of the figure increases in geometrical progression while the angle of

rotation increases in arithmetical, and the center of similitude remains fixed, the curve

traced in space by corresponding points in the generating curve is, in all such cases,

an equiangular spiral. The interesting point in his observation is the replication of a

self-consistent smaller object forming assemblies, resulting in objects of higher dimension

(Figure 1.1).

The fundamental concept of ‘nanotechnology’ was first discussed by Richard Feynman

in his talk “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom” [5]. Feynman was one of the renowned

theoretical physicists in the world, and his work in the early 1940’s earned him Nobel

Prize in 1965. In his lecture, he described the possibility of “a staggeringly small world

that is below”. Norio Taniguchi introduced the term "nano-technology" in 1974 [6].

Invention of scanning tunneling microscope, by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer in

1981 facilitated unprecedented visualization of smaller objects at molecular scale [7].

Binnig, Quate and Gerber’s invention of Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) in 1986 [8] and

discovery of fullerenes by Harry Kroto [9] have contributed in solidifying the base of this

futuristic discipline.

Drexler in his book “Engines of Creation: The Coming Era of Nanotechnology” [10]

first proposed the possibility of a nanoscale "assembler". A nanoscale assembler can

in principle build a copy of itself and of other items of arbitrary complexity. Drexler’s

theoretical work on the concept of molecular manufacturing with ‘self replicators’ is the

therefore the basic philosophical framework of this thesis work.

1.2 Geometric Variations of Phenyl Embraces

The most common aromatic compound is benzene. The structural representation for

benzene has a six membered ring, represented usually as a hexagon, which includes three

double bonds. Each of the carbons is bonded to one hydrogen atom. The double bonds

and single bonds are in conjugation completing a cyclic hexagonal structure, proposed

by kekule. An alternative symbol uses a circle inside the hexagon to represent the six

pi electrons. The benzene dimer is the standard prototype for the study of pi stacking

and is experimentally bound by 8–12 kJ/mol (2–3 kcal/mol) in the gas phase. The model

system is a T-shaped dimer with a separation of 4.96 Å between the centers of mass. The

3
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.2: (a) Electrostatic surface potential of a benzene molecule and different types of
aromatic stacking interactions,(b) Edge-to-face and (c) Parallel displaced interactions possible in
an benzene dimer.

dimer is experimentally bound by a small binding energy in the range of 8-12 kJ/mol in

the gas phase, and is therefore stable only at low temperatures, with a marked tendency

to cluster [11].

The π–π interactions or π-stacking is defined as an attractive interaction between two

stacked aromatic rings, resulting from electrostatic interactions described by Hunter and

Sanders model [12]. Electrons in π bonds of aromatic rings form a quadrupole moment,

with two dipoles aligned such that no net dipole can be distinguished. In phenyl systems,

such a quadrupole emanating from the aromatic ring creates a partial negative charge on

both face (in fact both faces) of the planar π system and a partial positive charge around

the aromatic ring along hydrogen atom covalently linked to the carbon atom. A face-

centered stacking of π systems on top of each other would create electrostatic repulsion

creating instability. T-shaped and offset parallel configurations of phenyl rings (Figure

1.2) are observed in the crystal structures of aromatic compounds [13]. Geometries of

similar kind were observed in X-ray protein crystal structures [14]. Earlier studies have

4
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1.2. GEOMETRIC VARIATIONS OF PHENYL EMBRACES

provided ample evidence that diphenylalanine (phe-phe/FF) nano-assembly is mediated

through quadrupolar interactions involving phenyl embraces self-arranged in parallel

displaced and T-shaped configurations for maximum stability [15]. Independent analysis

of amino-acids with other aromatic sidechains such as tyrosine, histidine, and tryptophan,

and their possible combinations have opened up a new field of research known as Peptide

nano-assemblies (PNA’s). The two most stable conformations of a typical dimer are the

parallel displaced (PD) and T-shaped, which are essentially isoenergetic. The sandwich

configuration on the other hand, maximizes overlap of the π system is much less stable,

representing an energetic saddle point.

Nanotoxicology is developing as an important discipline and toxic effects of nano-

materials are developing as a major concern among nano researchers [16]. Difficulty in

modulating nano level assemblies and composites are prompting researchers to look up

more to materials of organic and biological origin, while designing nano level architec-

tures for generating smart materials of future times. The flexibility of self-assembled

architectures can be employed as a tool for the design and development of molecular de-

vices and functional nanomaterials. Ironically, the merit and limitation of such structures

point to the singular fact, that such assemblies are modulated by weak intermolecular

forces and not by relatively more stable and rigid bonding interactions. In this thesis,

efforts have been made to modulate such interactions constructively, resulting in gen-

erating new assemblies, which are stable and stimulus-responsive, so that they can be

more effectively used in developing new materials.

5
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Organic Nanoassemblies

Supramolecular chemistry originally defined as “the chemistry of molecular assemblies

and intermolecular bonds” constitutes supramolecular architectures constructed through

self-assembly of individual building blocks. As functional soft materials, supramolecular

materials have gained attention over the years in different fields of science. There is a

recent surge of interest to get an insight into the ordering and growth phenomena of such

molecular organizations in both the solution state (i.e. self-assembly) and the solid state

(i.e. crystal engineering). It has led researchers to recognize increasingly the importance

of weak noncovalent interactions, because of their ability to manipulate the ordered

structures at the molecular scale. Among all the non-covalent interactions, aromatic π–π

stacking is considered as the information vectors of molecular interactions. They define

and rule the self-assembly processes leading to the formation of the desired molecular

and supramolecular architectures. Aromatic stacking interactions, sometimes called

phenyl stacking, not only controls the dynamic processes occurring within supramolecular

structures, but also directs the self-assembly of a variety of complexes and interlocked

molecular compounds in both solid and solution states. Molecular systems involving (i)

interactions between p-donors, such as hydroquinone, resorcinol or dioxynaphthalene

residues, (ii) host– guest interactions, and (iii) aggregation of porphyrin, phthalocyanines,

and perylenes in solution are mediated by π-stacking interactions [17].

Aromatic moieties, involving π-stacking interactions which are central to the chemical

and biological processes, plays a pivotal role in many areas of chemistry and biochem-

istry [17, 18]. In biology, π-stacking interactions stabilize the double-helix structure of

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) involved in core packing [19] and the tertiary structure of

proteins [20]. Aromatic interactions also contribute to the self-assembly forming archi-

tectures like liquid crystals, [21] molecular crystals, hydrogen-bonded aggregates, [21]

receptor– substrate complexes [22] and Langmuir–Blodgett films [23] in both solid and

solution states. In search of such molecules capable of self-assembling in solution and

self-organizing in the solid state, chemists could synthesize a wide variety of molecu-

lar and supramolecular architectures. In crystal engineering and designing, arranging

molecular building blocks using aromatic π−π stacking along with hydrogen bonding is

considered to be one among the most flexible strategies used. In nanotechnology, π−π
interactions is an important factor in designing nanomaterials with structural diversity,

which in turn led to the fabrication of various fundamental supramolecular devices or

8
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2.2. MECHANISM OF AROMATIC π−π STACKING

functional materials [22]. Recent studies of aromatic interactions on their driving force,

stability and selectivity, makes it clear that the hydrophobic effect is not the sole factor

for attractive interactions, but also its geometry, influenced by the electrostatics. Electro-

statics determines the magnitude of the interaction and contributes to the selectivity

and stability of aromatic interactions [23].

Stacking, also referred to as π−π interaction, occurs due to the presence of planar

conjugated π systems. In few interactions, when the number of aromatic ring systems

are less in number as in DNA, the contribution of aromaticity will be less in the stacking

forces. In such cases, the other intermolecular forces also get involved in driving the

molecules towards a final stable architecture [24, 25]. The contribution of the other weak

interactions helps in fine tuning the morphology of the same molecule into different

nanostructures. Although each of the individual non-covalent interactions are considered

weak, combination of such weak interactions can contribute to the self-assembly of

building blocks into superior and ordered structures. Each of the components belonging

to attractive (electrostatic, dispersive, and inductive) and repulsive forces (exchange

repulsion) show prominent differences in physical origin, magnitude, and directionality

that determine the strength of the π-interactions. On precise control of non-bonded

interactions, smart materials, such as reversible self-assembled nanostructures with less

defects and self-healing properties can be fabricated [26, 27].

2.2 Mechanism of Aromatic π−π Stacking

Aromatic interactions were initially proposed to consist of van der Waals, hydrophobic

and electrostatic forces [28]. In supramolecular chemistry, it refers to a noncovalent in-

teraction between organic compounds containing aromatic moieties. Among all aromatic

interactions, π−π interactions are considered to be stronger than other noncovalent

interactions, and it is of significant importance in supramolecular chemistry. Aromatic

π−π interactions involves two π- electron rich systems (aromatic rings) [12] and becomes

stronger as the number of π-electrons increases. The strong electronegativity of Sp2

carbons creates a quadrupole moment in the benzene ring. The quadrupole moment,

with the uneven distribution of charges created by the π- electrons in aromatic rings

has a larger electron density around the top and bottom faces of the ring and a reduced

electron-density on the edges [29]. Extensive theoretical and empirical studies show that

the presence of such partial charges around the aromatic rings favors the formation of

9
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

F
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Figure 2.1: (a) Benzene rings with sp2 hybridized orbitals, and the overlapping of p orbitals to
form extended π bond. (b) Different types of π−π stacking observed in aromatic systems

high-order clusters of four different types: parallel displaced, T-shaped, parallel stag-

gered, or Herringbone [30] (Figure 2.1). In the four types of stacking, the partially

charged regions with opposite potentials interact with each other, avoiding the ener-

getically unfavourable self-centered stacking [12, 17]. It attains a potential minimum

configuration in the Lennard-Jones-Coulomb empirical potential calculations with a

typical bond energy between 5-40 kJ mol−1 [30]. The geometry of interaction depends

upon the nature of the aromatic rings involved in the reactions. Hence aromatic π−π
interaction, is considered along with hydrogen bonding, as it has the advantages of direc-

tional interactions, that can lead to hierarchical structures [31]. For instance, aromatic

molecules with functional groups like amides and carboxylic acids can form different

hydrogen bonded networks or patterns along with aromatic interactions [32].

10
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2.3. SCOPE OF THIS REVIEW

2.3 Scope of this Review

In this literature review, we present the development of different types of nanomate-

rials. In particular, we try to understand better, the specific role of the aromatic π−π
interactions in fabricating functional nanomaterials.

The review is divided into three sections, (i. Organic, ii. Bio-organic and iii. Hybrid

nanomaterials) where, the crucial role played by the aromatic interactions in three

different types of nanomaterials and their resulting physical properties and applications

are highlighted. The chapter begins with an introduction on the role of aromatic π−π
interactions in the self-assembled nanostructures. Then each of the different type of

nanomaterial, formed by means of aromatic π−π stacking are reviewed: organic, bio-

organic and hybrid materials by origin and in bioorganic materials, special focus is given

to peptide based materials. Under each type of nanomaterial, a brief survey of different

types of building blocks and the methods by which they form into functional nanomateri-

als are described. Finally, it also covers the different types of function materials formed

by means of aromatic π−π interactions, the properties exhibited by them, the means of

their characterization and applications.

2.4 Different types of nanomaterials self- assembled

by aromatic π−π interactions

In nanochemistry, there is increasing interest in connecting the structure to function

by design and further extending the function to the different nanostructures. Prior

to designing and synthesizing a compound, to be fabricated as a nanomaterial, three

important factors have to be considered (i) properties of individual building blocks, (ii)

interactions among the functional units and the neighboring molecules, and the resultant

effect in properties on discrete ensembles of the molecules (iii) interactions based on

the environmental changes [33]. Altogether, the criteria in designing a nanomaterial

to produce hierarchies of structures with different types of order involves both the

optimization of the functional units and the control of their supramolecular order. The

quest to find the simplest biomaterial building blocks with the best functionality and

properties further expanded the field of nanotechnology leading to many new materials

and branches of nanotechnology. Self-assembled nanomaterials can be formed by a
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variety of building blocks, both organic and inorganic. A few among the well-ordered

nanomaterials formed through the self-assembly of diverse organic, bioorganic and the

combination of organic-inorganic hybrid building blocks are discussed in the following

sections.

2.4.1 Organic Nanomaterials

The development of nanotechnology using organic materials is considered to be one

of the intellectual way of developing nanomaterials. Advancement in supramolecular

chemistry was catalyzed by synthetic chemistry, to produce major advances in the field

of organic nanomaterials by generating organic nanostructures with diverse morphology

and function. Organic molecules, with the versatility in molecular design, diversity,

multifunctionality, and tailorability are the most promising candidates for self-assembly.

Organic molecules are held together by a combination of weak forces, such as hydrogen

bonding, π–π stacking, and van der Waals interactions. Great efforts are invested in syn-

thesizing and manipulating organic nanomaterials through a variety of building blocks

like lower molecular weight organic molecules, π-conjugated systems, macromolecules or

polymers, dendrimers, etc. In this following session, the basic organic building blocks

mediated through aromatic π–π interactions to form nanostructures, the methods in-

volved in fabricating them are discussed. Further the properties and applications of the

self-assembled nanostructures are also discussed.

2.4.1.1 Different types of organic building blocks

In order to aid the self-assembly of molecules into functional nanostructures, it is very

important to design the building blocks based on nature and strength of the intermolecu-

lar interactions. Molecular self-assembly of organic building blocks through aromatic

π–π interactions is a versatile method to manufacture different types of nanostructures

(Figure 2.2).

Amphiphiles

A typical amphiphilic molecule possesses a polar hydrophilic head group linked to a

nonpolar hydrophobic tail moiety through covalent bonds. Amphiphiles self-assembles in

solution to yield a rich number of diverse morphologies ranging from simple micelles,

vesicles, fibres, helices and tubes. Nanomorphologies depends upon the molecular shape
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and experimental conditions such as lipid concentration, electrolyte concentration, pH,

and temperature. Amphiphiles are usually classified based on the number and charges of

the polar head(s), hydrophobic tail(s) and nature of connection between them [34]. Among

all types of amphiphiles, only the molecules which can interact though π–π stacking to

form nanoassembled structures are discussed here.

(i) Typical Amphiphiles: A typical amphiphile is the most conventional amphiphile,

with a single head and tail. Based on the polarity in the head region, the typical am-

phiphilic molecules are further divided into ionic and nonionic amphiphiles. Amphiphilic

molecules self-assemble into nanostructures as observed in proteins and peptides of

biological systems. Huang et al. rationally designed and synthesized a sugar amphiphile

bearing a sugar moiety, azobenzene group and butyl chain, which self-assembled into

double helical nanostructures. The nanostructures are formed as a result of non-covalent

interactions, such as hydrophobic effect, π–π stacking, and multiple H-bonds between

the sugar heads [35].

(ii) Gemini Amphiphiles: Gemini amphiphilic molecules contains two identical sets of

a hydrophilic head which can be cationic, anionic, zwitterionic, or nonionic in nature and

a hydrophobic tail linked by a spacer. It is the spacer which defines the amphiphile’s prop-

erties through variations in its size, shape, rigidity, and polarity. Gemini amphiphiles can

be used to study interfacial assemblies. In such a study, a series of gemini amphiphiles

with pyridinium head group and rigid spacers were designed. The interfacial assemblies

formed with cyanine dyes through the air–water interface was mainly contributed to the

larger conjugated aromatic ring and stronger π−π interaction in the cyanine dyes [36].

The gemini amphiphiles usually tend to aggregate at a very low concentrations and are

used as carriers.

(iii) Triangular Amphiphiles: Triangular amphiphilic molecules with C3 symmetric

design represents an intriguing structural deviation from the conventional head-to-tail

amphiphiles. It has three peripheric parts with hydrophilic and hydrophobic entities

and the core part always a benzene ring or only a nitrogen atom. With the intriguing C3

symmetry and presence of more acting sites in the triangular architecture, triangular

amphiphiles are explored as an interesting molecule in self-assembly for the construc-

tion of novel architectures. A set of chiral, amphiphilic, self-assembling triangular
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molecules based on the 3,3´- bis(acylamino)-2,2´-bipyridine-substituted benzene-1,3,5-

tricarboxamide motif, was designed. Solvent effect and intermolecular interactions like

π−π stacking and hydrophobic interactions fine-tuned the morphology of aggregates into

self-assembled triple helical fibers [37]. On modification of polarity of the solvent system,

triangular amphiphilic molecule like oligo (phenylene ethynylene) can self-assemble into

a series of nanostructures like hollow vesicles and rod-like structures [38].

Triphenyl derivatives

Triphenylmethyl (trityl) group is the first stable radical reported by M. Gomberg in

1900 [39]. Trityl cations with a positive charge on the α-Carbon atom is one of the

most versatile and stable molecule widely used in biomedical applications such as

neurotransmission measurements oligonucleotide arrays (DNA chips) and as organic

dyes. Triphenyl group exhibits a non-planar geometry and the positive charge on α-

Carbon atom is stabilized by the resonance effect of three aromatic rings. The acid labile

nature of trityl group is utilized in serving as a class of protective group widely used

in nucleoside, oligonucleotide, peptide and carbohydrate chemistry. With three benzene

groups, triphenyl derivatives are potential molecules to self-assemble through π–π

stacking. Triphenyl derivatives are used as building blocks to generate nanostructures

such as nanoflower [40], hydrogel [41] etc.

Dendrimers

“Dendrimers”, the word arises from the Greek term dendron meaning “tree” are a class

of molecules with hyper branched architectures. First synthesized by Vögtle’s group [42],

the dendrimer architecture is divided into three parts: (i) core, (ii) internal branches

with repeat units called “generations,” and (iii) multivalent surface with reactive sites.

Dendrimers, the elegant examples of bottom-up approach can be precisely controlled

using the synthesis methods. Dendritic structures are chemically synthesized by using

two different approaches, the divergent method and the convergent method. In the diver-

gent approach, the dendrimer is built in a stepwise fashion from the core as the starting

point, to form highly branched oligomeric structure of nanometric dimensions [43]. In

the alternate convergent approach, the synthesis of dendrimer starts from the surface by

attaching segments of pre-formed dendritic arms and ends at the core [44, 45]. The at-

tachments mediated by covalent and noncovalent interactions to form a supramolecular
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dendrimer are considered to be more efficient as they yield dendrimers with less impuri-

ties resulting from incomplete reactions. Different attempts are made on the synthetic

strategies to develop new dendritic molecules with well-defined molecular structure.

Synthetic strategies, mainly focused on supramolecular chemistry, is considered to be

central for the design of intermolecular interactions. From the dendritic architectural

viewpoint, the three parts of the dendrimer can be tailored to exhibit unique properties.

Due to these architectural properties, dendrimers are of interest in a variety of contexts

in host-guest chemistry for encapsulation of guest molecules, in pharmacology for drug

delivery and catalysis [46].

Fréchet’s group reported host-guest binding through π–π interactions between the

electron-rich polyaryl ether dendrimeric network and an aromatic guest molecule pyrene

in water [47]. Diederich et al. created a group of dendrimers named ‘dendrophanes’,

tailored in such a way to bind the hydrophobic guests to the core. The water soluble

dendrophanes designed to be centered around a ‘cyclophane’ core, bind the aromatic

guest compounds through π–π interactions and were shown to be excellent carriers of

steroids [48, 49]. With well-defined tunable supramolecular properties, dendrimers are

also widely used as building blocks in the self-assembly of supramolecular gel-phase

materials. Kim et al.synthesized a series of bis-dendritic gelator molecules consisting

of benzamide and alkyl dendrons to study the relationship between gelation effect and

intermolecular interactions. The gelators with a first-generation benzamide (benzamide-

G1) dendron or a first-generation alkyl (alkyl-G1) dendron self-assembled by means of

hydrogen bonding and π–π stacking to form stable gels with fibrillar networks. But the

unbranched molecule (G0-G0), though having a balanced molecular structure, did not

form gels owing to its weak intermolecular interactions in solution [50].

π- Conjugated Systems

Construction of different supramolecular assemblies from π-conjugated systems offers

an excellent tool to fabricate different electronic components at the nanoscale. The π-

conjugated systems with large delocalized π-electrons, are versatile building blocks, as

their physical properties can be fine-tuned by manipulating their chemical structures.

The molecular architecture of the conjugated materials also strongly influences the

supramolecular organization, and the resulting morphologies of the structures. Among

all the molecules of π- conjugated systems for organic nanomaterials, porphyrin, phthalo-
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cyanines, and perylenes, have been extensively studied due to their electronic, magnetic

and optical properties. Porphyrin molecules with a rigid and planar geometry and with

its electronic features is used as a building block to self-assemble into various nanostruc-

tures. Most pursuits of porphyrin assemblies are constructed by connecting the porphyrin

units with strong bonds such as covalent and coordination bonds considering intermolec-

ular interactions to be too weak to maintain the superstructures. But a few reports have

shown that only by using the intermolecular π–π stacking interaction of porphyrins and

without using the other bonds/interactions novel supramolecular architectures can be

fabricated. Porphyrin molecules are extensively used in applications like catalysis and

sensor systems. A list of perylene derivatives self-organizing in organic solvents to form

different structures is mainly attributed to π–π molecular orbital overlaps [51].

Other π-conjugated systems like poly(p-phenylene), polyfluorenes and polyindenoflu-

orenes have attracted interest as light emitting materials in the fabrication of devices.

Polyfluorenes are good candidates for light-emitting diodes (LED) applications because of

their high solid-state photoluminescence properties, excellent solubility and film-forming

capability [52]. The nanostructures of the π- conjugated systems formed by self-assembly

through π–π stacking, shows excellent optical and electronic properties, including lumi-

nescence, charge carrier mobility, and electronic conductivity. Therefore, π-conjugated

molecules are extensively used as active materials in organic electronic devices such as

LEDs, FETs, and plastic solar cells.

π-Conjugated Gelators: Self-assembly through intermolecular π−π stacking is a

key driving force for the formation of organic gels. Commonly used gelators are π-

conjugated systems like anthracene, pyrene, perylene, and other fused aromatic systems

like, oligo-phenylenevinylene, oligo- polythiophene, and oligo-polymeric pyrrole groups

with photoelectric properties. In addition to that large conjugated molecules such as

porphyrin, phthalocyanine, and fullerene have also been widely used for the design

of low molecular weight gelators (LMWGs). The strong π–π stacking between these

conjugated molecules facilitates the formation of linear aggregates and gelation. The

functionalization of molecular gels can be easily achieved through rational design of the

gelators with selective π-conjugated systems. For instance, some azobenzene, phenan-

throline, or porphyrin-based gelators display reversible assembly–disassembly under

light, protons, metal ions, and thermal treatment to support the construction of intel-

ligent materials. On the other hand, the induction of π-conjugated systems such as

oligo-p-phenylenevinylenes, oligo-polythiophene, and oligo-polymeric pyrrole groups with
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specific optical, electrical, and magnetic properties to LMWGs leads to the gelation of

organic solvents and allows the design of a new class of photonically and electronically

active supramolecular architectures [53].

2.4.1.2 Nanostructures Formed through Aromatic π−π Interactions

Modulating nanomaterials for different functional applications has been an interesting

topic in materials science and supramolecular chemistry. Self-organization as a tool has

been used to develop a variety of organic nanostructures. A substantial amount of work

has been done in the previous years to control the self-assembly of organic molecules

through molecular interactions and external stimulus into highly ordered architectures.

Nanotubes

Rationally designed organic molecules, like amphiphiles, dendrimers etc. forms well-

defined nanotubes through molecular self-assembly. Organic nanotubes have attracted

much interest due to the ability of encapsulating guest molecules. The guest molecules

are tailor made and can be fine-tuned based on the functional requirement. Organic

nanotubes with functionalizable inner and outer surfaces can encapsulate and release

any guest molecules in aqueous solutions. The events occur in attoliter volume nanospace

of nanotubes and are of profound interest for applications in biological, medical, and in-

dustrial areas. A porphyrin derivative 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-pyridyl)porphyrin synthesized

through vaporization-condensation-recrystallization process formed single crystalline

rectangular nanotubes. Single Crystal X-ray analysis of the tubular structures revealed

that the singular units self-stacked through hydrogen-bonding, H–π, and π−π inter-

molecular interactions [54].

Nanofibers

Using the supramolecular designs, nanostructures can be created by a variety of building

blocks. Among them, nanofibers is the simplest supramolecular aggregates formed

by the amphiphiles. A triangular amphiphilic molecule designed, based on the 3,3´-

bis(acylamino)-2,2´-bipyridine-substituted benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide self-assembled

into helical fibers in apolar and polar solvents, due to π−π stacking and hydrophobic

interactions [37]. In another work based on a novel amphiphile of glucose-based lipid, a

series of molecules with azobenzene was synthesized and it self-assembled into helical
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Amphiphiles

Crystallization
Layer by Layer assembly

Self-assembly 
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Figure 2.2: Different types of building blocks, methods of self-assembly and nanostructures
formed as a result of aromatic π−π interactions.

nanofibers. To understand the importance of aromatic π−π interactions, when the azoben-

zene group was replaced by a saturated aliphatic chain, no fibrillary structures were

observed [35]. Amphiphiles are designed with both aromatic and covalent interactions,

where the non-covalent interactions are used for first level locking of the structures.

The structures packed through non-covalent interactions are further locked by cova-

lent interactions. An example is DPDA-10, an amphiphile containing π−π interaction

groups and polymerizable diacetylene, self-assembles into nanofibers primarily driven by

π−π interactions [55]. Kim et al. synthesized a series of bis-dendritic gelator molecules

consisting of benzamide and alkyl dendrons to study the relationship between gelation

effect and intermolecular interactions. The gelators with a first-generation benzamide

(benzamide-G1) dendron or a first-generation alkyl (alkyl-G1) dendron self-assembled by

means of hydrogen bonding and π−π stacking formed stable gels with fibrillar networks.
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But the unbranched molecule (G0-G0), though having a balanced molecular structure,

did not form gels owing to its weak intermolecular interactions in solution [50]. Thin

deposits of polyfluorenes when substituted with linear alkyl groups, the substituents

allowed a close packing of the conjugated chains into very long, regular π−π stacks

to form long fibrils [56]. A propeller-shaped perylene diimide trimer self assembles in

solution to form fluorescent nanofibers ranging from 4-150 nm in diameter [57].

Vesicles

Self-assembly of small amphiphilic molecules yields a variety of nanostructural morpholo-

gies on the experimental conditions. Hollow vesicles with an internal cavity containing

the aqueous solution are considered interesting due to their potential application as

molecular containers. A triangular amphiphilic molecule oligo (phenylene ethynylene)

self-assembles into a variety of structures based on solvent polarity and associates to-

gether to form vesicles with acetonitrile as a solvent [38]. The concept of using both

covalent and non-covalent interactions in designing amphiphiles were used in a triblock

amphiphilic polymer. The polymer which forms spherical structures through non-covalent

interactions, self-assembled into cylindrical structures on addition of covalent interac-

tions.

Nanorods, Nanosheets and Nanoflower

Square porphyrin nanosheets have been synthesized for the first time by Shelnutt’s group

using a reprecipitation method [58]. 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane, a trityl derivative was

crystallized using diethyl ether as a solvent system. The single crystal organic compound

assembles to form a sheet like morphology. The sheet like morphologies on vortexing, by

means of a supra-molecular interaction, comes together to form organic nanoflowers [40].

1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane molecule with six phenyl rings, forms multiple phenyl embraces

(MPE) and engage each other through edge-to-face, (or T-shaped) and parallel offset face-

to-face or parallel displaced (PD) interactions [13]. The nano-level assemblies formed

may be attributed to the attractive interactions between aromatic systems, as the

distance between typical T-shaped phenyl embraces are 4.06 and 7.08 Å respectively

between the closest and farthest carbon atoms. Hasobe et al. have reported formation

of supramolecular nanorods of meso-diaryl-substituted porphyrins, aided by sonication

method and controlled by intermolecular interactions such as π−π stacking [59].
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Thin Films

Polyflourenes which forms long thin fibrils on substitution with linear alkyl groups,

branched alkyl or aromatic substituents form homogeneous, featureless thin films [56].

Poly(3-hexylthiophene) or P3HT on spin coating forms thin film of well-ordered lamel-

lar structures, which depends upon regioregularity. P3HT with high regioregularity

(>91%HT linkages) forms lamellar structures through edge-on orientation π−π stack-

ing [60]. A group of molecules with 2′-pyridyl-2-pyridinecarboxamide units exhibited a dy-

namic interconversion between single and double molecular helices in solution, through

spiral sliding of the synthetic oligomer strands. The helical shapes of the molecules result

from the intramolecular H-bonding and extensive intermolecular aromatic stacking [61].

A novel supramolecular building block called Dendron rod−coil, comprising of a dendritic,

rod-like, and a coil unit, with aromatic groups that self-assembles to form nanoribbon

like structures [62].

2.4.1.3 Different Methods for Construction of Organic Nanoassemblies
through Aromatic Stacking Interactions

Molecules self-assembles spontaneously in solutions or substrates to form a large non-

covalently bound aggregate. The preconditions for the self-assembly, the external factors

and the methods of self-assembly is important to obtain defined nanostructures. Few

methods of self-assembly involving aromatic π−π interactions, namely reprecipitation,

gelation, crystallization, layer-by-layer Assembly and self-assembly in solutions are

discussed below.

Crystallization

Crystallization is also a process of organic synthesis where the outcome of process can

be rationalized from the analysis of the nature and properties of the molecular building

blocks. The architecture of crystals is governed by the chemistry and geometry of the

intermolecular interactions which acts as a supramolecular cement. The emergence of the

field of crystal engineering helped in understanding about the intermolecular interactions

in the context of crystal packing, so that new molecules with defined geometry and

topology can be synthesized. It also helped in establishing connections between molecular

and supramolecular structure in terms of intermolecular interactions. Crystallization

aims at producing molecules of defined shapes such as rods, tubes, sheets, layers etc. so
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that they can find applications as materials. The individual sub-units self-assembles

to form a supramolecule and the final patterns obtained usually defines the optical,

magnetic and electronic properties of the supramolecular structure.

Aromatic molecules in crystals generally have a greater tendency to stack themselves

so as to increase the C. . . C and C. . . H interactions. In case of planar aromatic molecules

such interactions result in characteristic T-shaped herringbone pattern [63]. In the

crystals formed by p-terphenyl, the molecules tilt along their lengths and form parallel

slabs in order to optimize the herringbone interactions in them. On the other hand,

the dimers of benzoic acid prefer stacking themselves rather than titling to form slabs

in order to optimize the herringbone interactions in them [64]. The strategies adopted

by the crystal structures due to the geometric consequences can be adopted in crystal

engineering.

Self-assembly in Solution

The process of self-assembly in solution to form hierarchical structures is driven by

the specific and local molecular interactions governed by thermodynamic and kinetic

conditions in order to achieve energy minima. A number of solvent studies on self-

assembling systems containing aromatic amino acids has been published to address the

importance of such intermolecular interactions. In an attempt to address the nature of the

aromatic interactions in solvent, Iverson and co-workers have performed an experiment

with three different aromatic pairs in a solvent system [65]. The three different aromatic

pairs based on the type of the electrostatic interaction have shown varying degrees of

sensitivity to solvent polarity, the following conclusions were derived:

(i) Donor- acceptor pair: Interaction was observed through face-to-face stacked

orientation and a strong solvent effect was observed, in which the interaction was

stronger in more polar solvents. This suggests that dispersion and/or hydrophobic inter-

actions dominate.

(ii) Electron-poor aromatic pair: Although with the possibility of having greater

burial of surface area, the molecules stacked through offset orientation in the solid state,

as predicted by the electrostatic model. And the solvent effect was one order less in

magnitude.
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(iii) Electron-rich aromatic ring: The weakest of all the three interactions, the

molecules interacts through edge-face orientation and has almost no solvent dependence.

From the studies it is evident that the electrostatic component influences the geome-

try of the interactions, and the geometry inturn decides the magnitude of the solvent

effect on the interactions and the strength of the interactions in water is approximately –

6.7 to – 18.8 kJ mol–1. The above study also suggests that solvent effect, solvent polarity

and the solvent–solute interactions are crucial for regulating the assembly process to

get assembled nanostructures of different size, shape, and morphology. Moreover, the

choice and design of molecular structures also plays a key role in determining the final

self -assembled nanostructure. In another study with water as the solvent system, it was

suggested that H-bonding of water with aromatic rings plays a crucial role by influencing

the propensity of stacking in the interactions [66]. The nature of the substituents in

the aromatic rings was also believed to influence the stacking of the aromatic rings.

The substituents tune the nature of the interactions through minimization of repulsive,

quadrupole - quadrupole interactions [67].

Among the different types of self-assembly in solution, the surface assisted self-

assembly has organic units dissolved in a guest solvent, and are organized with the

help of surfactants in the host solvents. By means of surfactant assisted self-assembly,

and with oil/aqueous medium, porphyrin self-assembled into various nanostructures

like nanospheres, nanorods, nanotubes, and nanofibers [68]. Amphiphiles, triphenyl

derivatives and many π-conjugated molecules like porphyrin and pyrelene, self-assembles

in solution into structurally well-defined structures which is governed by the delicate

balance between different noncovalent interactions [40, 69].

Reprecipitation Method

Reprecipitation method was first reported by Nakanishi and coworkers [70, 71], involves

rapid mixing small amount of concentrated molecules in a good solvent with excess

of poor solvent to prepare organic nanoparticle dispersions. As a solvent displacement

method with no chemical reactions involved, this method is usually employed to obtain

zero dimensional and one-dimensional nanostructures. A series of aromatic pyrazoline

compounds forming organic nanoparticles through aromatic π−π stacking was synthe-

sized using co-precipitation method. The organic nanoparticles exhibited size-dependent

optical properties which may be used in device applications [72, 73].
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Layer by Layer Assembly

The layer-by-layer (LBL) process is based on the strong electrostatic interaction between

alternate layers of polyelectrolytes which are sequentially adsorbed on a solid support by

simple dipping into an aqueous solution. The polyelectrolytes of opposite charges held

through electrostatic interactions results in highly ordered nanostructures or patterns

with excellent functionalities and activities. Inspired by the concept of LB membranes

invented by Blodgett and Langmuir, Iler discovered the method of layer-by-layer self-

assembly in 1996. He established the method by binding a monolayer of negatively

charged particles on the surface modified with cationic surfactants. Decher and Hong

were the first researchers to extend the concept of LBL process to fully buildup LBL films

with positively and negatively charged bolaform molecules. In the developed technology,

building blocks like dendrimers, proteins, clays, and nanoparticles were used to self-

assemble into diverse functional nanostructured materials. The versatility of the method

to be combined with other techniques, easy and low cost operational procedures makes

them one of the most effective tools for synthesis of nanomaterials. Nanomaterials

like films, capsules, nanotubes, nanoporous particles, macroporous and biomimetic

structures etc. synthesized using LBL methods has great potential in nanoelectronic,

optoelectronic, magnetic, and chemical or biosensing technologies [74–78]. One such

example is the fabrication of self-assembled thin films using perylene diimides. PDI

moieties with four positive or negative charges (p-PDI and n-PDI, respectively) are

deposited on quartz substrates using molecular layer-by-layer (MLBL) deposition from

aqueous solution [79]. A strong π−π interaction facilitates the self-assembly of perylene

diimides [80], into thin films. The individual perylene moieties as such are potential

candidates for photon-harvesting arrays (photovoltaic cells) and OLEDs. In addition, the

aromatic π−π interaction is expected to facilitate energy or charge transport in such

molecular constructs [81].

2.4.1.4 Properties of the Materials Resulting from Aromatic π−π
Interactions

The material properties of nanoscale objects originate from the type of building blocks

and the mechanism through which they interact to form supramolecular materials.
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Electronic Properties

Single crystal organic molecules have highest charge carrier motilities due to the molecu-

lar ordering that permits good overlapping of π−π orbitals. For example, pentacene [82],

rubrene [83] and dithiophene-tetrathiafulvalene [84] has a mobility of 1.5 cm2/Vs, 8

cm2/Vs and 1.4 cm2/Vs respectively. Synthesis of single crystals are generally tedious;

hence alternative ways of synthesizing low-cost electronic materials were explored. Aro-

matic molecules with π-conjugated systems showed different carrier mobility based

on the types of intermolecular π−π stacking. Percentage of regioregularity in some

molecules decides type of π-stacking orientation and the rate of charge mobility in them.

For example, P3HT forming lamellar structures through 96% regioregularity with edge

on orientation π−π stacking has charge mobility of 0.05 to 0.1cm2 V−1s−1, whereas with

96% regioregularity and face on orientation, the charge mobility increased to 2 x 104

cm2 V−1s−1. Along with the degree of order of the structures, the thin film deposition

methods which decides the orientation of the π−π stacking with respect to the sub-

strate, decides the field-effect mobility and the electron transport direction of Organic

Thin Film Transistor (OTFT) devices [60]. The different type of substrate modification

prior to film deposition [85] and the solvent systems [86] also influences the charge

carrier mobility. Garnier et al. synthesized and crystallized polycrystalline [87], and α–ω-

dihexyl-sexithiophene film [88] based OTFT’s and showed that crystals containing large

π-conjugation length along the long axis of the molecule and close molecular packing of

the molecules along at least one of the short molecular axes (π -stacking) are two impor-

tant conditions for high carrier mobility. Organic thin film transistors are envisioned as

an alternative to the traditional inorganic thin film transistors. But the charge carrier

mobility of inorganic materials is almost thrice that of organic molecules [89]. But the

unique properties of organic thin film transistors like design flexibility and low cost - low

temperature processing are used in many such devices.

Optical Properties

Aromatic π−π stacking determines the optical properties in self-assembled planar aro-

matic molecules. One dimensional nanobelt like structures of PTDCI exhibited uniaxial

optical properties along the π−π stacking directions, the property of which can be used

to generate optical sensors or switches that can be used to yield higher sensitivity [90].

In π-conjugated systems, porphyrin based nanoscale superstructures are generally
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known for their light harvesting functions. One such meso-diaryl-substituted porphyrins

formed nanorods and nanofibers by sonication method. Based on the spectroscopic studies,

photoelectrochemical cell composed of nanorod-modified optically transparent electrode

(OTE) was constructed. From the experiments, the nanorods were found to harvest light

energy and generate photocurrent during the operation of photoelectrochemical cell [59].

Photoconductive nanorods self-assembled from a porphyrin derivative, acted as a switch

in the presence of light. The nanorods appeared insulating in the dark, upon excitation

with light exhibited photoconductive behavior [91].

Polyfluorenes based π-conjugated systems, on substitution with different substituents

exhibited different morphologies. Photoluminescence properties are strongly co-related

with the resulting morphologies. Alkyl chain substituents forming nanofibril like struc-

tures exhibited long wavelength emission in the green region, while non-organized

structures like granular and smooth films formed by bulky substituents retained pure

blue emission. The optoelectronic properties in the materials is attributed to the competi-

tion between steric hindrance and π-stacking in them[56]. The optical emission color of a

perylene-derivative molecular assembly can be tuned by dynamic π−π stacked molecular

assembly in solution [51].

2.4.1.5 Applications

Drug Delivery

Vesicles are spherical or ellipsoidal structures with internal cavity in them, and the com-

monly used aspect of this hollowness is targeted drug delivery. Diederich and coworkers

designed a group of dendrimers called “dendrophanes” specifically designed for binding

hydrophobic guests to the core. Dendrophanes are water soluble in nature and centered

around a ‘cyclophane’s core. The dendritic strutures binds compounds, through π−π
interactions were shown to be excellent carriers of steroids [48].

Nanoelectronics

Supramolecular electronics constitutes of electronic components made of supramolecular

assemblies, and it bridges the gap between molecular electronics and bulk, ‘Plastic

electronics’ [92]. Though initial excitements on single molecule based nanosized devices

existed due to miniaturization, the limitation of shape selectivity hampered their appli-

cation in the field of electronics. Self-assembled molecules formed through co-operative
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and specific interactions are considered ideal building blocks for electronic applications.

LED: Many organic nanomaterials are used as active semiconductors in light-emitting

diodes, and many prototype devices are fabricated which meet realistic specifications for

applications. Organic blue-emitting conjugated polymers, can be used for color display

applications. First reported molecule with blue emission is poly(p-phenylene) [93] and

studies with many polypheylene derivatives blue luminescence followed [52]. OLET:

The first organic light-emitting field-effect transistors were fabricated using tetracene

polycrystalline as a charge transport and emitting layer. The device with inter-digitated

gold source and drain electrodes were fabricated on a Si/SiO2 substrate on which the

organic crystal was deposited as a film [94]. The prototype device had few drawbacks

due to the electron transport issues in tetracene, but based on this optimization for the

device characteristics has been performed. When thoiopene-derived molecular system

was used as an active layer and with a channel width of 0.8 µm, the electroluminescence

increased to a value nine times higher than that of the one obtained with a channel

width of 9.8 µm. Advantages of organic molecules in terms of electronic applications is

that, the molecules can be assembled or deposited on any substrate followed by which,

the post processing layers can be added for device fabrication. Organic materials are

compatible with low-cost fabrication techniques, and with inherent versatility, it offers

the possibility of fabrication of multifunctional devices.

2.4.2 Bio-Organic Nanomaterials

Upon careful examination of short functional fragments of amyloid forming proteins,

a common factor was observed. In all the diverse fragments, few aromatic residues

were present, which raised the question of the possible role of π−π interactions in

amyloid formation. It was speculated that the π-stacking interactions well known for its

contribution in the self-assembly of aromatic units, may provide energetic distribution,

order and directionality in the self-assembly of amyloid fibrils [95]. The suggested π-

stacking hypothesis, inspired the design of new peptide sequences, which helped in

understanding the self-assembly mechanism [96] and the development of a series of

functional peptides [97, 98].
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2.4.2.1 Aromatic Interactions in Biomolecules

Aromatic interactions, ubiquitous in nature, plays an important role in stabilizing the

structure of biomolecules like double stranded DNA [99] and a variety of proteins [95]. It

was considered to be one among the less studied and less understood interactions, until

the mechanism of aggregation through π-stacking has been elucidated. Extensive inves-

tigations about the nature and significance of aromatic interactions followed, employing

theoretical [28] and experimental methods [100, 101].

Applications
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Figure 2.3: Role of aromatic interactions in directing the self-assembly of basic peptide building
blocks to functional nanostructures.

Traditionally, though DNA molecules were adapted for applications in nanotechnol-

ogy, the appeal for peptide and proteins have been intensified due to their versatility

and specificity in molecular recognition. In the biological world, many molecular mecha-

nisms at nano, micro and macro scales are governed by proteins and peptides. Among

all, self-assembled nanostructures by proteins and peptides remained as one of the

most promising directions for many reasons. Inspired by the mechanisms adopted by
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the biomolecules, many peptides based nanomaterials have been designed and fabri-

cated [102–104](Figure 2.3). Though protein offers many advantages, draw backs like (i)

instability and inability to design and synthesize proteins, (ii) sensitiveness to environ-

mental conditions like pH, solvent and temperature remains as challenges in designing

bio-nano devices [105]. Unlike proteins, peptides were recognized as versatile building

blocks for self-assembly, owing to their chemical diversity, ease of synthesis, flexibility in

design, stability and bio-compatibility.

2.4.2.2 History of Aromatic Stacking

The well-known role of π-stacking in molecular recognition and self-assembly [17, 18, 20]

led to various investigations on aggregation patterns in amyloid proteins. Since amyloid

formation also involves the process of molecular recognition and self-assembly, it was

hypothesized that (i) the energetic contribution from the π-stacking can thermodynami-

cally drive the self-assembly process and (ii) the directionality and orientation for the

ordered aggregation is provided by the specific pattern of π-stacking [95]. Analysis of

the functional fragments of various aggregating sequences of amyloid peptides revealed

an interesting commonality (Figure 2.4). A notable frequent occurrence of aromatic

residues in all the functional fragments, raised the possibility of their role in the amyloid

formation. With the known fact that the frequency of occurrence of aromatic amino acids

in normal proteins is relatively very low, the observation suggests the significant role of

the aromatic amino acids in the aggregating sequences.

The first striking examples of the aromatic amino acids was observed in the 15 residue

amino acids of the 37 amino acid islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP), or amylin [106].

Shorter fragments of 6(NFGAIL) and 5(FGAIL) residues formed ordered amyloid fibrils,

whereas, the sequence GAIL did not form any fibrils [107]. By means of various analysis

like near-ultraviolet circular dichroism (UV CD) spectrum of IAPP, [108] and alanine

scan of the ‘basic amyloidogenic unit’ of IAPP [109], physicochemical properties of the

three short residues and the significant role of phenylalanine as a structural element

has been demonstrated.

Another example is the minimal fragment of the Alzheimer’s β-amyloid (Aβ) polypep-

tides (QKLVFF) containing two phenylalanine residues. The short peptide specifically

binds and inhibits the amyloid formation of the full-length Aβ polypeptide [110]. A

few other inhibitors like LVFFA and its derivatives [111] and LPFFD [112] were also
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Figure 2.4: Mechanism of amyloid formation through stacking of β-sheets and aromatic interac-
tions. Common features of aromatic amino acids in different amyloid forming sequences and how
it led to the discovery of FF is shown.

found to inhibit Aβ peptide. Another study on the sequence KLVFFAE, derived from

Aβ peptide forming well-ordered fibrils [113], further confirmed the role of FF motif as

a molecular recognition element in the ordered amyloid fibril formation (Figure 2.4).

Diphenylalanine happens to be the first shortest dipeptide to self-assemble into rigid

nanotubular structures [96].

A short functional octapeptide fragment (NFGSVQFV) of the 5.5 kDa peptide com-

ponent of the aortic medial amyloid formed amyloid fibrils as the parent peptide [114].

Few other examples of the presence of phenylalanine residues are (i) near the carboxyl

terminus of a 35 residue peptide fragment of α-synuclein [115], (ii) in calcitonin a short

peptide which forms amyloid fibrils both in vivo and in vitro [116, 117], and (iii) the

amyloid fibrils formed by chromosome 13 of human BRI gene, which are associated with

neuronal dysfunction and dementia [118].
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2.4.2.3 Mechanism of Amyloid Formation through Aromatic π−π Stacking

Understanding the mechanism of the biomolecules is of prime importance in peptide

engineering, as it allows the rationale design of peptides targeting specific applications.

As mentioned in section 1, there are four possible ways of π-stacking and each of the

four possible stacking interaction with precise planar orientation may regulate the well-

ordered formation of the amyloid structures. The suggested mechanism is a stepwise

assembly process - in the first stage - only two structural elements containing aromatic

amino acid residues forms a bimolecular structure. In the following stage, monomers with

the same recognition elements are further added in a stepwise process. From the initial

formation of the biomolecular structure to the stepwise addition of the monomers, the

process is directed by the restricted geometries of the stacking interactions. The mecha-

nism associated with π−π stacking plays a crucial role in supramolecular association as

it forms highly stable self-assembled structures with the desired precision.

2.4.2.4 Geometry of Aromatic Stacking in Aromatic Rings

In protein folding, based on the interactions involved, aromatic rings can either serve as

acceptors or donors in H-bonding [119]. Other than H-bonding, interaction of aromatic

groups with other aromatic moiety is considered important, as on an average, 60 % of

aromatic chains in proteins are involved in such aromatic pairing interactions [20]. As

per the observation by Burly and Petsko, phenyl ring centroids in such interactions are

separated by a preferential distance of 4.5 - 7 A˚ and dihedral angles approaching 90º are

most common. Among all the abundant structures in contact, most of the interactions

involving aromatic groups have a contact distance less than 6 A˚. Whereas in interactions

involving isolated Phe rings, which makes 5 % of all the studied structures have a centroid

separation distance of 7 A˚.

The geometry of the aromatic resulting from the translation of the crystallographic

axis with angle between aromatic planes as 0º, can be calculated using the vertical

and horizontal offsets of the aromatic rings. As shown in figure 2.5, the horizontal and

vertical offsets of the aromatic rings in parallel displaced contacts are calculated using D

sin θ and D cos θ. From the calculations, it was shown that the bulk interactions have the

values of H and V in the range of 3 – 6 A˚ and 1.5 – 3.5 A˚ respectively. It was observed

that a situation H=0 A˚, representing the direct stacking of amino acids on the top of the

each other never occurred in the crystal structures. But the situation corresponding to
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Figure 2.5: Vertical and horizontal offset interactions between the phenyl groups in peptides.
Stacking interactions observed in the structure cyclo (N-methyltaurine-Phe-D-Pro). D (the cen-
troid distance) and H•••C distances are represented with dotted lines.

V= 0 A˚ was observed in very few cases which had distinct electrostatic characteristics.

At conditions where the amino acids are not related by translations, the angle between

the two aromatic rings may vary between 0º (parallel) - 90º (perpendicular) and there will

not be any correlation between the centroid distance and plane angle. In short aromatic

interactions, with parallel displaced geometry, H-atoms will not be placed on the top of

the aromatic ring but with a little displacement pointing out the π – electrons of H...C(π)

for contacts down to 2.9 A˚ [120].

2.4.2.5 Strategies adopted and types of building blocks for construction of
bioorganic nanoassemblies

Peptides with 20 natural amino acids, have the same basic structure and can adopt differ-

ent configurations with the varying R group. Though chirality is a choice for amino acids

other than Gly, all amino acids exists in L-configuration. Amino acids interact through

non-covalent interactions - ionic, hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding and π–π stacking, to

from supramolecular structures and with the possibility of 2n configurations, (n= num-
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ber of amino acids) the possible sequences are enormous. On addressing the challenge

linking the peptide sequence to structure, design rules are made and central concepts

like Ramachandran plots have been developed. In general, peptides can de designed

by two ways (i) Natural peptides are designed by imitating the biological assemblies in

nature and (ii) non-natural – de novo designs of peptides which are either linked through

co-valent or non-covalent interactions (Figure 2.6).

Concepts derived from Nature (Natural Design)

The limitations in the top-down approach has provided an alternative route of ‘bottom-up’

approaches in the fabrication of nanomaterials. Initial attempts of man-made designs in

the bottom-up process using peptides weren’t much successful, as the multiple functions

of the biomolecules incorporated, created a chaos by interfering with each other and

generating unexpected functions. Hence, researchers started mimicking the natural

designs of functional nanomachines, fabricated with an outstanding degree of organiza-

tion and efficiency in task accomplishments. The important design feature of nature is

the hierarchical self- assembly of small elementary building blocks of biomolecules into

highly ordered functional supramolecular architectures.

Strategies adopted 
from nature

Construction of nanoassemblies

Non-natural designs

Symmetry

β - sheets

α - helix

Cyclic Peptides

Aromatic short sequences

Peptide amphiphiles
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Figure 2.6: Various strategies employed for the design of peptide based nano-assemblies.
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(i) Symmetry: Evolution in nature has produced a range of nano-objects self-assembled

through bottom-up approach. Among all the concepts adopted by nature, the concept of

symmetry provides many functional advantages in the biomolecules. A few examples

of different types of symmetry found in biomolecules are listed below in Table 2.1. The

common types of symmetry observed in biomolecules are (i) Point group symmetry which

is further classified into cyclic, dihedral and cubic symmetry and (ii) translation symme-

try and Quasi-symmetry. Inspired by the concept, symmetry as a design variable along

with aromatic π−π interactions and end to end electrostatic interactions have been used

in peptide model systems. Peptide systems with same electrostatics and symmetrical ele-

ments, tend to form similar crystalline nanotube like structures. When the symmetrical

element was changed along with the increase in the distance between the aromatic rings

of the basic unit, it formed nanocomb like architectures. The hypothesis that asymmetri-

cal elements will prohibit the epitaxial growth of supramolecular assemblies, was evident

with peptide system with asymmetrical design forming no pronounced architecture. An-

other peptide design was based on the gramicidin helix with both intramolecular as well

as intermolecular interactions, assembled forming nanofibers [121]. The observations

from the experiments suggest that symmetry along with charge distributions can be

used as a design parameter for modulating nano-assemblies.

(ii) Secondary structures
β-sheets: β-Sheets well known for their ability to form ordered amyloid fibrils in amyloid

diseases, was initially identified by Pauling and Corey and others in 1950s [122]. β-sheets

contains parallel and antiparallel strands with an extended backbone, that permits hy-

drogen bonding between the backbone amides and carbonyls. The arrangement of C and

N-termini on the strands (on the same side-parallel and alternate sides-antiparallel) has

an important impact on the H-bonding, side chains and orientations in the structure. In

the literature, β-Sheets peptides either natural or designed ones dominates the α-helical

peptides as they can form long-range interactions. Zhang in 1900, first demonstrated

the use of β-sheets in the design of materials [123]. The hypothesis of aromatic stack-

ing in the β-Sheets of amyloid proteins [124], further inspired the design of series of

β-Sheets forming peptides interacting through aromatic π−π stacking. But the main

challenge faced in designing a self-assembled system mediated through β-sheets is to

control the assembly, to form uniform and reproducible architectures. Self-assembled

β-sheets formed a hierarchy of structures such as tapes, ribbons, fibrils and fibres [129].

Studies done on systematic variation of peptide sequences containing different number
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Types of symmetry Biomolecules

Point group symmetry

Cyclic Pepsin, Max protein, Porin, Potas-
sium Channel, Complement C1

Dihedral Phosphofructokinase, Aspartate
carbamoyltransferase, Glycolate
oxidase, Glutamine synthetase

Cubic Ferritin, Protocatechuate 3,4-
dioxygenase, Satellite tobacco
necrosis virus

Translational symmetry

Line symmetry Actin filaments

Plane Symmetry S-layer proteins

Space group symmetry Catalase

Quasi symmetry Viral capsids

Table 2.1: The common types of symmetry observed in biomolecules are (i) Point group symmetry
which is further classified into cyclic, dihedral and cubic symmetry and (ii) translation symmetry
and Quasi-symmetry

of hydrophobic residues, and their position helped in finding the key features like critical

concentration of aggregation in the peptides [126].

β-hairpins: β-hairpins are short sequences, containing two short β sheets linked by

a turn sequence. When the end amino acids in the β sheets do not interact with each

other, β-hairpins ensures that the peptides stack in register with one other. β-hairpins

also plays an important role in the amyloid self-assembly [127]. A C3-symmetric peptide

conjugate, Trigonal-WTW, was synthesized based on the intramolecular tryptophan

zipper (β-hairpin) forming peptide reported by Cochran et al. At a pH 11, the peptide

self-assembled to form fibrous structures due to stacking interactions between the

hydrophobic core [128]. A biological motif, peptide β sheet was rationally designed with

sequences interacting through aromatic interactions formed macroscopic hydrogels with

nano-scale order [129].

α - helix: First described by Pauling, Corey and Crick [130, 131], α – helical structures
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are used as components of coiled-coils, in alternative to the usage of β-sheets for the

formation of fibrous structures. With the aid of hydrogen bonding between backbone

amides, and with a periodicity of 3.6 residues per turn, the α-helical peptides tend to

stack on top of each other, to form extended columns. The extended structures are formed

by the side chains of amino acids of the α-helical peptides, protruding outside from

the helix to from interactions with other helices. Though it is challenging to produce

α-helical structure in practice, owing to the longer length of amino acids required for

making stable interactions, a few examples involving aromatic–aromatic interactions

are also evident [132].

Non-natural Designs/Peptide derivatives

Non-natural peptides are designed based on the insights gleaned from natural pro-

teins or they are entirely new designs based on the peptide derivatives. For example,

surfactant-like peptides are inspired by the lipid bilayers [133], and aromatic peptides

are derived from amyloidogenic sequences [95, 96]. Over the past few decades a number

of peptide building blocks with short sequences such as cyclic peptides, dendritic peptides,

amphiphilic peptides and aromatic peptides have been explored for creating functional

nanostructures.

(i) Cyclic peptides: Cyclic peptides usually contains alternating L and D amino acids,

where the building blocks stack upon each other to form a flat conformational structure.

The final self-assembled structures are stabilized through H-bonding which are arranged

perpendicular to the ring. In peptide crystallization, cyclic peptides are introduced to

address the challenges of conformational flexibility in peptides. Cyclic peptides have

distinct properties like precise diameter control and functionalization through amino

acid sequences. A novel family of aromatic-bridged cystine cyclic peptides, with locked-

in, well defined secondary structures, can act as a model for studying the biological

reactions. The peptides also called cystinophanes had a general structure of cyclo(Ar-

CONH-Cyst-NHCO−)n and cyclo (Ar-CONH-Xaa-Cyst-Xaa-NHCO−) (Ar = Ph or Pyr;

Cyst = l-cystine dimethyl ester; n = 2, 3, 4, and Xaa = amino acid X). Crystallographic

analysis revealed the near-parallel face-to-face orientation of the two phenyl rings in

the cyclic peptides [134]. Another group of peptides called cyclodepsipeptides, with

alternating repeats of aromatic and Ser units were synthesized and crystallized. The
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molecules stacked on the top of each other through π−π interactions between the

aromatic groups like phenyl or pyridyl and H-bonding to form tubular structures [135].

(ii) Peptides with unnatural amino acids: Aib (aminoisobutyric acid), a non-

proteinogenic alpha amino acid is known for inducing helix formation in peptide se-

quences. When the length of the amino acid becomes more, the problem of conformational

flexibility arises. In such cases, Aib containing sequences are introduced to address this

issue. To understand the importance of aromatic π−π interactions in stabilizing helices

and β-hairpins, three sets of peptides with phenylalanine at different positions were

synthesized and crystallized. To restrict the conformation to remain as helix, Aib was also

placed at different positions in the peptide sequences. Structural determination of the

crystals, revealed that the peptide adopted helical conformations and the aromatic rings

interacted through perpendicular, parallel-displaced, and inclined orientations [132]. Aib

introduced between diphenylalanine (FBf) peptide to restrict the conformation of the

peptide in α-helical region, formed nanocomb like structures [121].

(iii) Peptide Amphiphiles: Inspired by the association and structural integrity

of the lipid membranes, amphiphilic peptide molecules with charged hydrophilic head

groups and hydrophobic tails were designed. Among all the different types, aromatic

peptide amphiphiles are considered to be a distinct class of building blocks as they

require a minimalistic design strategy facilitated by the inclusion of a synthetic aro-

matic moiety. The aromatic moieties impart both amphiphilicity and structure to the

directed self-assembly in the aromatic stacking interactions. Further, self-assembly is

also influenced by the planarity and geometry, associated with the stacking interactions.

The self –assembly of the aromatic amphiphiles through parallel, anti-parallel, and

interlocked antiparallel stacking conformations are governed by the structural features

of the four segments present in them. A typical aromatic amphiphiles is comprised of (i)

an N-terminal aromatic component (ii) a linker segment (iii) Peptide sequence and (iv) a

C-terminus. Self-assembly of the peptide amphiphiles are controlled by modifying the

aromatic component and by changing the external conditions like pH, ion, temperature

and kinetics [136].

(iv) Aromatic Short peptide derivatives: Aromatic nanostructures self-assembles

through hydrogen bonding as well as π–π stacking of aromatic residues. Aromatic short
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peptide derivatives were promising from a scientific point of view due to two main

reasons, (i) Short dipeptide diphenylalanine, the core recognition motif of β amyloid

sequence self-assembles to form nanotubes by means of π–π stacking of the phenyl

rings [96]. (ii) The chemical coupling of a variety of short aromatic groups, like car-

bobenzyloxy, naphthalene, anthracene and fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) derivatives

self-assembled to form nano scale architectures, primarily directed by local electrostatics.

Diphenylalanine peptides and its derivatives: Investigation on the smallest

recognition module or reduced minimal aggregate of amyloid protein, revealed that

the stacking role of aromatic dipeptide diphenylalanine may play a key role in fib-

ril formation [95]. The sequence which was identified as the core recognition motif

for self-assembly, became the first reported dipeptide to self-assemble into extremely

rigid [137], discrete, hollow nanotubes with high persistence lengths and were casted

into nanowires [96]. Since then many studies have been carried out including the physic-

ochemical characterizations of nanotubes, followed by the design and synthesis of various

diphenylalanine derivatives. Under different conditions FF nanotubes self-assembles to

form different nanostructures. They can be aligned vertically to form “nano-forest” or

could be coated with magnetic nanoparticles and aligned horizontally in the presence of

an external magnetic field [138]. Modulation of biological stability was achieved based

on the incorporation of L and D- amino acid isomers in the peptide building blocks to

make them stable against proteolytic degradation [96].

Many FF-based nanostructures such as nanotubes, nanoforests, spherical vesicles,

nanofibrils, nanorods, and ordered molecular chains were formed under different condi-

tions like vapor deposition, dilution and water-vapor-mediated self-assembly [139–141].

Different analogues of diphenylalanine peptides forming a variety of nanostructures are

listed in Table [2]. The different nanostructures formed based on properties of the peptide

assembly, finds applications in areas like bioimaging, biosensors, guest encapsulation,

nanofabrication and drug delivery [22].

Other aromatic amino acid sequences: On chemical coupling of a variety of

aromatic groups, like carbobenzyloxy, naphthalene, or fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)

to the N-terminus of some peptides aids the self-assembly by π−π interactions and allows

them to form nanostructures. The molecular basis for the formation of nanostructures

from small peptide containing aromatic moieties, stems from the geometric restriction
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Peptide Solvent Nanostructures

Diphenylglycine,
Cysteine-
diphenylalanine

HFIP-water Nanospheres [97]

Fmoc-
diphenylalanine

DMSO [142]
HFIP-water
[143]

Hydrogel

Fmoc-Phe–Phe-OH,
Cbz-Phe–Phe-OH

HFIP-water Fibrils [144]

(D-Phe-D-Phe) Water Nanotubes +
Vesicles [145]

(L-Phe-D-Phe) HFIP-water Nanotubes [121]

Ac-Phe–Phe-NH2,
NH2-Phe–Phe-NH2,
Boc-Phe–Phe-OH,
Cyclo-Phe–Phe-OH

HFIP-water Nanotubes [144]

(Phe-Aib-Phe) HFIP-water Nanocombs [121]

di-para-fluoro-Phe HFIP-water Nanotubes [98]

di-pentafluoro-Phe DMSO-water Nanotubes [98]

di-para-iodo-Phe DMSO-water Nanotubes [98]

di-4-phenyl-Phe homo-
dipeptide

HFIP-water Square
plates [98]

Table 2.2: Analogues of diphenylalanine and its structures

between the aromatic groups. Diphenylalanine has been replaced and substituted with

functional groups like naphthalene and halogen atoms to impart certain properties like

conductivity and rigidity/stiffness in them [98]. Other than FF based structures, a num-

ber of short linear peptides, like KLVFF [146], DFNK and DFNKF has been designed

based on aromatic interactions which self-assembles into nanofibrillar structures [147].

(v) Amino- acid and Peptide based gelators: Gelation is a process to form molecular

gels, by the designed peptide based gelators with well-defined nanostructures through

weak interactions. On inducing molecular chirality, the gelators are endowed with
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enhanced gelation capability which in turn bestows it with chiral functions such as chiral

switch, sensing, and recognition. A few among the reported gelators are Fmoc–dipeptides,

which are usually driven by hydrogen bonding and π−π interactions. The π electrons in

the aromatic fluorenyl rings plays a key role in the π stacking and it has been used as

a driving force to self-assemble a series of Fmoc dipeptides into hydrogels. Ulijn et al.

reported a series of Fmoc dipeptide forming hydrogels which can be used as biomimetic

fibrous scaffolds for three-dimensional cell culture [136, 148, 149]. Non-covalent inter-

actions responsible for the formation of hydrogelators enables the three-dimensional

networks to respond to external stimuli. Enzyme regulated hydrogelation of a series of

Fmoc peptides was reported and this property endows the hydrogels for potential appli-

cations in drug delivery, detecting the activity of enzymes, typing bacteria and screening

for enzyme inhibitors [150]. A number of supramolecular hydrogelators from small

molecules has been reported which are used for therapeutic applications [151]. Based

on the hydrogelator principles a vast amount of work has been done on “self-delivery

systems for therapeutic purposes,” [152] among which, one of the hydrogelator has been

approved by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for clinical use [153]. Scientists have

integrated the catalytic activity of enzymes to the regulate self-assembly of many aro-

matic peptide hydrogelators, to form supramolecular gels. Enzyme hydrogelation offers

a new platform for developing many new biomaterials [150].

2.4.2.6 Nanostructures formed through aromatic π−π interactions

Peptides have been recognized as very useful building blocks for creating various self-

assembled nanostructures, through intermolecular aromatic π−π stacking. The tailor-

made modifications that can be introduced at the sequence level makes them ideal

materials for engineering functionalities. Peptides can self-assemble into an array of

nanostructures like nanotubes, nanospheres, hydrogels etc. depending upon its basic

constituents and the environmental conditions.

(i) Nanotubes: Tube shaped proteins in nature, such as motor proteins, ion channels

and aquaporins inspired scientists to design artificial nano tubular structures. Driven by

the nature of the tubes with hollow cavity which can be functionalized based on the appli-

cations, many artificial nanotubes were fabricated from a variety of biomolecules. Among

them peptide based self-assembled nanotubes through intermolecular interactions, has

gained significant importance, and can be classified based on the building blocks.
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Cyclic Peptide nanotubes: In 1974, De Santis and co-workers theoretically pre-

dicted that D- and L-amino acids could self-assemble to form nanotubes by stacking

cyclic peptide monomers [154]. But the first engineered cyclic peptide nanotubes were

developed by M. Ghadiri and coworkers in 1993 [155–157]. Ghadiri et. al first used the

concept of alternating D- and L-amino acids in the context of a cyclic peptide to form

a planar ring. The peptide formed extended β- sheet structure and stacked on top of

each other, to form tubular structures of a desired diameter. In another interesting work

from the same group, they modified the L and D amino acids of the cyclic peptide by

incorporating a 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic acid diimide (NDI) group to allow

a charge transfer along the tubular system [157]. There are many other cyclic peptide

sequences designed to self-assemble into nanostructures [158]. The diameter and func-

tion of the cyclic peptide nanotubes can be precisely controlled by tuning the length and

sequence of the peptides. The surface properties of the nanotubes can be determined by

the number and amino acid group in the side chain. These characteristic features make

them distinctive from other self-assembled nanostructures.

Self-Assembled Peptide Nanotubes: Among peptide based self-assembled nanos-

tructures, diphenylalanine, motif of the Alzheimer’s β-amyloid peptide became the first

reported dipeptide to self-assemble into nanotubes. In the self-assembly process, six

FF units of the aromatic dipeptide comes together to form a cyclic hexamer. The cyclic

hexamers stack themselves through hexagonal packing to produce narrow channels

leading to the formation of sheets, and the sheets coils themselves to form nanoscale

tubes with external hydrophobic walls. The nanotubular structures self-assembles on

larger scales to form bundles are held together by the backbone hydrogen bonds and π−π
interactions between the side chain aromatic rings [159]. The molecular organization of

the remarkably rigid peptide nanotubes studied through X-ray and electron diffraction

studies revealed that aromatic stacking arrangement is critical for the arrangement

of nanotubes as it serves as a glue between the hydrogen- bonded cylinders [138, 160].

This was further validated by the crystal structure reported by Gorbitz, where the hi-

erarchical array of stacked diphenylalanine molecules in a surrounding water clusters

tightly holds the hydrogen-bonded peptide main chains in nanotubes (NTs) [161]. Fur-

ther, the dynamics of the nanotube assembly proving that the self-assembly process is

a nucleation-dependent process was performed by Gazit et al. using nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. In the study, during nanotube formation, the migration
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of diphenylalanine molecules out of their water solvation shells to form aggregates was

reflected by a decrease in the integral of the diphenylalanine signal and a concomitant

increase in the integral of the water signal [162].

The molecular organization of FF is compared to that of graphene and other organic

polymers. Self-assembly pattern is similar to graphene as it forms a flat two-dimensional

sheet stabilized by the interactions of aromatic ring side chains, which directs the order

during the assembly by π−π stacking. A model of FF nanotube assembly also suggests

that self-assembled nanotubes are similar to fullerene and carbon nanotubes. The robust-

ness and the stability of the peptide nanotubes has been tested under extreme physical

and chemical conditions like boiling, autoclave treatment, and exposure to various or-

ganic solvents [163]. Alignment of the nanotubes in vertical and horizontal patterns

are demonstrated by two different methods. By solvent evaporation on siliconized glass,

vertically aligned nanoforests were formed by axial unidirectional growth of a dense

array of dipeptide nanotubes. Whereas, the horizontal alignment of the tubes was done

by coating the nanotubes with a ferrofluid and the application of an external magnetic

field. A seven residue peptide CH3CO-KLVFFAE-NH2, the core segment of Aβ peptide,

with a capped N- and C-termini, self assembles into parallel β-sheet and forms micron-

long highly homogeneous hollow tubes at pH 2. By using “salting out” technique Lynn

and coworkers directed the same peptide from homogeneous nanotubes to macroscale

parallel arrays [164, 165]. Modification of FF nanotubes with Boc, fluorine and amine

groups also resulted in tubular nanostructures [98]. On replacing the phenyl group with

naphthalene, reported as a promising molecular conductor, di-D-2-Nal dipeptides formed

tubular structures. In order to study the role of electrostatic interactions in the formation

of tubular structures, two different peptide sequences with N and C terminal modifi-

cations (Ac-Phe–Phe-NH2 & NH2-Phe–Phe-NH2) were analyzed. Both the sequences

self-assembled to form nanotube like structures further validating the hypothesis of the

role of aromatic π−π interactions in amyloid formation [144].

(ii) Nanofibers: Nanofibers are fibrillar nanostructures with large aspect ratios

and specific surface area. Due to such structural properties, nanomaterials with fibrillar

structures finds applications in various fields such as biomedicine, sensors, electronic

nano- devices, and catalysis. Nanofibers formed by different types of peptides through

aromatic π−π interactions are discussed. Nanofibril formation were initially reported

in various analogues of the amyloid forming sequences studied for understanding the
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mechanism of amyloid formation [147]. From the shortest FF sequence derived from

Aβ peptide, a number of variations and analogues were synthesized, which formed

nanofibers of various dimensions. The N-terminus of diphenylalanine upon modified with

aromatic groups such as Fmoc and CbZ resulted in nanofibrils, which are more similar

to amyloid fibrils in their morphology [98]. Diphenylalanine replaced by naphthalene

group, (D-1-Nal)-(D-1-Nal), under conditions similar to that of diphenylalanine, formed

fibrils of approximately 10 nm in diameter [98]. In addition to the sequences, varying

the experimental conditions like changing the solvent system, pH etc. also resulted

in fibrillary structures. By introducing acetonitrile as a co-solvent, a structural tran-

sition of self-assembled diphenylalanine peptide from microtubes to uniform peptide

nanofibers was observed [166]. In a similar study, a temperature induced and substrate

assisted transition from an organogel to uniform crystalline nanowires was also demon-

strated [167].

(iii) Hydrogels: Peptide based hydrogels formed from both natural and synthetic

hydrogelators, are an interesting class of materials, as they find applications in tissue

engineering and regeneration. Peptides can be decorated or tailored with the required

functional group for promoting cell adhesion and growth. A β-sheet peptide, designed

based on a sequence related to transmembrane domain of the IsK protein self-assembles

in methanol through aromatic interactions to form hydrogel with polymeric β-sheet

tapes [129]. Among the aromatic peptides, diphenylalanine is the smallest peptide gela-

tors that self-assembles into long organic fibrils in organic solvent systems and entangles

further to from gels [168]. On addition of aromatic groups carbobenzyloxy naphthalene,or

fluorenyl-methoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) to the N-terminus of some peptides, at preparative

conditions forms stable hydrogels [27, 143, 169–171]. The results presents the role of

different aromatic moieties in controlling the stacking effect. Same diphenylalanine

peptide protected by different aromatic stacking ligands, self-assemble into nanofibrous

hydrogels of different dimensions via interlocked β-sheets/π-stacks. Effect of variation

in the stacking group, has reflected in the curvature, branching and diameter, of the

resulting fibrous components [170]. A peptide Ac-C(FKFE)2CG-NH2 sequence cyclized

through disulfide bonding of the flanking cysteine residues, transformed into preferred

β-sheet conformation and self-assembled into fibrillar structures. Increasing the peptide

concentration, it formed rigid viscoelastic hydrogels [170, 172].
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(iv) Nanospheres/vesicles: Nanovesicles are potential candidates for the delivery

of drugs, biomolecules, and other chemical agents. Two sets of amphiphilic dipeptides

α,β-dehydrophenylalanine (∆Phe ), H-Glu-∆Phe-OH and H-Lys-∆Phe-OH self-assembled

into nanovesicles. The structures which are resistant to proteinase K was shown encap-

sulating small drug molecules such as riboflavin, vitamin B12, bioactive peptides, and

small protein molecules [173].

Many studies have been done on developing smart vesicular systems which responses

to external stimulus like pH, temperature, and enzymatic conditions. Diphenylalanine

nanotubes diluted at pH 7, transformed into spherical vesicular structures [140]. In an-

other experiment to delineate the role of aromatic residues, a systematic replacement and

shuffling of FF sequences were attempted with cyclohexylalanine and proline yielded

nanovesicular structures [174]. For example, on introducing thiol group in dipheny-

lalanine (CFF), it changes the nanoassembly from nanotubes to nanospheres [97]. An

aromatic peptide diphenylglycine, with molecular properties similar to that of dipheny-

lalanine, but with a rigid molecular structure due to the lack of rotation around C−C

bond and steric hindrance, self assembles to form nanospheres [97]. When dipheny-

lalanine modified with nitro and phenyl group- di-para-nitro-Phe peptide, at a higher

concentration of 10 mg ml−1 form spherical structures [98].

2.4.2.7 Factors controlling the formation of nanoassemblies

Self-assembly process gives the flexibility to fabricate and develop many functional

materials with the desired tunable properties. But the ability to control and manipulate

the self-assembly processes is an ongoing endeavor in biotechnology. As soon as the

self-assembling systems are placed in the medium for aggregation, assembly is initiated.

Hence, it becomes difficult to control the nucleation and growth. The key strategy to

construct any complex assembly is to program the assembly of the individual building

block at a location on the substrate or device geometry. Reconfiguration of the self-

assembly process can be done by triggering the assembly disassembly command. It

can be achieved in laboratory based conditions using triggers that can be any external

stimuli such as pH, ionic strength, temperature, electric/ magnetic fields, and photon. In

response to the external stimulus, conformation and recognition function of the building
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blocks is modified leading to structural variations or physical change. Control in the

recognition patterns of the materials with respect to the external stimulus is essential

for the fabrication of functional nanostructures with enhanced complexities and fewer

defects. Technological applications are envisioned for such smart responsive materials

and flexible sensor systems. Many significant attempts are made in developing stimulus

responsive nanomaterials that assemble and disassemble on cue and few such methods

are discussed in the following sub sections.

(i) Ionic strength/pH: Few amino acids have charged functional groups in the

side chains. pH switch is one of the simplest method to control the self-assembly. The

ionic strength of the solution is varied, which in turn masks the effect of charges in

the amino acids. Few Fmoc-based hydrogels are pH responsive, and forms different

nanostructures at different pH conditions [175–177].

(ii) Enzymes: Enzyme assisted self-assembly is an emerging concept to use the

catalytic activity of the enzymes in the bottom-up fabrication of nano-materials. In

biological systems, usually enzyme assisted reactions are tightly regulated by spatially

confined molecular mechanisms. In an effort to enhance the control over self-assembly

in the nanofabrication process, researchers are trying to mimic the biological approach.

Enzymatic reactions dictate the self-assembly process are achieving it by either enhanc-

ing the self-assembly by catalyzing the synthesis, or by removing the blocking group

from a molecule to allow assembly. The degree of specificity of the enzyme catalyzed

reactions to the substrate ranges from highly specific to non-specific reactions. The range

of specificity towards the substrate can be utilized in reactions with different types

of natural and unnatural molecules. A number of interesting smart materials created

through the enzyme controlled self-assembly can be used in applications such as drug

delivery, biomineralization and biosensing [150, 178].

One such example of an enzyme assisted self-assembly is the use of proteases to

selectively trigger the self-assembly of Fmoc-FF to form hydrogels via reversed hydrolysis.

The reversible nature of the hydrogels, prevents the formation of kinetic aggregates

and paves way for the formation of a thermodynamically stable structure with fewer

defects [27]. A kinase/phosphatase switch used to control the sol-gel transition was

demonstrated in a hydrogelator Nap−FFGEY. On addition of kinase in the presence

of ATP, makes the peptide more hydrophilic (Nap−FFGEY−P(O)(OH)2) and induces
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a gel-sol phase transition, whereas, on treating the same solution with phosphatase

restores the hydrogel structure. Such biomimetic enzyme assisted approaches may help

in regulating and constructing new biomaterials [179]. A number of Fmoc based enzyme

assisted self-assembled complex nanostructures have been reported which otherwise

would have resulted in kinetically trapped misfolded aggregates [180].

(iii) Solvent System and Concentration: Solvent effects has a profound impact

on the process of self-assembly, as fine-tuning the solubility parameters give a control

on the nucleation process. Solvent has different functions such as (i) participants in the

H-bonded network and (ii) as space fillers with no interactions between solvent and

solute. Other than the conventional method, peptide nanotubes were synthesized by

heating and cooling D-Phe-D-Phe in water. On diluting the nanotube mixture with water

along with the nanotubes vesicles was also observed suggesting concentration as a key

factor in nanoassembly formation [145].

(iv) Magnetic field: Magnetic field can be used as a tool to induce orientation

in anisotropically shaped macromolecular assemblies. The physical torque that origi-

nates in polypeptides or proteins is due to the diamagnetism of the oriented aromatic

groups [181] and planar peptide bonds [182, 183]. In protein, the secondary structures

involving α-helices will orient with the helices parallel to the magnetic field, whereas

in β-pleated sheets the orientation of aromatic side chains decides the orientation of

the structure. Magnetic field has been also been used to grow highly oriented amyloid

fibrils for X-ray diffraction [184]. In nanotechnology, much efforts have been invested

in controlling the spatial organization of objects at the nanoscale. In one such attempt,

horizontal alignment of the peptide nanotubes was achieved by non-covalent coating of

the nanotubes using a ferrofluid. A magnetic field of 0.5 T was used to align the tubes to

the direction of the magnetic field [138]. In an another experiment of magneto-alignment,

Richard et al. demonstrated the alignment of nanotubes without any coating at a mag-

netic field of 12 T. The alignment with respect to the magnetic field was attributed to

the effect of magnetic torque associated with the diamagnetic anisotropy of the aromatic

phenyl rings involved in the π−π interactions [185].
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Figure 2.7: Physical Properties and respective technology platforms developed from peptide
nano-assemblies

2.4.2.8 Physical Properties of Nano-assemblies

Self-assembling peptides are a valuable asset due to their ability to assemble into

well-ordered nanostructured biomaterials, which can be chemically or biologically func-

tionalized, and display a range of physical properties.

Electrical Properties

Most of the peptide based conducting materials are aromatic peptides, self-assembled

by aromatic stacking and charge transfer occurs through π−π interactions. One of

the most intriguing applications is in organic electronics. Electrical measurements of a

peptide monomer GFPRFAGFP forming films and its self-assembled nano fibers has been

designed. The electrical conductance of thin films formed by the peptides has significantly

improved once it self-assembled to fibers. The extended stacking of aromatic residues

providing π−π conjugation along the fibers is considered to play an important role in the
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conductivity of the self-assembled peptides [186]. Conductive protein fibers in bacterial

systems, inspired the design of peptide sequences, that can self-assemble into conductive

nanostructures. The most commonly studied pilus system, contains π-stacking amino

acid side chains responsible for the long-range conductivity [187].

Optical Properties

The packing of the molecules during self-assembly plays an important role in deter-

mining the optical properties of the self-assembled nanostructures. FF nanotubes and

Boc-FF nanospheres exhibited optical properties similar to that of zero dimensional

quantum dots. FF peptides when cyclized and vertically aligned using vapor deposition

process generated 2D quantum-wells. In addition, to the above properties, Fmoc –FF

self-assembled into gel like architectures, displayed strong photoluminescence in the

blue region along with UV absorbance of the exciton [188].

Park et. al also reported a novel photoluminescent peptide-nanotube materials by in-

corporating photosensitizers and/or lanthanide ions, such as terbium (Tb) and europium

(Eu), into the FF nanotubes through a self-assembly process. FF nanotubes acted as

efficient host matrix for different luminescent complexes developed colors based on the

complexes [189].

Mechanical Properties

Mechanical characterization of individual insulin amyloid fibrils has shown that fibrils

has strength values (0.6 ± 0.4 GPa) comparable to steel (0.6–1.8 GPa), and mechanical

stiffness (3.3 ± 0.4 GPa) comparable to silk (1–10 GPa). In light of the results, the analysis

of the mechanical properties can be seen in two different perspectives. The intramolecular

interactions responsible for the strength and stiffness of the fibrils explains (i) why it

is extremely difficult for the mechanisms to degrade the amyloid fibrils and (ii) the

possibility of using fibrils as a biomaterial for various applications [190]. Self-assembly

of the short aromatic dipeptide driven by the aromatic interactions resulted in one of

the most rigid organic nanotubes, with a Young’s modulus of 19 GPa [137]. The physical

strength of the diphenylalanine nanotubes makes them attractive building blocks for

biocompatible devices. The diphenylalanine nanotubes were known for its stiffness and

nanostructures made from dinapthylalanine peptides display a greater flexibility. A set of

experiments where the two peptides mixed in different ratios yielded nanostructures with
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different morphologies. The mechanical mapping of the nanostructures from different

propositions revealed that as the percentage of dinapthylalanine peptides increases, a

relative reduction in the stiffness was observed, suggesting the generation of materials

with variable stiffness using individual concentration as a variable [191].

2.4.2.9 Applications

The scope of applications of the peptide nanoassemblies is diverse considering the possi-

bility of its functionalization in comparison to carbon and other inorganic nanostructures.

Biological Applications

(i) Implications of the π-stacking hypothesis for the control of amyloid for-
mations: A sharp increase in the occurrence of amyloid diseases and the increased

reported instances of protein misfolding diseases, is urging scientists to explore new

ways to control the amyloid formation. Physical blockage of the self-assembly process by

known aromatic drugs is one way to clinically control the amyloid formation. Considering

the role of π-stacking in amyloid formation, it was suggested that any drug that can

block π-stacking interactions may be a potential candidate for controlling the amyloid

diseases. A few molecules containing aromatic residues, Ro 65–8815/001 [192], and

3-p-toluoyl-2-(4’-(3-diethylaminopropoxy)- phenyl]-benzofuran [193] have shown effec-

tiveness in controlling the Aβ amyloid formation. Congo red, a specific amyloid binding

dye containing aromatic elements also inhibits amyloid fibril formation in Aβ [194]. An

interesting observation is, Congo red and the aromatic drug Ro 65–8815/001 binds at the

same site of Aβ. It was also shown that two anticancerous drugs with polyaromatic rings,

4’-iodo-4’-deoxydoxorubic and the antibiotic tetracycline inhibits amyloid formation. The

anti-cancer drug 4-iodo-4-deoxydoxorubicin, like Congo red, is a generic anti-amyloid

agent and inhibits amyloid formation by five unrelated proteins [195]. But the lack of

specificity in the drug molecules and their side effects demanded other direct approaches

like the usage of short aromatic ‘molecular recognition elements’. Various short pep-

tide analogs containing FF motif inhibits Aβ amyloid formation [110–112]. Aromatic

recognition elements of amyloid forming proteins, can be conjugated to breakers of the

amyloid self-assembly process. The breakers can be (i) charged amino acids to electrostat-

ically block the Aβ self-assembly, (ii) bulky moieties that will sterically block molecular

interactions or (iii) β-breaker amino acids such as proline, glutamic acid, or aspartic
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acid, to affect the structure of the stacked assembly. Above mentioned approaches were

successfully implemented to arrest the amyloid fibril formation by the Aβ peptide.

(ii) Drug Delivery: Microtubes of FF were used as potential drug delivery vehicles.

In an experiment by Silva et. al in 2013, Rhodamine was conjugated to the peptide arrays.

Using microscopy and X-ray studies it was revealed that cargo was either uniformly

distributed at the hydrophobic surface or homogeneously embedded at the polar sites of

the matrix. The drug was released at a constant rate from the FF-MTs through first-order

kinetics, demonstrating the peptide arrays as potential drug carriers [159].

(iii) Cell culture/Tissue Engineering: The design of self-assembled peptide-

based structures for three-dimensional cell culture and tissue repair has been a key

objective in biomaterials science for decades. Fmoc-modified di and tri peptides forming

highly ordered hydrogels through H-bonding and π−π interactions has been used for cell

proliferation of chondrocytes in three dimensions [170]. Hydrogels formed through the

co-assembly of two Fmoc containing peptides Fmoc-FF and Fmoc-RGD, acted as scaffolds

for the growth of cells. Dermal fibroblasts when combined with the hydrogels formed

dense fibrous networks through the secretion of extracellular matrix from cells [196].

In another experiment, three diphenylalanine analogues with different aromatic lig-

ands, Fmoc- Phe-Phe-OH, Nap (naphthalene)-Phe-Phe-OH and Cbz (benzyloxycarbonyl)-

Phe-Phe-OH formed fibrous architectures with varying dimensions. The varying cur-

vature of the fibrous dimensions is attributed to the difference in the protecting group.

The fibrillar nature resembled the extracellular matrix and the hydrogels supported

chondrocyte cell culture in both two and three dimensions [170].

Non-Biological Applications

(i) Electronics: Nanowires: Nanotubes or fibres can be used as templates for

synthesizing metal nanowires. Gazit et al. used an aromatic system FF as a template to

fabricate silver nanowires, and the peptide was degraded using proteinase K to form fine

nanowires of 20 nm in diameter [96].

Ultracapacitors: The three dimensional alignment of FF peptides as vertical forests

was fabricated by solvent evaporation [138] and vapor deposition techniques. For the

application FF systems as ultracapacitors, peptide nanotubes were vertically assembled
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on carbon electrodes, which showed double-layer capacitance when compared to the same

configuration of carbon nanotubes [139].

(ii) Sensors: A self-assembled peptide functionalized with nanoparticles can be

used in detecting the concentration of enzyme protease. A tripeptide was designed with

an Fmoc-group, which aggregates through π-stacking interactions in the absence of

the enzyme. On addition of the enzyme, it cleaves the Fmoc group from the particle

and reveals the amine group resulting in dispersion via electrostatic repulsion. Due

to the dispersion of nanoparticles, a visible color shift occurs from blue to red. The

approach is very simple and sensitive to detect the concentrations of the enzyme and

can be tailored for other protease enzymes [197]. Integration of peptides with optical

probes, is one of the most popular systems in biomolecular sensor applications for

fabricating miniature biosensors. A new peptide based amperometric biosensor has

been designed and fabricated by integrating peptide nanotubes with electrodes to form

composite electrodes. The biocomposite electrode with conductive peptide nanotubes

exhibited excellent sensitivity in determining glucose and ethanol by monitoring the

electrocatalytic oxidation of enzymatically liberated hydrogen peroxide and Nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide (NADH) [198].

(iii) Nanoreactors: Nanoreactors, designed by the strategies employed by living

cells, are associated with confining a reaction environment, by hosting or encapsulating

guest materials. They are generated by either positioning the required catalysts on the

surface of the supramolecular architectures or by confining them inside closed structures.

The amino acids and their spatial arrangement dictated by the tertiary structure plays

an important role in the functionality of the biomolecular nanoreactors. Hence to design

nanoreactors with high level complexity, the choice of molecular candidate is an important

parameter. The biomimetic approaches, which can be done at low temperatures yields

crystals with less defects in comparison to the established high temperature procedures

in materials science. Pd0 nanoparticles grown on the nanofibers using a multistep

reduction technology, was used for mild and efficient Suzuki–Miyaura coupling reactions

in aqueous media at room temperature without additives [199].

(iv) As scaffolds or templates: Though most of the self-assembled nanostructures

are non-conducting, as they can be functionalized through alterations at the sequence
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level qualify them as templates for the fabrication of components in nano-circuitry. His-

tidine rich peptides are well known for their functional affinity towards metal ligands.

In an experiment, assembled histidine nanotubes were coated with Cu nanocrystals

for enhancing the electronic properties of the nanotubes. The size of the Cu crystals

immobilized on the nanotubes is controlled by the conformation of the peptide nanotubes,

which in turn is dictated by the pH conditions. Changes in the crystalline structure

leads to significant changes in the electronic properties of the structure [200]. Peptide

nanotubes were used as scaffolds to fabricate a metal−insulator−metal, trilayered, “Tes-

laian” coaxial nanocables. The triaxial silver−peptide−gold nanowires were fabricated

by linking FF peptides to linker peptides capable of binding gold nanoparticles, and then

reducing silver nitrate in the hollow pore of the peptide nanotubes [162].

2.5 Conclusion

The cost in the production and change in the functionalities in non-biological environment

are few among the important challenges in the application of peptides in nanotechnology.

But with the advantages of easy reproducibility, and versatility in tailoring the chemical

moieties as per the required application, makes them stand apart in comparison to other

nanomaterials. Structures formed through self-assembly are considered to be the major

tools for the future of nanotechnological applications. A wide number of organic, peptide

and composite materials have been explored for functional nanostructures that can be

utilized in various applications. There are many ways in controlling the formation of

nanoassemblies. Aromatic molecules interacting through aromatic π−π stacking is one

among the most promising basic building unit for the design and construction of such

functional nano-assemblies.
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A romatic π−π interactions known as π-stacking involves interactions of aromatic

rings between themselves. Among all the aromatic systems reported, benzene

dimer is considered to be the prototypical system for the study of π−π stacking.

As per the literature, in the gas phase, the dimer is experimentally bound by 8–12 kJ/mol

with a separation of 4.96 Å between the centers of mass for the T-shaped dimer [11].

Though the small binding energy makes the benzene dimer difficult to study experimen-

tally, the two most stable conformations reported are the parallel displaced and T-shaped

interactions, which are isoenergetic and represent energy minima, in the conformational

free energy landscape.

The relative binding energies of the benzene dimer in the two stable geometric config-

urations are explained by a balance of quadrupole/quadrupole and London dispersion

forces. Benzene has a strong quadrupole moment due to local C-H dipole in the 6 carbon

atoms of the benzene ring [201]. It creates a positive charge and corresponding negative

charge is created by an electron cloud above and below the ring. Among the favorable

interactions in this system, parallel displaced configuration reduces the repulsive interac-
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tions between the electron cloud and is stabilized; whereas, in the T-shaped configuration

an environment for favorable quadrupole/quadrupole interactions exists, as the positive

quadrupole of one benzene ring interacts with the negative quadrupole of the other.

And also as the benzene rings are farthest apart with a distance of 4.96Å, the favorable

quadrupole/quadrupole interactions evidently compensate for diminished dispersion

forces.

Most discussions of π-stacking interactions are cited back to a seminal work pub-

lished in 1990 by Hunter (Hunter–Sanders model) [12]. The model explained a simple

conceptual framework for understanding the nature of π-stacking interactions between

aromatic rings, as well as the impact of substituents and hetero-atoms on the π systems.

In the model proposed, each aromatic ring was treated as a local quadrupole comprising

the positively charged nucleus and a pair of negative charges located at a distance above

and below the molecular plane. Later, in a subsequent work published by Hunter and co-

workers [28], the simpler view of stacking interactions with the distributed quadrupoles

was replaced with the term “π-electron system.”

Pi stacking systems are important building blocks in the design of peptide and small

organic molecules as it dominates most of the supramolecular assembly and recognition

process. External perturbations are believed to influence the pi stacking interactions

through their impact on the π-electron density of the aromatic ring. Self-assembling

peptide and organic systems containing quadrupole and dipole ring systems are chosen

as the model systems for our experiments.

Self-assembly, a spontaneous process, is modular in nature and has its own advan-

tages in controlling the final entity. Self-assemblies in biological systems leading to

three-dimensional bio-nanomachines called proteins are built with the one-dimensional

information available in DNA. Though it is a spontaneous process, where no further

input of information is required, the final structures cannot be directed as it happens in

macroscopic engineering. Fabrication at the nanoscale is a process at which the atoms

are placed specifically at its designed plane and space. Here we are trying to direct the

fabrication process by i) Incorporating the concept of three different design elements in

the basic units, where the basic building blocks are sequences of amino acids with differ-

ent symmetry elements ii) Exploring the susceptibility of external fields namely electric

fields, and magnetic fields in organic molecules with quadrupole and dipole aromatic ring

currents and iii) taking advantage of the properties exhibited by these nano-assemblies

and harnessing them in fabricating stimulus responsive nano structures.
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The objectives of this thesis may be summarized as follows:

1. To investigate how symmetry elements tune up nano-molecular assemblies?

2. To investigate how perturbation of local electrostatics implemented by altering chain

stereochemistry directs nano-level architecture?

3. Design, synthesis and characterization of trityl based stimulus responsive organic

nano-assemblies.

4. Generation of hybrid organic–inorganic nano-adsorbents for chromium sequestration.

5. Synthesis and physical characterization of Di-Histidine based stimulus responsive

nanostructures.
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CHAPTER 4. SYMMETRY-DIRECTED SELF-ORGANIZATION IN PEPTIDE NANO
ASSEMBLIES THROUGH AROMATIC π−π INTERACTIONS

4.1 Summary

Almost all biological systems are assemblies of one or more biomolecules from nano- to

macrodimensions. Unlike inorganic molecules, peptide systems attune with the concep-

tual framework of aggregation models when forming nanoassemblies. Three significant

recent theoretical models have indicated that nucleation, end-to-end association, and

geometry of growth are determined primarily by the size and electrostatics of the indi-

vidual basic building blocks. In this study, we tested six model systems, differentially

modulating the prominence of three design variables, namely, aromatic π−π interactions,

local electrostatics, and overall symmetry of the basic building unit. Our results indicate

that the crucial design elements in a peptide-based nanoassembly are (a) a stable ex-

tended π−π interaction network, (b) size, and (c) overall symmetry of the basic building

blocks. The six model systems represent all of the design variables in the best manner

possible, considering the complexity of a biomolecule. The results provide important

directives in deciding the morphology and crystallinity of peptide nanoassemblies.

4.2 Introduction

Molecular self-assembly, a ubiquitous phenomenon in the nature, has always inspired

materials scientists in terms of its design principles. With the complex operating mecha-

nism at the nanoscale, the bionanomachines are self-sufficient working systems with

utmost precision. Almost all biological systems are natural association of fundamental

biomolecular units from nano- to macrodimensions, facilitated through nonbonding in-

teractions. The robustness and efficient functioning of these assembled architectures

are already well established. Understanding the algorithm that connects the physic-

ochemical characteristics of the basic building blocks to form stable nano- and micro

level assemblies is an ongoing endeavour in bionanotechnology, while considering the

possibility of exploring such biomolecules as fundamental units. Although bioinspired

design is a topic of modern-day curriculum, pioneering work on this topic is the book

“On Growth and Form” by D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson, written almost 100 years ago,

which attempted to quantitatively assess structural patterns and formations in biological

systems [4].

Self-organization is envisaged as a spontaneous process that involves integrating

local interactions between smaller subunits of an initially disordered system to develop
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an ordered or a recurring pattern. A classic case of self-organization is folding and

aggregation of protein chains to functional and dysfunctional forms, respectively [1].

Helmholtz in one of his recorded lectures makes an observation that “the forces so far

as they cause chemical and mechanical influence in a living system, must be quite

the same character as inorganic forces” [4]. Uncertainty and lack of understanding in

ascertaining the long-term physiological effects of nanomaterials of inorganic origin [16]

are prompting researchers to consider materials of biological origin, such as nucleic acids

and proteins, as basic building units.

Protein or peptide molecules are heteropolymers made of 20 amino acids of L-

stereochemistry. The planarity of the peptide bond and the L-stereochemistry, limits the

conformational possibilities and sterically restricts the individual amino acids forming

a protein chain. This results in a peculiar situation, in which only 21% of the total φ,

ψ space of the Ramachandran map can be accessed for the protein main chain [202].

Even then, natural proteins have an enormous number of variations in their functional

space and about 1500 variations in fold space [203]. Protein molecules are long polymeric

chains folded into functional structures, sometimes even extending beyond 1000 amino

acids whereas peptides, their smaller units are generally non-functional. The smallest

polymer unit is a dipeptide, with two amino acids joined together through a peptide

bond. However, assembly of individual peptides to form potentially functional units was

a distinct possibility, although unrealized until Ghadiri first engineered peptides at the

nanoscale to from cyclic peptide nanotubes. Ghadiri et al. introduced the concept of

locking conformational basins by incorporating D amino acids, in the context of a cyclic

peptide to form a planar ring that self-assembles on top of the other to form tubular

structures [155, 204]. Several other work followed, where a cyclic peptide Lanreotide

growth hormone inhibitor self-assembled into tubular structures [205] and charged

peptide building blocks assembled to form fibrillar structures [206].

A significant observation involving supramolecular self-assembly of amino acids like

leucine, phenylalanine, and their combinations was reported later by Gorbitz [161]. Gazit,

Rosenman, and co-workers made tremendous advancements in the following years by

demonstrating multivarious applications for diphenylalanine (FF) nanotubes [96, 207].

Design of FF nanoassemblies to generate nanotubes, nanowires, quantum dots, and

nanospheres followed, thus establishing an important discipline of peptide nanoassembly

(PNA) in the advancement of nanotechnology [188]. Although a number of amino acids

and their combinations were possible in principle, FF nanotubes emerged as the most
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sought after model system due to its structural simplicity and robustness in assembly

formation [96, 163]. Attempts to alter the basic model systems, like combination of

phenylalanine (F) with tryptophan (W) [96, 207], using tripeptides (FFF) [208], and so

forth, were made, resulting in an assembly pattern that was morphologically different

from that of FF nanotubes. Assembly experiments with a stereochemical variant ((D)Phe-

(D)Phe) resulted in a structure of opposite handedness [96]. Also, a recent work by Joshi

and co-workers demonstrated the hierarchical assembly of such conformationally rigid

monomeric units forms robust nano- and microscale networks [209]. Apart from the basic

building blocks, fabrication conditions, also plays a crucial role in assembly formation, as

demonstrated by Li and co-workers in a recent report [210]. The success in constructing

supramolecular structures is dependent on the noncovalent interactions used to bind

the molecules into a stable and structurally well-defined aggregates. Earlier studies

have provided ample evidence that FF nanoassembly is mediated through quadrupolar

interactions involving phenyl embraces self-arranged in parallel displaced and T-shaped

configurations for maximum stability [11]. Apart from electrostatics, another important

variable for any assembly is the symmetry of the constituent basic units. Asymmetry in

a basic unit prohibits epitaxial growth, forming a stable macromolecular assembly [211].

In this study, we tested six model systems, with varying symmetry elements differen-

tially modulating the prominence of the other two design variables, namely, aromatic

π−π interactions and end-to-end local electrostatics of the basic building units, while

designing nanolevel assemblies of peptides. Our results indicate the contributions of

extended π−π interactions and oppositely charged end groups in directing peptide

nanoassemblies. Our results further suggest that the size and overall symmetry of

the basic building blocks also have an important role in deciding the morphology and

crystallinity of nanostructures.

4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1 Materials

FF peptides were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Pvt. Ltd. Designed Ff, FBf, fBfBf,

and FfFfFf peptides were purchased from Mimotopes Pvt. Ltd. (Australia) and used

as received. The other chemical 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol was purchased from

Sigma- Aldrich. Milli-Q water (18 MΩ cm) was used for all the experiments.
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4.3.2 Preparation of Peptide Samples

FF and Ff stock solutions were prepared by dissolving the peptides in 1,1,1,3,3,3-

hexafluoro-2-propanol (Sigma Aldrich) at a concentration of 100 mg/mL. FfFfFf and

fBfBf were dissolved at a concentration of 50 mg/mL and FBf at a concentration of 25

mg/mL. Stock solutions of all the peptide samples were further diluted in Milli-Q water.

4.3.3 Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy(FE-SEM)

A working concentration of 0.5 mg/mL was used for FE-SEM analysis. Analysis were

performed using Nova Nanosem NPE206 at 15 kV. Peptide samples (20 µL) that were

one day old were loaded on a silica wafer for analysis and air dried. Samples were coated

with chromium for enhancing the conductivity.

4.3.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

AFM images were generated using an Agilent Model 5500 series instrument. Peptide

samples (20 µL) that were one-day old and with a working concentration of 0.5 mg/mL

were loaded onto a silica wafer for analysis. Air-dried samples were analyzed using the

semi contact imaging mode. The obtained data were processed and analyzed using WSxM

5.0 Develop 7.0 software [212].

4.3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

A one-day old peptide solution (10 µL) of concentration of 2 mg/mL was loaded onto a

carbon300 mesh copper grid covered with a strong carbon film. Negative staining was

performed by adding 10 µL of 2% uranyl acetate in water. After 2 min, the excess fluid

was removed from the grid and the samples were dried at room temperature. Negatively

stained samples were viewed on a JEOL transmission electron microscope (model: JEM

2100) operating at 200 kV.

4.3.6 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

Stock solution of FfFfFf peptides in HFIP was prepared at a concentration of 50 mg/ml

and it was diluted in dd.H2O to a final concentration of 2 mg/mL. Powder XRD charac-

terization was carried out on Rigaku TTRAX III with a power of 18 kW. The assemblies
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dried on the glass slide were subjected to Cu/Kα-1 X-ray radiation with a wavelength of

k=1.54056 Å. The diffraction patterns were recorded over 2 theta values in the range of

3−55◦ with an increment of 0.02 degrees.

4.4 Results and Discussion

The de novo designs of the six model molecular systems used in this study were based

on three criteria: aromatic π−π interactions, local electrostatics, and the symmetry

of the basic building blocks. We have designed these systems by placing amino acids

in specific allowed basins in the Ramachandran diagram such that they are conforma-

tionally locked, assuming a singular structure, and may associate further to form an

assembled architecture. This was a primary requirement while designing such model

systems because peptides are otherwise free to assume any conformation on the basis

of the reaction conditions while assembling themselves into a supramolecule. However,

the specific role that the solvent (water) plays in such assembly formation is yet to

be fully understood. We have broadly defined the conformational possibilities of the

phenylalanine (F) residue in FF (Figure 4.1), adopting any three φ, ψ basins. First, in a β

basin extending up to the polyproline II helix (PPII) region; second, in a right-handed α-

helical basin; and third, in a rare left-handed (LH) α-helical basin (Figure 4.1 (b)). Two

diphenylalanine (FF) monomeric units (Figure 4.1 (a)) can have roughly nine geometric

variant combinations with each phenylalanine residue adopting any of the three confor-

mational basins (Figure 4.1 (c)). We modeled all geometrical possibilities and calculated

the distance between the geometric centers of phenylalanine benzene rings (Figure 4.1

(f)) (Table 4.1). The equilibrium distance for an aromatic π−π interaction is 4.96 Å,

where it has a maximum energetic advantage of 3−4 kcal/mol. However, the distance

for favorable quadrupolar interactions involving benzene rings ranges from 4.04 to 6.0

Å [11]. Two (φ, ψ) basin combinations of FF fall within this range, and of these two,

(13) and (21) combinations were at an optimal distance for a possible aromatic π−π
interaction (Figure 4.1 c, f). In basin combination (21), the two benzene rings of FF are

approximately orthogonal in their orientation, whereas in (13), they are parallel and at

an optimum position for T-shaped geometry (Figure 4.2). Basin 3 is a LH α-helical region

and is not a preferred basin for a phenylalanine residue as per the statistics obtained

from protein databases [213].
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ψ

φ

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(f)

(e)

(g)

Figure 4.1: Chemical structure of an FF molecule (a). Allowed basins 1−3 on a Ramachandran
map (b) and their respective combinations (c) for FF. (d) Allowed region for D-Phe(f) in the
Ramachandran diagram and (e) combination of L-Phe(F) and D-Phe(f) basins. (f, g) Distance
between the geometric centers of benzene rings in two phenylalanine residues of FF and Ff.

Interestingly, the (13) basin combination (Figure 4.3 (a)) is specifically the geometry

that is observed in the crystal structure data of FF nanotubes solved by Gorbitz (CCDC

16340) [161]. The second and probably the only other possibility for designing two

phenylalanine residues in the same (13) basin configuration is by using D-phenylalanine

(abbreviated as D-Phe or f) as the second residue, and this combination, “Ff”, is our

second model system. This Ff dipeptide will have a basin combination of (12’), in which

basin 3 of L-Phe (F) is replaced by the 2’ basin of D-Phe (f) (Figure 4.1d,f).

This molecular model also has comparable distances between the geometric centers

of its benzene rings, of 5.39 Å (Figures 4.1 (g) and Figures 4.3 (b)) (Table 4.1). Our third
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FF Ff

Basin combinations Distance(Å) Basin combinations Distance(Å)

11 6.79 11′ 6.57

12 8.81 12′ 8.82

13 5.15 13′ 5.40

21 5.14 21′ 5.59

22 2.67 22′ 2.60

23 6.48 23′ 6.14

31 3.22 31′ 8.77

32 7.18 32′ 6.83

33 8.37 33′ 3.39

Table 4.1: Distance calculation between the geometric centers of phenylalanine benzene rings in
FF and Ff

(1,3)(1,1) (1,2)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3)

(3,1) (3,2) (3,3)

Figure 4.2: Spatial orientations of all the combinations of FF. Oval-shaped cartoon representation
indicates benzene ring. Red and blue colored arrows indicates C=O and N-H dipole.

model system is an equimolar mixture of both FF and Ff (Figures 4.3 a and c), to assess

whether they form any nanolevel assembly. To test the specific role of intramolecular

interactions between benzene rings in determining the nanolevel architecture, FBf was

designed such that α-amino isobutyric acid (Aib or B) separates two phenylalanine

residues (Figures 4.3 (d)). The advantage of having Aib is that it restricts the confor-

mational flexibility of the tripeptide to only the α-helical conformation due to steric

effects and hence the tripeptide is structurally locked. The exclusive right-handed α-
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5.14 Å 5.39 Å 

(1,3) (1,3')

5.14 Å 

(1,3)
5.39 Å +

(1,3')

(a) (b)

(c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Figure 4.3: Spatial orientations of combinations of diphenylalanine sidechain orientations that
are chosen as model systems 1−3 in this study (a−c). All combinations are shown in Figure S2.
The oval cartoon representations indicate benzene rings. The red and blue lines indicate CO and
NH dipoles. Peptide models 4 and 5, with their conformations restricted by incorporating Aib in
the sequence, FBf (d) and fBfBf (e). FfFfFf peptide based on the design clues from gramicidin
and Ghadiri’s nanotubes (f). Gramicidin-like β- helical structures result when the backbone φ, ψ
angle alternates between L and D β basins of the Ramachandran diagram (g).

helical basin preference of Aib separates the two phenyl rings from interacting distance

(Table 4.2).

It is logical to assume that the geometry of the assemblies is a derivative of the

individual geometry or symmetry of the basic constituents, and this is especially obvious

in inorganic systems. Earlier schools of thought, according to which nature’s creations

are not excluded from the laws of geometry [2], and correlation studies between biological

forms and mechanical phenomena support this logic [4]. Some observations on biomolec-

ular interactions also give confidence to test the role of individual symmetries of peptidic
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FBf fBfBf

Basin combinations Distance(Å) Basin combinations Distance(Å)

21′ 7.80 F1-F2 11.08

22′ 7.08 F1-F3 7.07

23′ 8.14 F2-F3 11.08

Table 4.2: Distance calculation between the geometric centers of phenylalanine benzene rings in
FBf and fBfBf

systems in defining the nanoarchitecture [211]. A fifth model, fBfBf, was designed (Fig-

ure 4.3 (e)), which is considerably asymmetric in all three planes (Figure 4.4). This

will also have a restricted right-handed helical conformation (Figure 4.3 (e)), having an

asymmetric spatial orientation. If we assume that the distances along all three directions

are vertices of a triangle, we get an asymmetric structure with three faces, having three

different size proportions(Figure 4.4 (d)), thus limiting the possibility of an assembled

architecture. The preference of short peptides and “disordered” segments to assume

a polyproline II conformation has already been established by various groups using

polyalanines as model systems. Solvation effects and interatomic electrostatic interac-

tions within a peptide were proposed to be the driving forces for this preference [214].

We have shown by molecular dynamics simulations the existence of specific folds, such

as helices and hairpins, in an octa-alanine conformational ensemble [215]. We have

further shown that the countervailing local and global electrostatic interactions may be

attributed to the complex conformational folding behavior of peptide sequences, which is

distinctly different from that in other heteropolymers [216]. Recent protein aggregation

models by research groups of Fodera, Fink, Gloss, and Donald predict the formation of

multifractal structures, with the geometry of growth primarily directed by electrostatic

interactions [217–221].

Peptide systems 1−5 have unfavorable intramolecular local electrostatics, which

are compensated by favorable interpeptide interactions through partially charged end

groups. The sixth molecular model system is an exception to this, with intrapeptide as

well as interpeptide interactions in a favorable orientation (Figure 4.3 (f)). The FfFfFf

peptide segment, with alternating L and D chiral phenylalanine residues, resembles the

nanotubes reported earlier by Ghadiri (Figure 4.3 (g)) [155, 204]. The most optimized

structure among 36 = 729 total conformational possibilities feasible for this sequence is
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 4.4: Approximate projections of the three-dimensional spatial arrangements of five model
systems. The radii of gyration along X, Y, and Z are assumed to be the vertices of a triangle, to
present a qualitative impression of the topology of the system. Comparative analysis of the area
(in Å2) of each triangle will provide a qualitative impression of the extent of symmetry in the
distribution of constituent atoms in space.

shown in Figure 4.3 (f), yet other conformations are not sterically prohibited in FfFfFf,

unlike that in the other five structurally locked model systems (Table 4.3). This peptide

is designed to investigate whether a stable architecture is feasible with the assembly

of structurally unlocked basic units satisfying quadrupolar interactions between the

benzene rings of phenylalanine residues alone. The topologies of the two benzene rings

facilitating intramolecular π−π interactions are optimum in the FF dipeptide nanotube

crystal structure data by Gorbitz [161]. In the crystal structure reported, the first pheny-

lalanine residue is in the β basin and the second one is in the LH α-helical basin, thus

conforming to the critical distance requirement for optimal T-shaped phenyl embraces,

mediated through quadrupolar interactions. The end residues of FF are at least partially

positively and negatively charged. This facilitates end-to-end propagation of the basic FF

units. Apart from this, two phenyl rings protrude out of the main chain Cα atom, with a

β carbon (CH2) in between. The chi1 and chi2 side-chain dihedral angles can facilitate

optimal π−π interactions. Overall, the local electrostatics of opposite polarities at the

ends, symmetrical positioning of two phenyl rings, and optimum inter-ring distance

between phenyl groups facilitate the formation of an assembled architecture mediated
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Basin combinations Distance(Å)

F1-F2 5.76

F1-F3 9.21

F2-F3 8.36

F1-F4 12.80

F1-F5 9.58

F1-F6 8.97

Table 4.3: Distance calculation between the geometric centers of phenylalanine benzene rings in
FfFfFf

through favorable electrostatics. However, location of the second F unit in the not-so

favorable LH α-helical region appears to be a necessity for FF nanotube formation.

The designed Ff dipeptide, with the second phenylalanine (f) in the 2’ basin, forming

the (12’) configuration (Figure 4.1 d, e), was hypothesized to have an almost identical

nanotubular structure to that of FF. This experiment worked remarkably well with Ff,

forming nanotubes of comparable dimensions to those of FF nanotubes, observed from

FESEM, AFM, and TEM experiments (Figure 4.5). The melting points of FF and Ff were

also comparable, that is, 592 and 551 K for FF and Ff, respectively. This prompted us to

check the assembly of an equimolar mixture of FF and Ff as the third composition, but

no significant assembled architecture was observed (Figure 4.6), an observation similar

to that from an earlier report on napthalene-conjugated dipeptides by Yang et al [222].

The configuration of the phenyl embraces was modified by adding Aib as the middle

residue between F and f. Location exclusively in the RH α-helical basin is the hallmark

of Aib. Aib also forces the neighboring residues to adopt an RH α-helical conformation,

restricting intramolecular π−π interactions. This changed the assembly from nanotubes

to nanocombs (Figure 4.7 (a)). The same constraint was further extended by designing an

asymmetrical fBfBf peptide (Figure 4.4 (d)). The hypothesis that asymmetry in the basic

unit may have prohibitory effects on a nanolevel assembly also worked remarkably well,

with the fBfBf model system not showing any consistent pattern in its nanoassembly

(Figure 4.7 (b)). The sixth and final model system, FfFfFf, as a basic building block can

form a channel-forming helical conformation much like that seen in gramicidin [223]

or Ghadiri’s nanotubes [155, 204]. However, individual residues of the FfFfFf molecule
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 200 nm

Figure 4.5: Micrographs of the nanotubes formed by the first two model systems of dipheny-
lalanine peptides (FF and Ff): FESEM images (a-b) and the statistical distribution (c-d) of the
diameter of the nanotubes formed by the model systems. AFM micrograph (e-f) showing individual
nanotubes and TEM images (g-h) of the negatively stained nanotubes of FF and Ff.

can sample any three allowed basins and, in principle, can form 36 = 729 conforma-

tional variants. Nevertheless, its nanoassembly is consistent, forming noncrystalline

amorphous stable nanofibers (Figure 4.7 (c) , Figure 4.8). Epitaxial growth of individual

building blocks that have fewer degrees of freedom is the key to designing molecular

architectures at a nanolevel. Symmetry and electrostatics expectedly play a crucial role

in such assembly buildups. The (13) and (12′) basin combinations of FF and Ff present

almost the same electrostatics, symmetry, and geometry of phenyl embraces.

Consequently, FF and Ff resulted in almost identical assembled architectures (Fig-

ure 4.5). From a design perspective, this experiment confirms that the nano assembly is

indeed a function of the symmetry and electrostatics of the fundamental units, even in
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2 µm

Figure 4.6: FESEM analysis confirming that no significant nanolevel architecture was formed
from the equimolar mixture of FF and Ff.

the case of peptide systems, in which conformational flexibility and its effect are much

more pronounced compared to those in inorganic systems. A difference of 41 K in the

melting point between FF and Ff was observed, and this difference may be attributed

to the observation that Ff is comparatively less symmetric than FF (Figure 4.4 a,b).

Although this asymmetry is not significant enough to prohibit assembly, it may affect

the overall stability of a well-packed structure. However, the effect of asymmetry is very

well evident in fBfBf, with no pronounced assembly formation observed on microscopy

(Figure 4.7(b)). A change in the chemical constitution along with the lack of intramolec-

ular π−π interactions between two benzene rings of adjacent phenylalanine residues

prohibited nanotube formation of conformationally locked FBf basic units; however, they

adopted a nanocomb-like architecture (Figure 4.7(a)) by intermolecular association. The

amorphous but stable nanofibers formed by FfFfFf (Figure 4.7(c)) may be attributed to

favorable local electrostatics and intramolecular π−π interactions between phenylala-

nine residues and adjacently positioned side chains. Recent coarse grained molecular

dynamics (MD) simulation results by Schatz and co-workers attribute nanofiber forma-

tion of such short peptide amphiphiles to the micellar and van der Waals interactions at

various stages of assembly formation [224]. Intermolecular phenyl embraces can also

form stable assemblies, as evidenced from FBf and fBfBf, but they are relatively less sta-

ble compared to FF nanotubes, an observation based on the beam damage caused by the

TEM experiment. From the experimental results, it was found that the most important

design element in a peptide-based nanoassembly is a stable extended π−π interaction

network. In the case of the FF assembly, the two phenyl rings are placed at optimal
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Figure 4.7: FESEM and AFM images of (a-b) nanocombs formed by FBf, (c-d) random nanoassem-
blies formed by fBfBf, and (e-f) nanofibers formed by FfFfFf.

distances for maximum stability. The opposite polarities of the two ends facilitate the

intermolecular extended network formation necessary to assume a tube-like structure.

The φ dihedral angle range from −150 to −90 in basin 1 of the first residue ensures that

nanotubes with a wide variety of diameters are possible. The diameter of the nanotube

decreases as the φ angle becomes closer to the PPII basin. This explains the wide range

of FF nanotube diameters reported by Gazit and co-workers, ranging from 20 to 300

nm [96]. The basic configurations of the two phenyl rings in FF and Ff are the same and

so are their nanolevel assemblies. It was found that quadrupolar interactions between

the phenyl rings within and between FF molecules play a key role in their assembly.

Hence, FBf was designed such that both phenyl rings are 7.08 Å apart in a sterically

locked conformation, with all amino acids locating in RH α-basins (Table 4.2). The polar

ends are relatively symmetric in their positioning. In this structure, it helps the molecule

to form a comb-like architecture; although intramolecular phenyl embraces are absent,
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 500 nm

(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: FESEM analysis of nanofibers formed by FfFfFf peptides and the X-ray Powder
diffractogram of the nanofibers, indicating the amorphous nature of the assembly.

intermolecular interactions are still possible. No significant nanolevel assembly was

observed in the case of fBfBf. Understandably, molecules with inherent asymmetry

cannot undergo symmetric assembly.

In the present work, we tried to optimize inter- and intramolecular quadrupolar inter-

actions between phenyl rings, as in FfFfFf, to obtain some design directives that can be

employed while designing PNAs. FF is the core recognition motif of the β-amyloid peptide

in Alzheimer’s disease. Therefore, the mechanism of self-assembly of phenylalanine-

based systems may be more similar to that in peptide/protein aggregation models than

that in inorganic systems [225]. A recent study by Donald and co-workers has presented

a convincing model for protein aggregation, arguing that the geometry of growth is prin-

cipally determined by the electrostatic interactions between basic units [221]. Donald

and coworkers argue that peptidic systems containing polar groups unevenly distributed

on the molecular surface will generate multipole moments affecting interpeptide asso-

ciation. Consistent with this argument, our systems (except FF and Ff) have similar

molecular structures and therefore have almost similar assembled architectures. FF

and Ff, although stereochemically different, have identical charge distributions when

they assume identical basins in the Ramachandran map, resulting in a nanotube-like

morphology. Knowles and co-workers in a recent work highlight the role of filamentous

structures undergoing nucleation and end-to-end association in the dynamic behavior of

growth of linear protein assemblies. Adapting this framework, it can be assumed that par-
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tially charged end groups have a directive influence on nucleation and association [226].

Such elongated systems can further self-catalyze to form extended architectures, a phe-

nomenon predicted by Fodera and coworkers in a recently published two-dimensional

model for aggregation [227]. As stated earlier, three design elements were tested, namely,

benzene quadrupolar interactions, peptide backbone electrostatic interactions, and over-

all symmetry, for indicative results so that researchers involved in the creation of a

peptide-based nanoassembled architecture will get a supportive design guideline. The

sample set chosen and the results are sufficient to provide clear directives, although a

more detailed study would further enrich this line of inquiry. Although modular design

attempts with peptides have been reported earlier, this is probably the first attempt to

modulate nanoassembly from molecular size and symmetry[228]. It will also complement

the mechanistic investigations on the driving forces involved in protein and peptide

aggregation.

Peptide Sequence Morphology of the nanoassemblies Crystallinity

FF Nanotube Crystalline

Ff Nanotube Crystalline

FF + Ff No significant nanoassemblies Unknown

FBf Nanocomb Amorphous

fBfBf No pronounced assembly formation Unknown

FfFfFf Nanofibres Amorphous

Table 4.4: Summarization of the effect of three design variables in the morphology and crys-
tallinity of the six peptide model systems

4.5 Conclusions

Organic and bioorganic molecules have variables like non-bonded interactions, stereo-

chemistry, and symmetry that play a large role in the stability and morphology of the

formed assemblies. These factors are often detrimental in directing their assembled

architecture and consequently their function. In this chapter, indicative information

was obtained on the relative prominence of symmetry, π−π interactions, and overall

size through six model molecular systems (Table 4.4). From the results, it is inferred
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that their individual symmetries mainly decide the morphology and stability of these

electrostatic interaction-mediated assemblies. Smaller molecules with a larger number

of symmetry elements tend to form more ordered crystalline assemblies, whereas larger

molecules, especially asymmetric ones, are more prone to be amorphous. From these

experiments, it is clear that the overall size, symmetry, and charge distribution of the

fundamental units dictate the topology of the PNA. However, a comprehensive mechanis-

tic picture, especially the role of water in modulating assembly formation, is yet to be

obtained and may require elaborate investigations.
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CHAPTER 5. SINGLE CRYSTAL ORGANIC NANOFLOWERS

5.1 Summary

Nanoflowers, reported so far were mostly constituted of inorganic elements and have

shown a lot of promise due to their thin and open edges [229]. We report synthesis

and crystallization of a new triphenyl methyl derivative, 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane

and its nano-level assembly forming a rare organic nano-flower. The reported 1, 2-

bis(tritylthio)ethane, forming plate and organic-flower like morphologies at nano-level is

the first organic crystal to exhibit an inherent dual magnetic behavior at 300 K and 2 K.

Apart from its fundamental importance in providing a new direction to the conceptual

understanding of ‘organic magnetism’, the molecule also exhibited conductivity and

capacitance in electrical measurements. Organic molecules with such properties can be

important lead for possible applications in spintronics, nano electronics and memory

storage devices [230].

5.2 Introduction

Structural and functional adaptability of organic molecules have always been a source of

inspiration to explore the possibility of designing stable, well-defined molecular archi-

tectures important for the development of newer technologies. Among different nanoar-

chitectures, nano-flowers due to their thin and open edges have shown immense promise

and were fabricated for various important applications such as catalysis, biosensors

and optoelectronic devices [229]. The data reported on nano-flowers are either inor-

ganic [229] or hybrid materials [231, 232]. Carbon, elemental metals and compounds

of metals with fifth and sixth group elements were the principal constituents of such

assemblies. Single crystal organic nanoflowers have not been discovered so far to the

best of our knowledge, though assemblies of single crystal inorganic nanoflowers [233],

organic nanoflowers [234, 235], hybrid organic-inorganic nanoflowers using copper (II)

ions [231, 236], diphenylalanine [237], N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(1-naphthyl)-1,1’-biphenyl-

4,4’-diamine (NPB) [238] and DNA based nano-flowers have been reported recently [239–

241]. Although, extensive studies have been done on trityl based molecules and their

applications, trityl group forming nanoassemblies and their application has not been

reported yet. Through this work, we report synthesis and crystallization of a pure organic

molecule and its assembly to a stable crystalline organic nanoflower. Crystal structure at

nano and micro level indicates that interaction between aromatic systems is the principal
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factor governing molecular recognition and assembly. Crystals at room temperature (300

K), exhibit ferromagnetism at lower magnetic field and diamagnetism at higher fields; an

inherent dual magnetic property not reported so far in organic materials. Ferromagnetic

behavior was consistent at low temperature (2 K) measurements at lower magnetic fields,

but a transition from ferromagnetism to paramagnetism was observed at higher fields.

5.3 Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Materials

All the chemicals and solvents used for experiments are of reagent grade. Amino acid

Fmoc-His(trt)-OH and solvents Trifluoroacetic acid, Thioanisole, and 1,2-ethanedithiol

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Diethyl ether and m-cresol were purchased from

Merck.

5.3.2 Synthesis and Crystallization of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane

The compound was synthesized by treating trityl group released from the side chain of

Fmoc-His(trt)-OH with 1,2-ethane dithiol, m-cresol and Thioansiole in the presence of

trifluoroacteic acid(1:2:2:20). Crystallization and purification were done using diethyl

ether as a solvent. Melting points were recorded on a Stuart smp30 melting point

apparatus.

5.3.3 Characterization

NMR Analysis

1H NMR was recorded on a Bruker 600 MHz NMR spectrometer. NMR spectra were

recorded in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3), and the chemical shifts were reported relative

to TMS (δ=0 ppm) as an internal reference. Spin multiplicity was abbreviated as follows:

s = singlet, d = doublet and t = triplet. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm): 7.32–7.31 (d,

12 H), 7.25–7.22 (t, 12 H), 7.20–7.17 (t, 6 H), 2.1 (s, 4 H).
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X-ray Diffraction

Single crystal XRD measurement of the plate-like crystal was done on a Bruker APEX-

II CCD diffractometer with graphite-monochromatized (MoKα= 0.71073 Å) radiation

at room temperature [296(2) K]. The X-ray data collection was monitored by SMART

program (Bruker, 2003) [242]. Powder XRD data measurements were made using a high

power (18 kW) Rigaku TTRAX III X-Ray Diffractometer. The powdered crystals were

subjected to X-ray radiation of Cu/Kα with a wavelength of 1.54056 Å. The diffraction

patterns were recorded over 2 theta values ranging from 5 to 55° in increments of 0.02

degrees.

Electron Microscopic Characterization

Ethyl ether was added to the plate-like crystals and vortexed to yield flower-like mor-

phologies. 20µl of the sample was loaded for Field-Emission Scanning Electron Micro-

scope (FESEM) analysis, and the morphology of nano-assemblies was analyzed using

Zeiss (Model: Sigma) Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscope at 3 kV. Samples

were coated with gold for enhancing the conductivity. 10µl of the vortexed sample was

placed on the 300 mesh copper grid covered with strong carbon film; SAED and Trans-

mission Electron Microscopic (TEM) analysis of the sample was performed on JEOL

transmission electron microscope, Model: JEM 2100, operating at 200 kV. 10µl of the

hybrid material vortexed with the chromium solution was loaded on the carbon coated

grid for analysis. FE-TEM analysis and STEM-EDS mapping were done using JEOL

JEM 2100 F.

Raman Spectroscopy

Sample containing both sheet and flower like morphologies was drop casted on a glass

slide. An optical microscope of 100X objective lens was used to focus the laser on the

crystal structures. Raman spectra of the samples were recorded at room temperature

using Horiba JobinVyon, Laser Micro Raman System with a laser excitation wavelength

of 514 nm.
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Magnetic Measurements

Vibrating Sample Magnetometer: Magnetic properties of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane assem-

blies, were examined using two different Vibrating Sample Magnetometers of the same

model, LakeShore Model 7410 with maximum applied field of 12 kOe. The saturation

magnetization (MS) and coercivity (HC) values have been extracted from the magnetic

hysteresis (M-H) loop measurements using IDEAS VSM software.

SQUID magnetometer: The magnetization (M) measurements at around 2 K has been

performed using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer

(Quantum Design MPMS XL, 7 T, U.S.A) with maximum applied field of 70 kOe.

Conductivity Measurements

Sample preparation for conductivity measurements: 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane was dis-

solved in diethyl ether at a concentration of 1 mg/ml.

Conductance measurements were performed with two-terminal sensor devices. The

device containing the main electrode was fabricated on the glass substrate. The glass

substrates were initially cleaned in piranha solution (3:1 H2SO4:H2O2) followed by

repeated washing in deionized water and then dried under vacuum at 100 ºC. By masking

technique, aluminum electrodes of 150 nm thickness were deposited on the dried glass

substrate by thermal evaporation under high vacuum < 10–6 mbar to make a blank

channel with 30 µm length (L) and 1500 µm width (W). From the sample, 20 µl was

drop casted on the channel between the electrodes. The sample was dried under room

temperature and the electrical measurements were carried out under ambient conditions

using a Keithley 4200-SCS semiconductor parameter analyzer. And the measurements

of other parameters were performed using hioki im3590 chemical impedance analyzer.

5.4 Results and Discussion

The molecule we report here is 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane (Figure 5.1a). Triphenylmethyl

(trityl) group is a stable radical first reported by M. Gomberg in 1900 [39]. Tritylcations

with a positive charge on the α-Carbon atom is one of the most versatile and stable

molecule widely used in biomedical applications such as neurotransmission measure-

ments, oligonucleotide arrays (DNA chips) and as organic dyes [243]. Three aromatic

rings stabilize the positive charge on α-Carbon atom by resonance effect. The acid labile
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nature of trityl group is utilized in serving as a class of protective group widely used in

nucleoside, oligonucleotide, peptide and carbohydrate chemistry [243]. We first observed

crystallization of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane while synthesizing small peptides on a solid

support.

Solid phase peptide synthesis involves sequential coupling of individual amino-acids,

with alternate cycles of de-protection and coupling [244]. After completion of synthesis,

in Fmoc protocol, acidic reagents like trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) are used to cleave the

alkoxy benzene ester group at the linker. Often scavengers like 1, 2-ethanedithiol (EDT)

5 µm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.1: Synthesis, crystallization and nano-assembly of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane. (a)
Scheme illustrating the reaction conditions for the synthesis and crystallization of 1, 2-
bis(tritylthio)ethane. (b) ORTEP diagram of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane. (c) The schematic unit
cell of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane, showing the type of interactions in phenyl embraces (The green
dashed line indicates T-shaped edge-to-face interaction, and the red dotted line indicates parallel
displaced orientation). (d) False-colored FE-SEM image showing flower like assembly.

and thioanisole are used to capture the carbocations formed by the cleavage of trityl

groups, from side-chain substituents. We first observed formation of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)-

ethane in one such deprotection reaction. 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane was spontaneously

formed by treating trityl group released from the side chain of trityl protected amino

acid, with EDT, m-cresol and thioansiole in the presence of TFA (Figure 5.1a).

Solid state structure of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane was determined by X-ray crystallog-

raphy. Single crystal X-ray diffraction (S-XRD) (Mo Kα, λ= 0.71073 Å) analysis details

of the obtained crystals were deposited in Cambridge crystallographic database (CCDC

deposition number 1412852). The molecule crystallizes in the monoclinic system, with a
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Figure 5.2: 1H NMR of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane (CDCl3, 600MHz)

C2/c space group in a unit cell consisting of 8 molecules. A unit cell containing fragment

of crystal structure is presented in Figure 5.1c, and the complete details are shown in

Table 5.1. The melting point of the crystals was found to be in the range of 180–185 °C.

The purity of synthesized crystals was verified using proton NMR (Figure 5.2). The

morphologies and microstructures of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane crystals formed in diethyl

ether were examined using Field Emission - Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM).

FE-SEM analysis shows plate-like morphologies (Fig. 5.3a) of varying width in nm-

µm range, collectively aligned in almost regular petal-like orientation as in a typical

nanoflower (Figs 5.1d, 5.3b).

Detailed examination of a single nanoflower shows that they are composed of plate-

like and curled thin petals, with smooth surfaces usually observed in a natural flower

(Figure 5.4). Morphology evolution of similar kind as a result of collective and cooperative

alignment of nanorods [245, 246], nanoblades [247] and nanosheets [249, 280] has

already been reported by various groups with inorganic materials.

We verified the chemical composition of both the morphologies, by recording their

respective Raman spectra (400-3200 cm−1, Figure 5.5). Raman spectra of both plate and

flower like morphologies and the obtained peaks are assigned to various functional groups

present in the compound (Table 5.2). The vibration peaks at 618.96 and 677.62 cm−1 can
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Identification code 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane

Empirical formula C40 H34 S2

Formula weight 578.79

Temperature 296(2) K

Wavelength 0.71073 Å

Crystal system, space group Monoclinic, C2/c

a = 16.9966(4) Å alpha = 90 deg.

Unit cell dimensions b = 7.3711(2) Å beta = 99.0830(10) deg.

c = 50.3919(11) Å gamma = 90 deg.

Volume 6234.1(3) Å3

Z, Calculated density 8, 1.233 Mg/m3

Absorption coefficient 0.198 mm−1

F(000) 2448

Crystal size 0.25 x 0.15 x 0.15 mm

Theta range for data collection 0.82 to 25.00 deg.

Limiting indices -18<=h<=18, -7<=k<=7, -53<=l<=53

Reflections collected / unique 3064.46

Completeness to theta = 25.00 99.8 %

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents

Max. and min. transmission 0.9709 and 0.9521

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2

Data / restraints / parameters 3967 / 0 / 379

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.155

Final R indices [I>2sigma (I)] R1 = 0.0359, wR2 = 0.0916

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0494, wR2 = 0.1089

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.202 and -0.226 e.Å−3

Table 5.1: Crystal data and structure refinement for 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane
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2 µm 2 µm

500 nm 500 nm
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Figure 5.3: Morphological and structural characterization of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane assemblies.
(a,b) FE-SEM images of different structural morphologies formed by 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane; (a)
plate-like assemblies and (b) nanoflower (False coloured in blue). (c,d) TEM images showing (d)
nanoflowers made from (c) individual plate-like morphologies. (e) P-XRD of plate-like structures.
(f) SAED pattern of the flower with a diffraction spot indexed as (008), verify the constitution and
single crystalline nature of the flower at nano-level.

be assigned to C-S and C-S-C stretching. Wag vibrations in the CH2 groups occurs due

to the coupling between two adjacent rocking CH2 groups, where the region 1295-1063

cm−1 represents CH2 twisting and 1174-724 cm−1 represents CH2 rocking vibrations.

The in-plane C-H bending of aromatic rings occurs at 1003.11 and 1034.69 cm−1 and

C-C aromatic ring chain vibrations occurs at 1579.86 and 1595.65 cm−1. The stretching

vibrations of CH bonds in the aromatic ring appears at 3064.6 cm−1. Transmission

electron microscopic (TEM) (Figure 5.3c, d) analysis further supports the results from

FE-SEM and Raman, indicating the assembly of nano-plates to nanoflowers. S-XRD

and Powder X-ray diffraction(P-XRD) (Figure 5.3e) ensured the crystallinity of the plate
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2 µm

500 nm

Figure 5.4: Detailed analysis of nanoflower like morphologies showing curled and plate like
petals.

like morphologies, while the Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) pattern (Figure

5.3f) clearly indicate the single crystalline nature of the flower-like assembly even at the

nano-scale. In addition to this, the indexed peak (008) in the SAED pattern of the single

crystalline nano- flower (Figure 5.3f) corresponding to the major crystalline phase in the

P-XRD of plate-like structures (Figure 5.3e) verify that the observed nanoflower is an

assembly of individual petals with plate like morphology. The weak planes in the SAED

pattern correspond to the secondary crystalline structures in the nanoflower.Comparison

of the experimental powder X-ray diffraction pattern with simulated PXRD pattern of the

single crystal has also been performed. As shown in Figure 5.6, Bragg’s peak positions of

the experimental XRD are in good agreement with the simulated pattern.

Multiple phenyl embraces is an important feature of molecules containing the frag-

ment XPhy (X is any tetrahedral atom and y = 2,3,4) while they engage each other

through a supramolecular interaction network. 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane molecule has

six phenyl rings, which can form multiple phenyl embraces (MPE). Such orthogonal

(edge-to-face, or T-shaped) and parallel (offset face-to-face or parallel displaced, PD)

phenyl embraces were earlier identified in crystals [13]. Phenyl embraces, both T-shaped

and PD in 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane crystal structure is shown in Figure 5.1b. The green

dashed-line indicates T-shaped edge-to-face interaction and red dotted line indicates

parallel displaced orientation. The entire assembly is a result of well-organized repetitive

patterning of T-shaped and PD interactions. Such face-to-face or edge-to-face quadrupole

stacking between benzyl side-chain groups account for molecular recognition process in
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Figure 5.5: Characteristic Raman spectra of (a) Plate like morphologies, (b) nanoflower like
morphologies.

S.No Sample Peaks (cm−1) Peak Assignment

1 618.878 – 685.272 C- S stretch [250]

2 1003.11, 1034.69, 1579.86, 1595.65 Benzene ring [251]

3 1160.32 – 1195.46 CH2 wag and twist

4 3064.46 CH stretch in aromatic compounds

Table 5.2: Raman peak assignment for 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane

various fibrillar and nanotubes formation involving dipeptides with aromatic sidechains

reported [96, 98].The nano-level assembly forming plate-like structures and their co-

assembly forming nanoflowers may also be attributed to attractive interactions between

aromatic systems. The distance between a typical T-shaped phenyl embraces are 4.06

and 7.08 Å respectively between the closest and farthest carbon atoms. This is in good

agreement with the earlier reported distance range and energy estimates in the case of

Benzene dimer [11].
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the experimental powder X-ray diffraction pattern and simulated
P-XRD pattern., where the simulated pattern is represented by blue color vertical straight lines

Heisenberg’s theory of ferromagnetism ruled out carbon systems having sponta-

neous magnetic properties [252], principally because of the absence of open shell d

orbitals (dn configuration) with unpaired electrons. The discussion on carbon based

magnetic material came to the fore after the serendipitous and controversial discovery

of magnetism by Makarova et. al. in 2001 [253]. This was followed by several reports

on graphene [254] and graphite systems [255], hydrogenated carbon nanotubes [256],

non-irradiated nano-diamonds [257] etc. showing room temperature ferromagnetism.

Even before the study of C60, ferromagnetic interactions were identified in crystals of

galvinoxyl, tanolsuberate, nitronylnitroxides, Verdazyl radicals etc. [258] Much like trityl

groups, models for organic ferro-magnets and high spin organic structures reported so

far were conjugated π-systems [259, 260]. This prompted us to explore the magnetic

properties of the crystalline material 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane, by carrying out a room

temperature and low temperature magnetic hysteresis loop (MH loop) measurements.

The study of magnetic properties was performed at room temperature (300 K) and at

low temperature (2 K) with a maximum applied magnetic field of 12 kOe and 70 kOe,

respectively. Interestingly, the nano-crystals displayed a dual magnetic behaviour both

at 300 K (Ferro-Dia) and 2 K (Ferro-Para). At 300 K, nano crystals displayed typical
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ferromagnetic hysteresis loop behavior in the low field region from -4 to +4 kOe (Inset

of Figure 3a). In the high field region (up to 12 kOe), a field induced transition from

ferromagnetism to a strong diamagnetism is observed (Figure 3a). The dominance of

diamagnetic contribution of the sample over the ferromagnetic order gives rise to the

downward (upward) bends at both ends of the MH loop, ie at high applied fields. The

anomalous transition from a magnetically ordered state to a disordered state with respect

to an increase in the applied field is unusual and the mechanism is not fully understood

yet. Dual magnetic property with similar MH loops had been reported earlier by two

different groups [261, 262]. Lee et al. showed an abrupt transition from ferromagnetism

to diamagnetism for proton-irradiated graphene at a critical field of 7 kOe [262]. However,

in our case, the transition is not abrupt, but a gradual transition from ferromagnetism

to diamagnetism upon increase in field beyond 4 kOe, an observation quite similar to an

earlier report from Boukhvalov et al. on O2 adsorbed graphite [261]. Similar or lesser

values of susceptibility have been reported in proton irradiated irradiated fullerene

[262] and hydrogenated graphene [254]. The ferromagnetic ordering reported here has a

maximum magnetization of 0.014 emu/g at 4 kOe and a coercivity of approximately 215

Oe.

In order to understand the magnetic ordering at low-temperature MH loop mea-

surements were carried out at 2 K using SQUID magnetometer. Low temperature data

exhibited a magnetic transition between ferromagnetism and paramagnetism in re-

sponse to an increase in the applied magnetic field (Figure 5.7 b). Similar and consistent

with the room temperature observation, 1, 2- bis(tritylthio)ethane shows a clear ferro-

magnetic ordering at low temperature (2 K), evident from the smooth hysteresis loop

observed between -4 and +4 kOe (Inset of Figure 5.7 b). The ferromagnetic moment was

maximum at 4 kOe, with a value of 0.049 emu/g (0.005 µB/molecule) and coercivity of 145

Oe. The increase in magnetic moment at lower temperatures is a usual observation in

ferromagnets because at near 0 K, the entropy is minimal which leads to the pronounced

ordering of the magnetic moments. At higher field region, the magnetization shows a

linear increase with increase in the applied field. This indicates a field induced transition

from ferromagnetic ordering to a paramagnetic ordering. The maximum magnetization

obtained due to paramagnetic ordering was 0.24 emu/g (0.025 µB/molecule) at a field

of 70 kOe. In the earlier reported case of proton irradiated C60, the highest ferromag-

netic and paramagnetic moments obtained at 2 K were 0.023 µB/C60 and 0.16 µB/C60

respectively [262]. As a part of the standard procedure to confirm the intrinsic nature
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Magnetic hysteresis loops of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane. a) Magnetization measure-
ments at 300 K in the range of -12 kOe<H < +12 kOe, showing dual magnetic behavior; ferro
at lower magnetic fields and dia at higher fields. b) Magnetization measurements at 2 K in the
range of -70 kOe<H < +70 kOe showing dual magnetic behavior, ferro at lower magnetic fields
and para at higher magnetic fields. Ferromagnetic behavior at 300 K and 2 K, in the range of -4
kOe<H<+4 kOe are shown in the insets.

of the dual magnetic property of the material, M-H measurements for the bare sample

holder and Teflon tape were conducted, and the external diamagnetic contributions were

subtracted from the data. Moreover, the experiments were verified to be repeatable in

two different Vibrating Sample Magnetometers under identical conditions, along with

Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) at 2 K. Notably, reagents and

solvents used for the synthesis and nano-assembly formation of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane

crystals reported here are purely organic, with no presence of any metallic component.

Like electric current induced magnetization reversal [263], this peculiar way of magnetic
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responsivity at different applied magnetic fields may find applications in future mag-

netic data storage technology [264]. The resultant inherent magnetism may be directly

correlated to the microstructure and the crystalline order of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane.

Magnetic moment in the molecules is usually generated as a consequence of charges

or delocalized electrons in them. As the crystal reported in our study is neutral with

no charges, the source of the magnetic response can be attributed to the delocalized

π-electron cloud present within the phenyl groups. The presence of H-atoms in the crystal

as a source of magnetism is dismissed, as an explicit magnetic ordering is observed in

our sample, which won’t be possible by the contribution of H-atoms alone.

A unit cell of the crystal comprises of 48 phenyl groups and it is hypothesized that

the aromatic phenyl groups within the system can be a source of the obtained magnetic

response. Studies have shown that magnetic field when applied in perpendicular direction

to the benzene rings, generates an induced current within their delocalized π-electron

clouds [265]. Computational investigations by Thomas Heine et al. reported that fields

when applied parallel to the plane of the benzene ring has little consequence in producing

long-range responses [266]. As the electron delocalization is constrained to be in the

plane of the benzene rings, the magnetic moment thus generated will be perpendicular

to the benzene containing plane, pointing along the axis of the phenyl moiety. Phenyl

group containing molecular crystals such as diphenylalanine [185], naphthalene [267]

etc., have been well studied under applied magnetic fields and is known to be responsive

only at extremely high field strengths. In contrast, the crystal system reported exhibited

a significant ferromagnetic moment both at 300 K and 2 K even at considerably lower

applied field strengths. It is also to be noted that, not all phenyl containing organic

systems exhibit such strong magnetic reactions with indications to magnetic ordering.

The fact that the crystal structure possessing a unique structural orientation of the

phenyl groups and the nature of magnetic responses from aromatic system, may be the

reason for such magnetic ordering. The forty-eight benzene rings within a single unit

cell, has equal number of individual magnetic moments perpendicular to their respective

benzene rings. The calculation of the unit vectors parallel to the magnetic moments,

not only gives us an idea about the directions of the individual moments within the

crystal, but also presents a sense of the magnetic ordering present among these moments.

The resultant vector obtained by adding all the 48 unit vectors gives an insight into

the nature of net magnetic moment within the unit cell. The cartesian coordinates of

the individual atoms can be calculated from the crystal structure obtained via X-ray
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diffraction, and the normal vectors perpendicular to the plane of the benzene rings were

calculated by employing simple 3D geometry. Table 5.3 lists all the forty-eight moment

vectors calculated for the benzene systems.

The values in Table 5.3 shows that the magnetic moment vectors derived from the

molecules of 1, 3, 5, 7 and 2, 4, 6, 8 in the unit cell are exactly the same. It also signifies

Table 5.3: List of magnetic moment vectors calculated from all the 48 benzene rings.

S.No Molecule No. X Y Z

1 -0.4361 -0.6430 0.6296

2 -0.9251 -0.1279 -0.3577

3 1 -0.6105 0.7180 -0.3343

4 0.4673 -0.4581 -0.7562

5 0.5231 0.5732 -0.6307

6 0.6967 -0.4938 0.5203

7 0.4361 -0.6430 -0.6296

8 0.9251 -0.1279 0.3577

9 2 0.6105 0.7180 0.3343

10 -0.4673 -0.4581 0.7562

11 -0.5231 0.5732 0.6307

12 -0.6967 -0.4938 -0.5203

13 -0.4361 -0.6430 0.6296

14 -0.9251 -0.1279 -0.3577

15 3 0.6105 0.7180 -0.3343

16 0.4673 -0.4581 -0.7562

17 0.5231 0.5732 -0.6307

18 0.6967 -0.4938 0.5203

19 0.4361 -0.6430 -0.6296

20 0.9251 -0.1279 0.3577

21 4 0.6105 0.7180 0.3343

22 -0.4673 -0.4581 0.7562

Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – Continued from previous page

S.No Molecule No. X Y Z

23 -0.5231 0.5732 0.6307

24 -0.6967 -0.4938 -0.5203

25 -0.4361 -0.6430 0.6296

26 -0.9251 -0.1279 -0.3577

27 5 0.6105 0.7180 -0.3343

28 0.4673 -0.4581 -0.7562

29 0.5231 0.5732 -0.6307

30 0.6967 -0.4938 0.5203

31 0.4361 -0.6430 -0.6296

32 0.9251 -0.1279 0.3577

33 6 0.6105 0.7180 0.3343

34 -0.4673 -0.4581 0.7562

35 -0.5231 0.5732 0.6307

36 -0.6967 -0.4938 -0.5203

37 -0.4361 -0.6430 0.6296

38 -0.9251 -0.1279 -0.3577

39 7 -0.6105 0.7180 -0.3343

40 0.4673 -0.4581 -0.7562

41 0.5231 0.5732 -0.6307

42 0.6967 -0.4938 0.5203

43 0.4361 -0.6430 -0.6296

44 0.9251 -0.1279 0.3577

45 8 0.6105 0.7180 0.3343

46 -0.4673 -0.4581 0.7562

47 -0.5231 0.5732 0.6307

48 -0.6967 -0.4938 -0.5203
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Figure 5.8: Twelve unique magnetic moments plotted in 3D

that among all the eight molecules present within a single unit cell, only two unique

conformations exists, which leads to twelve unique orientations of phenyl groups in the

crystal (Figure 5.8). Further analysis also reveals that the X and Z components of the

magnetic moments originated from these two molecular conformations are antisymmetric

with respect to each other whereas, only the Y components remains symmetric. For each

X and Z moment component in one group, there exists an equal but opposite moment

component in the other group.

On the other hand, for the set of Y components it remains the same for every molecule.

A visual depiction of this symmetric and antisymmetric nature of the vector components

are presented using pairwise component plots in Figure 5.9. It can be seen that the

X vs Y and Z vs Y plots are symmetric about the Y-axis, while the X vs Z plot is

antisymmetric in nature. Consequently, on decomposing each magnetic moment vector

into its respective orthogonal moments parallel to X, Y and Z axis, all the X and Z

moments are antiferromagnetically ordered but the Y moments are ferromagnetically

ordered. This is a clear indication of ordering present among the magnetic moments,

as is also corroborated by the resultant vector having only a Y component and zero X

and Z components. The nature of ordering of the moments is analogous to canted weak

ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism [268] as observed in magnetic materials such
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Figure 5.9: Pairwise plots of the moment vectors. 3a.X vs Y, 3b. Z vs Y, 3c. X vs Z respectively
from top to bottom. Fig 3a and 3b are symmetric with respect to Y and Fig 3c is antisymmetric
about the origin.

as haematite. Canted ferromagnets are those materials whose magnetic moments due

to canting do not entirely cancel each other, thus allowing the materials to exhibit a

net residual moment. To conclude, the magnetisation curves of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane

obtained both at room temperature and very low temperature points toward a weak

ferromagnetic ordering of magnetic moments present in the material. A qualitative

explanation of the origin of magnetic response was provided based on the good number

of aromatic moieties present within the crystal. The unusual diamagnetic anisotropy

exhibited by aromatic molecules has proven to be important for spectroscopic applications,

imaging, and deriving the structural and compositional data of organic molecules. The

non-localised π-electron cloud of aromatic molecules has also led to the synthesis of

a multitude of coordination complexes with interesting properties. Organic magnetic

materials that take advantage of the magnetic responses of aromatic moieties are

unpopular, and the results reported may serve as a clue for research into a new species

of organic magnetic materials.

Over the years, conducting organic materials has gained more attention due to

the charge transport and their potential applications in organic device fabrication.

Among organic molecules organic crystals formed through molecular ordering which
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Figure 5.10: The I-V characteristics of the nanoassemblies of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane

permits the overlapping of π−π orbitals have shown the high charge mobilities [83,

84, 136]. Scientists were in search of such new molecules and considering the difficulty

in synthesizing single crystals, alternative ways of synthesizing low-cost electronic

materials were explored. To fabricate the organic materials into devices like organic

FETs, charge carrier mobility is an important parameter. In order to obtain conductivity,

many different types of synthesis methods have been adopted in organic molecules. Self-

assembly through stacking in aromatic molecules and π-conjugated molecules showed

different carrier mobility based on the types of intermolecular π−π stacking, as the

π−π stacking distance determines the electron coupling and charge density [269]. As

conductivity is directly proportional to charge carrier mobility, we tried exploring the

conductivity, and capacitance property of the reported crystal system.

Few preliminary studies on the conductive nature of the sample have been performed.

The electrical measurements of the compound have been measured in the range of -1 to

+1 V. A simple and fast method was used for the formation of the crystals. The crystals

dissolved in ethyl ether was drop casted on the electrode, and Figure 5.10 shows the I-V

characteristics of the nanoassemblies measured under ambient conditions. The sample

was found to be conductive in nature. Other preliminary measurements using impedance

analyzer gave a capacitance value of 4.6 pF and a dielectric constant of 88.6 nF/m at
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a frequency of 10 kHz. As charge mobility is a property measured with the sample

of different geometries and techniques with different length scales, it is difficult to

compare the values obtained from different techniques. A few of the organic compounds

namely triphenylmethane [270] and polymers [271] fabricated through different methods

exhibited the property of capacitance in the range of pF. The reported values are based on

the drop cast method, and the experiment has to be optimized by depositing the samples

in the form thin film for further characterization and fabrication of organic devices.

5.5 Conclusion

The challenge to generate and perfect nano and micro level stable molecular archi-

tectures through self-assembly lies in two mutually fulfilling exercises; i) synthesis of

individual building blocks with the right composition and ii) design and fabrication of

assembled architectures [272, 273]. The single crystal organic compound we report here

self-assembles to a flower-like morphology, thus becoming a very rare organic nano-flower.

It also qualifies to be the first organic crystal with an inherent dual magnetic behavior

at 300 K and 2 K. Earlier studies on model systems suggested the possibility of organic

ferromagnetism in fully conjugated π-systems, though a complete mechanistic under-

standing still seems elusive. In addition to that preliminary characterization of electrical

properties revealed the conductive nature of the material. Molecules with such magnetic

and electrical properties are of considerable fundamental interest, especially in light of

the recent developments in magneto-electronics and spintronics [230]. Overall, this work

presents the potential utility of stable tritylthioethane derivatives and it’s usage in the

design of bio-nanomaterials, where molecular recognition is primarily mediated through

aromatic π−π interactions. To the best of our knowledge, the organic compound we are

reporting here is the first pure organic crystalline compound showing ferromagnetism

both at room and low temperatures.
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6.1 Summary

Synthesis of novel, cost-effective and eco-friendly materials is still a challenge in applica-

tions oriented to exercise heavy metal removal. Magnetite and its hybrid materials has

been effective nanoadsorbents with the advantage of simultaneously removing and re-

ducing heavy metals from water. Agglomeration has been a major concern for fabricating

magnetite nanoparticles as a nanoadsorbent. In our work, we have fabricated the or-

ganic nanoflower of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane as a potential stimulus responsive material

by coating them with magnetite nanoparticles. The superparamagnetic material, was

further tested for its potential utility in water remediation as a nano-based adsorbent

for the removal of heavy metals like chromium.

6.2 Introduction

Water, which is vital for all forms of life, is contaminated by its improper utilization and

environmental changes. Anthropogenic activities leading to the contamination of water

bodies have created adverse effects on environment and human health. Heavy metal

contamination in water, has been a serious concern for many decades, majorly affecting

the densely populated countries [274, 275]. Among heavy metals, chromium is widely

used and discharged in water bodies, by industries related to chrome plating, leather

tanning and paint manufacturing. Though developed nations, has policies to regulate

the discharge level of chromium in waterbodies, it is still a major issue in the developing

countries. The environmental protection agency of United states has set a maximum

discharge limit of 50 ppm of chromium in the surface water. Even in the presence of very

low concentrations, heavy metals such as chromium poses a serious threat to human

health [276].

Chromium exists as different species among which, Cr (III) and Cr (VI) are the most

stable states. The oxidation states of the metal species determine the bioavailability,

toxicity, and fate of the metal in the environment. For example, the trivalent state of

chromium is an essential trace nutrient which naturally occurs in the environment.

It is thermodynamically stable, less mobile and relatively nontoxic due to the forma-

tion of insoluble oxy-hydroxides. In contrast, hexavalent chromium is considered to be

highly toxic owing to its strong oxidizing potential and speciation as a weakly sorbing

anionic chromate (CrO2−
4 ) or dichromate (Cr2O2−

7 ). Hence, reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III)
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is an important mechanism for minimizing the health hazards caused by chromium

contamination.

Various methods such as photo-catalytical oxidation, chemical coagulants, electro-

chemical techniques, bioremediation, ion-exchange, reverse osmosis, and adsorption have

been adapted for water treatment [274, 277–280]. Usual methods of chromium removal

are two-step process, where Cr(VI) is first reduced into non-toxic form (Cr(III)), followed

by the removal of Cr(III) by precipitation or sorption method. In comparison to the

conventional methods, adsorption process follows a one step-procedure for reducing and

removing the heavy metals. Among different adsorption procedures, nano-adsorbents are

found to be the more efficient and recent developments in nanotechnology has introduced

many efficient and innovative techniques for heavy metal removal [136, 281].

Magnetic solid-phase extraction techniques have been reported to be efficient owing to

their capability to get isolated from the sample by using an external magnetic field [282,

283]. Magnetite nanoparticles with small size and high surface area, ensures high

extraction efficiency within a short period of time [283]. But the particles with high

surface area easily undergo aggregation in the solution which could decrease their

efficiency. Most of the magnetite-based nanomaterials used in the adsorption have been

surface functionalized or modified [284], which in turn is a complicated and intensive

process. In this study, magnetically decorated assemblies of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane

at the nanoscale is reported. The nanoassembly formed by the organic crystals which

are stable at wide range of pH, are fabricated into functional hybrid material by coating

them with magnetite. Interestingly, upon magnetite coating the nanoassemblies resulted

in a hybrid material that display super-paramagnetic behavior as analyzed by Vibrating

Sample Magnetometer (VSM). Altogether our material, with an inherent dual magnetic

property (Chapter 5) and with ferrofluid coating, can find its applications as magnetic

switches upon variation of magnetic field. The magnetite hybrid material was further

tested for their potential utility in water remediation systems as a nano-based adsorbent

for removal of heavy metals like chromium.
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6.3 Materials and Methods

6.3.1 Materials

All the chemicals and solvents used for experiments are of reagent grade. Amino acid

Fmoc-His(trt)-OH and solvents trifluoroacetic acid,thioanisole, and 1,2-ethanedithiol

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Diethyl ether, m-cresol, Iron (II) sulfate heptahy-

drate and ferric nitrate were purchased from Merck. Sodium dichromate dihydrate was

purchased from Sisco Research Laboratories Pvt. Ltd. Trityl Chloride was purchased

from Spectrochem.

6.3.2 Synthesis and Crystallization of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane

Method 1: The compound was synthesized by treating trityl group released from the

side chain of Fmoc-His(trt)-OH, with 1,2-Ethane dithiol, m-cresol and thioansiole in the

presence of trifluoroacteic acid (1:2:2:20). Crystallization and purification was done using

diethyl ether as a solvent.

Method 2: Tritryl chloride was treated with 1,2-Ethane dithiol, m-cresol and thioansiole

in the presence of trifluoroacteic acid (1:2:2:20). Crystallization and purification of the

crystals was performed using diethyl ether as a solvent.

Method 3: In the third method of synthesis, tritryl chloride was treated with 1,2-

Ethane dithiol and trifluoroacteic acid (1:9). To the mixture diethyl ether was added for

crystallizing and purifying 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane.

6.3.3 Synthesis and Coating of Magnetite Nanoparticles

Magnetite was synthesized by co-precipitation method. For co-precipitation, an alkaline

medium by mixing aqueous solutions of FeSO4 and Fe(NO3) has been prepared. An

anionic surfactant was added for stabilization and the final mixture was heated at 75°C.

Magnetite obtained was washed with distilled water and dried at 60°C. To immobilize

magnetite on the surface of the nanoassemblies, magnetite nanoparticles was dispersed

at a concentration of 0.214% in ethyl ether, and 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane was added to

it at a concentration of 2 mg/ml. The reaction mixture was continuously vortexed until
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the sample got crystallized in the magnetite solution. The crystallized material was

washed with dd.H2O to remove the unbound magnetite nanoparticles. The coating on

the nanotubes was confirmed by FE-SEM and FE-TEM analysis.

6.3.4 pH Stability

Different pH solutions were prepared by dissolving HCl and NaOH. The crystals were

added to different pH solutions and was vortexed for 48 hrs.

6.3.5 Characterization

NMR Analysis

1H NMR was recorded on a Bruker 600 MHz NMR spectrometer. NMR spectra were

recorded in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3), and the chemical shifts were reported relative

to TMS (δ=0 ppm) as an internal reference. Spin multiplicity was abbreviated as follows:

s = singlet, d = doublet and t = triplet. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm): 7.32–7.31 (d,

12 H), 7.25–7.22 (t, 12 H), 7.20–7.17 (t, 6 H), 2.1 (s, 4 H).

Electron Microscopic Characterization

The size, morphology and crystallinity of the magnetite nanoparticles were studied using

FE-TEM analysis. To check the deposition of magnetite nanoparticles on the surface

of organic assemblies, ethyl ether was added to the sample, so as to detach the hybrid

samples crystallized along the walls of the glass tube. 20 µl of the sample was loaded

for FE-SEM analysis and the morphology of nano-assemblies was analyzed using Zeiss

(Model: Sigma) Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscope at 3 kV. Samples were

coated with gold for enhancing the conductivity. For FE-TEM analysis 10 µl of the

vortexed sample was dropped on the 300 mesh copper grid covered with strong carbon

film. Samples were viewed in JEOL transmission electron microscope, Model: JEM

2100F, operating at 200 kV.

Elemental Analysis

On crystallization, the samples were characterized using FE-SEM-EDX for elemental

analysis (Model: Sigma). FE-TEM and EDX mapping were done using JEOL transmission
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electron microscope, Model: JEM 2100, for showing the distribution of magnetite on the

sample surface.

Magnetic Measurements

Magnetic properties of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane assemblies, magnetite and magnetite

coated assemblies were examined using Vibrating Sample Magnetometer, LakeShore

Model 7410. Magnetic curves were recorded at a temperature of 28º C with maximum

applied field of 12 kOe. The saturation magnetization (MS) and coercivity (HC) values

have been extracted from the magnetic hysteresis (MH) loop measurements using IDEAS

VSM software.

Adsorption Studies on Heavy Metal Removal

Stock concentration for the adsorption studies were prepared by dissolving Na2Cr2O7

at a concentration of 50 mg/ml in dd.H2O. Adsorption experiments were conducted at a

concentration of 1 mg/ml. Samples were vortexed continuously and the samples were

loaded for analysis after 24 h.

6.4 Results and Discussion

A new trityl based organic crystal 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane is synthesized, which self

–assembles to form plate and nanoflower like morphologies. The procedure for synthesis

and characterization of the single crystal and nanoassemblies are discussed in the previ-

ous chapter. In the next phase of the study, to fabricate the nanoassembly (flower) as a

stimulus-responsive material, the trityl system was coated with magnetite nanoparticles

synthesized using the co-precipitation method [285, 286]. This line of enquiry would

be particularly interesting in the design and development of organic-inorganic hybrid

materials with tunable physical properties. Magnetite (Fe3O4) has been chosen as an

oxide of choice, owing to its desirable properties like amphoteric surface activity, easy

dispersion ability and high surface to volume ratio and application in wide areas [287].

The composites used in environmental applications should be non-toxic, biodegradable

and cost-effective.

Superparamagnetic magnetite nanoparticles are synthesized by chemical co-precipi-
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(a)

(c)
(d) (e)

(b)

Figure 6.1: Morphological characterization of magnetite nanoparticles using TEM analysis.
Synthesized magnetite nanoparticles (a) and its distribution analysis (b). HR-TEM analysis (c)
and SAED pattern showing the polycrystalline nature of the synthesized nanoparticles and (e)
and the interplanar distance of magnetite nanoparticles (d= 2.5 Å).

-tation method. Among the different types of established synthesis protocols, co-precipitation

method is preferred owing to the simplicity of the procedure and cost-effectiveness. To

check the dispersity of the synthesized magnetite nanoparticles in diethyl ether, the sol-

vent used for crystallization of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane, the nanoparticles were dispersed

at a concentration of 0.214% in ethyl ether. The size and monodispersity of the magnetite

nanoparticles was confirmed through FETEM analysis (Figure 6.1). The morphology of

the magnetite nanoparticles was observed to be dispersed with an average diameter of

10 nm (On averaging 50 nanoparticles). The statistical sizedistribution of the synthe-

sized nanoparticles was in the range of 7-13 nm. The nature of the magnetic properties

depends upon the size of the magnetite nanoparticles, and usually superparamagnetism

is observed in nanoparticles with a diameter of less than 20 nm [288]. The ring type

pattern of selective area electron diffraction shows the polycrystalline nature of the

magnetite nanoparticles. And the interplanar distance of 2.5 Å calculated by HR-TEM

analysis co-relates with the previously reported studies [289].
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(d) (e)

(c)

Figure 6.2: Characterization of magnetite coated 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane assemblies. TEM
analysis (a) showing the impregnation of magnetite on to the nano-assembled plate-like structure,
and its EDX confirming the attachment of magnetite. FE-SEM micrograph of the magnetite coated
plate (b) and flower-like morphologies (c) with insets showing the enlarged view of the coated
areas. Magnetite nanoparticles in the insets are false colored (green) for better understanding.
Elemental mapping of the highlighted areas in the nanoassemblies (d,e) further confirms the
dispersion of magnetite on the entire surface.

Magnetite as adsorbents finds it limitations in continuous flow systems, since bare

magnetite nanoparticles are highly susceptible to oxidation and tend to agglomerate in

aqueous solutions. Stabilization of the nanoparticles is generally attained by surface

functionalization [284]. Here we have grown the crystals in ferrofluid, and the adherence

of magnetic material by means of non-covalent interaction [290] is evident from the

electron microscopic images. 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane is grown in a solution of magnetite,

dispersed in diethyl ether and the adherence of magnetite on the samples is evident from

the electron microscopic images. High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopic

(HR-TEM) analysis with Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (Figure 6.2 a)

clearly reveals the attachment of the synthesized magnetite to the plate like assemblies.
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Figure 6.3: Room-temperature hysteresis loops. a, 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane showing dual mag-
netic behavior. b-c, Magnetization curves of magnetite(b) and magnetite coated assemblies(c), d,
comparison of magnetic behavior of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane, magnetite and magnetite coated
material.

FE-SEM analysis (Figure 6.2b, c) of both the plate and flower like morphologies show

the distribution of coated material on the surface. Dispersion of magnetite on the en-

tire surface of the plate and flower like morphologies is further verified by elemental

mapping via energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping (Figure 6.2d, e),

where, Fe is found to be distributed over the entire surface, demonstrating the successful

impregnation of metals resulting in an organic-inorganic hybrid nanoflower.

The magnetic measurements of the nanoparticles, crystals of 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane,

and the hybrid material was performed at room temperature (Figure 6.3). Figure 6.3a

shows the dual magnetic behavior of the organic crystal as explained in Chapter 5. The

magnetization value (MS) of the magnetite nanoparticles is observed to be MS ≈ 56

emu/g and it is in accordance with that of earlier reports on the magnetite nanoparticles

of various particle sizes (MS = 21 - 65 emu/g) [290]. The nanoparticles display a magneti-

zation curve with zero coercivity and remanence, a typical curve for superparamagnetic

behavior. The rate of magnetization is determined by the size, crystalline structure and

space between the nanoparticles [291]. The size and shape of the hysteresis curve are of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Elemental distribution on the surface of nanoassemblies probed by EDS-mapping.
TEM and EDX spectra of Chromium (Cr) sequestered hybrid material (a). Backscattered electron
image shown in the top left panel of figure b, to verify elemental composition. Elemental spot
maps of C, S, Fe and Cr, measured by STEM-EDX, are shown in the following panels of (b),
confirming the Cr sequestration on to the hybrid nano assembly.

considerable importance in terms of applications as the energy loss in the system of the

material is cycled around its hysteresis. The magnetic energy loss which arises partly

from the hysteresis loss can be reduced by reducing the area enclosed by the hysteresis

loop. From the figure of our magnetite coated sample (Figure 6.3 c), it is clear that

the area enclosed by the MH loop became very small and the loop is thin and narrow

which is a specific criterion for a soft ferromagnetic material. Moreover, almost zero

coercivity and zero remanence were observed at room temperature, indicating that the

newly synthesized magnetite coated 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane is a superparamagnetic

material. Due to the interaction with the magnetite nanoparticle, the magnetic moment

of the naïve material increased largely to a value of 25.6 emu/g from 14 x 10−3 emu/g

and the coercivity reduced from 140 Oe to almost zero (Figure 6.3 c). Figure 6.3 d shows

the MH loop of the magnetite coated 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane along with that of pure 1,

2-bis(tritylthio)ethane and magnetite for comparison. Superparamagnetic property of a
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2 µm 2 µm 5 µm

2 µm 2 µm 2 µm

(a)

(f)(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

Figure 6.5: FESEM analysis showing the stability of 1,2-bis(tritylthioethane) at extreme acidic
and basic conditions. (a) pH 1 (b) pH 2 (c) pH 3 (d) pH 4 (e) pH 9 and (f) pH 10.

magnetic nanoparticle is critical for their application in biomedical and bioengineering

fields, because it prevents the magnetic nanoparticles from aggregation and enables

them to re-disperse rapidly when the magnetic field is removed [292]. Also the high value

of magnetization of the hybrid materials makes them susceptible to magnetic field and

enables their easy separation in liquid solutions. Thus, this kind of magnetic responsivity

can apply for bioseparation, magnetic drug delivery, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),

environmental applications etc.

To investigate the application of stimulus responsive nature of the magnetite coated

hybrid material in water remediation, by adsorbing heavy metal chromium. The organic

material has a tendency to crystallize along the walls of the glass tubes. Taking advan-

tage of this property, the organic compound was allowed to crystallize in a magnetite

containing solution. Chromium solution of 50 ppm concentration was added to the hybrid

material that crystallized along the glass tube. After 24 hours of continuous vortexing,

the samples were analyzed for the adsorption of chromium. Field Emission Transmission

Electron Microscope (FE-TEM) analysis and EDX spectra (Figure 6.4a) of the sample

confirm the presence of Cr getting attached on to the surface. STEM–EDS mapping were

performed to further confirm the adsorption of minerals. Elemental mappings for C, S,

Fe and Cr on the hybrid material are shown in figure 6.4b. The plate like architectures

providing large surface area for the adsorption of magnetite, also exhibited higher speci-

ficity towards Cr metal removal. The result of STEM EDS-mapping shown in Figure 6.4

reveals the distribution of carbon and sulfur in 1,2 –bis (tritylthio) ethane, with Fe, and
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of different methods adopted for the synthesis 1,2-bis(tritylthioethane)
(1) Synthesis method using trityl protected amino acids. Methods (2 &3) New protocols optimized
for the synthesis of 1,2-bis(tritylthioethane) using trityl chloride as the starting material.

Cr sequestrated on its surface. For effective heavy metal removal at all conditions,

it is necessary that basic material should not degrade at extreme pH conditions. To

ensure the stability of the organic assemblies, at acidic and basic conditions, the sample

was exposed to pH solutions of pH 1,2,3,4,9 and 10. The morphological analysis after

continuous vortexing for 24 hrs, revealed that no structural change or morphological

damage was observed in the nanostructures (Figure 6.5). The structures remained intact

and suggests the possibility of its applicability to the aqueous solutions at wide range of

pH.

One possible limitation of the nano-adsorbents reported so far is its cost-effectiveness.

One of the essential criteria for developing a material for its extensive application for

heavy metal removal, it is its cost-effectiveness and capacity of heavy metal removal.

Considering the cost-effectiveness and eco-friendly nature, agricultural wastes, plant

products and microbes are used as biosorbents. In the reported protocol for the synthesis

of 1,2-bis(tritylthioethane) crystals, amino acid with trityl protected group is used as a

starting material. So as to reduce the cost of synthesis, we have designed and optimised
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9

H2O

H2O

-CH2-CH2

-CH2-CH2
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Figure 6.7: 1HNMR analysis of 1,2-bis(tritylthioethane) crystals synthesized by the methods
2(a) and 3(b)

protocols for synthesizing the organic crystals using trityl chloride as the starting ma-

terial. Two different methods of synthesis have been optimized for the synthesis and

crystallization of 1,2-bis(tritylthioethane) (Figure 6.6). Proton NMR of the synthesized

crystals has been recorded to verify the purity of the crystals (Figure 6.7). The opti-

mized protocol, an alternative route for crystal synthesis provides an economically viable
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approach in addressing the heavy metal contamination. Through this experiment, we

intend to demonstrate the potential of a pure organic nanoflower, in acting as a nanoad-

sorbent for water remediation. Extensive studies on adsorption rate and the kinetics of

metal removal has to be performed so as to fabricate the hybrid material as a device for

heavy metal removal.

6.5 Conclusion

Overall, this work presents the potential utility of stable tritylthioethane derivatives and

it’s usage in the design of hybrid nanomaterials. In comparison to the otherwise cumber-

some procedures of magnetite impregnation, we designed a simple one-step procedure for

the formation of hybrid material. Also we could successfully demonstrate its adaptability

to an organic-inorganic hybrid material which responds to an applied magnetic field.

The ability to externally control the properties of magnetic materials would be highly

desirable from fundamental and technological point of view, particularly in view of recent

developments in magneto electronics and spintronics [230]. Furthermore, the presented

methodology detailing the procedure for removal of a typical heavy metal reported here,

is expected to be an efficient, cost effective and environment friendly approach, owing to

the large surface area of both magnetite and the crystalline nanoassemblies. Moreover,

magnetite synthesized by different methods has been found effective in removing heavy

metals such as As(III), As(V), Cu(II), Zn(II), Pb(II), Hg(II), Ni(II), Co(II), Cu(II) and

Cd(II) [293]. The hybridized material provides a new perspective in heavy metal removal

and can in principle be fabricated as a tool for the wide spectrum removal of other heavy

metals as well.
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CHAPTER 7. SINGLE CRYSTAL NANOSTRUCTURES OF
(4-(TRITYLTHIO)BUTYLTHIO)TRIPHENYLMETHANE

7.1 Summary

We report synthesis, and crystallization of a newly synthesized triphenyl methyl deriva-

tive (4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane and its nano-level assembly forming a rare

organic nano-flower. Only fewer studies have been done on the design and synthesis of

triphenyl based nanostructures despite their wide range applications in different fields.

As a consequence of its applicability due its acid labile nature, it is highly desirable

to synthesize and fabricate nanolevel assemblies based on trityl systems. The study

demonstrates the formation of crystal structures formed by small organic molecule at the

nano and micro level with aromatic systems as the principal factor governing molecular

recognition and assembly.

7.2 Introduction

Organic nanomaterials with phenyl systems have great potential for diverse applications

in organic electronics, energy storage devices, sensors and environmental applications

like heavy metal removal, due to their inherent physical properties [40, 186, 188]. In

the self-assembly process of organic molecules, the shape and physical properties of the

supramolecular structures are mainly governed by non-covalent interactions [294, 295].

Therefore, a thorough understanding of the non-covalent interactions at the structural

level is crucial for the rational design of new and improved structures. Many studies are

carried out to understand the structure, in particular at the supramolecular level, which

is a prerequisite for the rational design of improved self-assembled systems [296]. Also

from literature, it is evident that the operative noncovalent interactions can facilitate

the rational design of more effective organic systems. Noncovalent weak intermolecular

interactions, which can be fine-tuned through the toolbox of synthetic chemistry, not

only determines the molecular packing of the individual subunits but also dictates the

resulting physical properties of the materials [297]. There is a growing emphasis on

the study of self-assembly of small organic molecules as they find applications in fields

ranging from medicine to molecular electronics.

Triphenyl derivatives due to their acid labile nature have been successfully used

as protecting groups, dyes, mass tags and in many other applications [243]. But the

formation of nanostructures through phenyl systems has been poorly investigated. How-

ever, only few reports on the nanostructures formed by triphenyl derivatives have been
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reported [40, 41]. The driving force for the formation of nanostructures in such systems

is the face-to-face and T-shaped aromatic stacking interactions among the phenyl groups.

Trityl nanostructures formed through aromatic π−π stacking have shown ferromagnetic

ordering at low magnetic fields and conductivity even at low voltage ranges (Chapter 5).

The properties are believed to be exhibited due to the unique orientation of the phenyl

groups within the crystal system.

To get a better insight into the physical properties and potential application of trityl

based crystal systems, we tried synthesizing a family of molecules that belong to the

larger class of trityl systems. Here, we report the synthesis, crystallization, self-assembly,

and characterization of new organic molecule (4-(tritylthio)butylthio) triphenylmethane.

7.3 Materials and Methods

7.3.1 Materials

All commercially available products were used without further purification unless oth-

erwise indicated. All the chemicals and solvents used for experiments are of reagent

grade. Amino acid Fmoc-His(trt)-OH and solvents Trifluoroacetic acid, Thioanisole, and

1,4-butanedithiol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Diethyl ether and m-cresol were

purchased from Merck.

7.3.2 Synthesis of (4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane

The compound was synthesized by treating trityl group released from the side chain

of Fmoc-His(trt)-OH with 1,4-butane dithiol, m-cresol and thioansiole in the presence

of trifluoroacteic acid (1:2:2:20). Synthesized crystals was purified by successive recrys-

tallization process using diethyl ether as a solvent. Melting points were recorded on a

Stuart smp30 melting point apparatus.

7.3.3 NMR Analysis

1H NMR was recorded on a Bruker 600 MHz NMR spectrometer. NMR spectra were

recorded in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3), and the chemical shifts were reported relative

to TMS (δ0 ppm) as an internal reference. Spin multiplicity was abbreviated as follows:
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s = singlet, d = doublet and t = triplet. 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm): 7.32–7.31 (d,

12 H), 7.25–7.22 (t, 12 H), 7.20–7.17 (t, 6 H), 2.1 (s, 4 H) (s, 4 H) 1.34 (s, 8H).

7.3.4 Raman Spectroscopy

Sample containing both sheet and flower like morphologies was drop casted on a glass

slide. An optical microscope of X 100 objective lens was used to focus the laser on the

crystal structures. Raman spectra of the samples were recorded at room temperature

using Horiba Jobin Vyon, Laser Micro Raman System with a laser excitation wavelength

of 633 nm.

7.3.5 Single Crystal-X-Ray Diffraction

Crystal data were collected using BRUKER D8 VENTURE SC-XRD with Mo-Kα (λ=0.71703

Å) radiation at room temperature [296(2) K]. The X-ray data collection was monitored by

SMART program (Bruker, 2003). The crystal structure was solved by directed methods

(SHELXL-97) and refined by a full matrix (SHELXL-97) least square procedure employ-

ing 322 reflections that satisfied I > 2σ(I) criterion. Successive refinements based on F2

lead to reliability factors of R = 0.0372.

7.3.6 Microscopic Characterization

FE-SEM

Ethyl ether was added to the plate-like crystals and vortexed to yield flower-like mor-

phologies. 20 µl of the sample was loaded on the glass substrates and the morphological

characterization was done using Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM)

of Zeiss (Model: Sigma) at 3 kV. Samples were sputtered with gold for enhancing the

conductivity.

FE-TEM

10 µl of the vortexed sample was placed on the 300 mesh copper grid covered with strong

carbon film; SAED and High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopic (HR-TEM)

analysis of the sample was performed on JEOL transmission electron microscope, Model:

JEM 2100, operating at 200 kV.
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7.4 Results and Discussion

A new trityl based organic compound has been synthesized and crystallized using diethyl

ether as a solvent system. The reaction conditions of the molecule have been similar to

that of the synthesis of 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane [40]. Using a trityl protected amino acid

as a starting material, a solution containing 1,4-butanedithiol, m-cresol, thioanisole, and

TFA were added in the ratio of 1:2:2:20. (Figure 7.1 a) The synthesized molecule was

purified by recrystallization using diethyl ether as a solvent.

The purity of the synthesized crystal was analyzed using 1HNMR (Figure 7.2). The

molecular organization of the crystals was proposed based on the single crystal mea-

surements carried out on a block colorless crystal with dimensions of 0.150 x 0.150 x

0.100 mm3. The compound crystallizes into a triclinic system with a P-1 space group. An

ORTEP view of the crystallized compound is shown in Figure 7.1 b. The unit cell parame-

ters were found to be a = 7.43620(10), b = 7.79360(10), c = 14.4898(2) Å and Z=1 (Figure

7.1 c). The crystal structure has been deposited in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data

(a)

(b) (c)

NH O

OH

N

N TFA

HN
O

OH

N
H

N

C

+

Fmoc

Fmoc

TFA + Thioanisole + m-cresol
+

C S CH2 CH2 S C
HS CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2

CH2 CH2

SH

Figure 7.1: Synthesis and crystallization of (4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane. (a) Scheme
illustrating the synthesis of (4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane. The schematic unit cell (b)
and ORTEP diagram(c) of the crystal structure.
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Figure 7.2: 1H NMR characterization of (4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane.

Centre with a CCDC no. of 1869743. The details of the crystal structure and the results

of the structure refinement are shown in table 7.1. The melting point of the crystal was

found to be 166º C. The decrease in the melting of the crystal structure with respect to the

reported 1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane may be attributed to the number of alkyl systems in the

crystal and the crystal packing. One such study was conducted to correlate the melting

point and the crystal packing in symmetrical quaternary ammonium salts (CnH2n+1)4N+

X−. The melting point of the crystals decreased with the increase in the number of the

alkyl chains. To correlate the packing of the system with the change in the melting point,

the single crystal structure of the molecule with the low melting point was studied and it

was found that they crystallize in a less-symmetric packing systems [298]. In accordance

with the observation, the decrease in the melting point and lesser stability of the crystal

structure reported here can be attributed to the increase in the number of alkyl systems

and crystallization of the molecule in the least symmetric triclinic system.

For further characterization of the morphologies formed by the crystals it was dis-

solved in diethyl ether, vortexed and analyzed using FESEM. Figure 7.3 (a,b) shows
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Identification code (4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane

Empirical formula C42 H38 S2

Formula weight 606.84

Temperature 296(2) K

Wavelength 0.71073 Å

Crystal system, space group Triclinic, P-1

a = 7.43620(10) Å α = 100.747(2)°.

Unit cell dimensions b = 7.79360(10) Å β = 91.7710(10)°.

c = 14.4898(2) Å γ = 99.823(2)°.

Volume 811.22(2) Å3

Z, Calculated density 1, 1.242 Mg/m3

Absorption coefficient 0.194 mm−1

F(000) 322

Crystal size 0.150 x 0.150 x 0.100 mm3

Theta range for data collection 3.125 to 31.073 °

Index ranges -10<=h<=10, -11<=k<=11, -21<=l<=21

Reflections collected 31351

Independent reflections 5179 [R(int) = 0.0372]

Completeness to theta = 25.00 ° 99.6 %

Absorption correction Semi-empirical from equivalents

Max. and min. transmission 0.7456 and 0.6876

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2

Data / restraints / parameters 5179 / 0 / 199

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.046

Final R indices [I>2sigma (I)] R1 = 0.0520, wR2 = 0.1244

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0799, wR2 = 0.1483

Extinction coefficient n/a

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.369 and -0.320 e.Å−3

Table 7.1: Crystal data and structure refinement for (4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane
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2 µm

2 µm 10 µm

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: Morphological characterization of the nanoassemblies by FE-SEM (a) Plate like and
(b) Nanoflower like morphologies with the inset showing high resolution image justifying that
the nanoflower is made of plate like morphologies.

Figure 7.4: Characteristic Raman spectra of plate and nanoflower like morphologies.

the FESEM images of the plate and flower like morphologies formed by the crystals. As

shown in the inset of Figure 7.3 b, the plate like morphologies comes together to form

flower like morphologies. This was further verified by Raman analysis, where the sample

drop casted on glass slides was focused using 100 X optical lens and the laser was
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S.No Sample Peaks (cm−1) Peak assignment

1 618.878 – 685.272 C- S stretch [250]

2 1003.11, 1034.69, 1579.86, 1595.65 Benzene ring [251]

3 1160.32 – 1195.46 CH2 wag and twist

4 3064.46 CH stretch in aromatic compounds

Table 7.2: Raman peak assignments for the nanostructures.

4.981 4.981

4.9814.981

5.032

7.436

Figure 7.5: (a) Calculation of interatomic distance between the two closest carbon atoms inter-
acting through T-shaped interactions.

irradiated on the plate and flower like morphologies. Raman spectroscopy has been

used to identify the vibrational modes resulting from the different functional groups

present in the system. Figure 7.4 shows the Raman analysis of plate and flower like

morphologies showing the same signature region and the peak assignments of the func-

tional groups is given in table 7.2. In comparison to the earlier reported structures from

1,2-bis(tritylthio)ethane, though there is an increase in the number of alkyl groups,

connecting the two triphenyl systems from ethane to butane, the molecules through in-

termolecular aromatic π−π stacking interactions self-assembled to form plate and flower

like morphologies. As mentioned earlier in chapter 5, multiple phenyl embraces are im-

portant feature of such molecular system to engage each other through a supramolecular

interaction network.

(4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane with six phenyl rings, can form multiple

phenyl embraces (MPE). From Figure 7.5, it is evident that π−π stacking interactions

are mediated through orthogonal i.e. edge-to-face, or T-shaped interactions as observed
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(a)

(c) (d)

(e)

(b)

1 µm

5 nm

Figure 7.6: (a) FETEM analysis of the plate like structure (b) Single crystal phase of the
nanostructures confirmed by SAED pattern (c) HRTEM analysis of another plate like crystal
(d) Corresponding Fast-Fourier transform (FFT) pattern of the region seen in (c) and the lattice
distance between the planes.

in the previously reported crystal structures [13, 40]. The red spheres represent the

centroids of the benzene rings and the grey dashed-line indicates the T-shaped edge-

to-face interaction among the benzene rings. The nanoassembly is a result of aromatic

stacking interactions between the phenyl rings of the molecules. The packing of the

molecules along the a axis involves aromatic π−π stacking interaction (centroid-centroid

4.98 Å). The strong π−π stacking may favor the formation of plate like morphologies

which in turn come together to form flower like structures. The distance calculated

between the two cores of the neighboring aromatic moieties are approximately within the

range of 4.06 and 7.08, the distance required for the interaction between typical T-shaped

phenyl embraces between the closest and farthest carbon atoms. Obtained values are in

good agreement with the earlier reports of the distance and energy estimates in the case

of benzene dimer [11].

Detailed structural characterization of the organic nanoassemblies were further

achieved by Field Emission Transmission Electron Microscopy (FETEM) and Selective
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Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) to verify their crystallinity. Figure 7.6 (a) shows the

FETEM analysis of plate like structures and its corresponding selected area electron

diffraction (SAED) (Figure 7.6 b) pattern showing its single-crystal characteristics at

the nano-level. Figure 7.6 (c, d) shows the HRTEM analysis of the plate like structures

and its corresponding FFT used to calculate the lattice distance. The lattice distance

calculated was 3.3 Å (Figure 7.6 e), can be indexed to [-202] plane as calculated from

the simulated PXRD pattern from the S-XRD data. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the second triphenyl based systems to form crystalline assemblies at the nanolevel.

The advantage of the synthesis and crystallization methods reported lies in the facile

and mild reaction conditions yielding highly crystalline nanostructures. The proposed

method can be adapted to synthesize new molecules based on trityl systems.

7.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, a new organic compound (4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane is

synthesized and crystallized using diethyl ether at room temperature. Single crystal XRD

of the molecule revealed that the molecule crystallizes in triclinic systems. The systematic

self-assembly of the molecule is mediated by aromatic π−π interactions, which results

in the formation of plate and flower like morphologies. Structural characterization of the

nanostructures through SAED and HR-TEM experiments shows that the morphology

is crystalline at the nano-level. As triphenyl systems are known for exhibiting weak

ferromagnetic behavior, the molecule can also be explored for magnetic properties. The

molecules formed through aromatic π−π stacking can be an interesting candidate for

optical and electronic properties with future applications.
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CHAPTER 8. DIHISTIDINE NANOASSEMBLIES

8.1 Summary

Supramolecular assembly has enabled the design and synthesis of a variety of functional

materials with well-defined structures. Peptide based materials can self-assemble into a

variety of functional materials through precisely controlled non-covalent interactions

between the peptide sub-units. Peptide based conducting nanomaterials have wide range

of applicability in nanoelectronics. In this work we report our observation of the self-

assembly of histidine dipeptide to form nanofibers, and its preliminary measurement for

its conductive nature.

8.2 Introduction

Nature has mastered the building blocks of amino acids into hierarchical structures to

maintain the fundamental life processes. Inspired by nature, supramolecular chemistry

aims at developing complex systems through non-covalent interactions [299]. The com-

bination of non-covalent interactions and bottom-up approach has enabled the design

and fabrication of a variety of functional materials in nanotechnology. Nanoscience and

technology have developed into one of the most fascinating and important research

frontiers in modern science. The possibility to design and generate nanomaterials with

well-defined properties at the nanoscale requires controlled organization of the basic

building units. A number of molecular self-assembled systems with peptides as basic

building blocks have been designed and developed [300]. Yet, the development of peptide

based materials into tangible product pipelines are still in their infancy. Peptides with

the property of small size, chemical diversity, and facile synthetic methods are important

to facilitate the possibility of incorporation of desired functional groups or non-natural

amino acids. The flexibility in design makes them excellent starting points for fabricating

smart functional materials. Though initially being involved in discovering therapeutic

strategies to address diseases [301], scientific community has identified their potential to

inspire applications in other fields like nano-electronics and tissue engineering [302]. The

efforts gained momentum after the discovery of peptide nanotubes formed by peptides

with 2-4 amino acids long [22]. In this chapter, we report the generation and physical

property measurements of dihistidine based nano-architectures. Although, few histidine

based nanostructures have been reported [303], nanoassemblies exclusively made of

dihistidine peptides has not been reported so far.
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Histidine heads are usually incorporated into sequences to control the self-assembly

of peptides through imidazole rings. Peptide amphiphiles with histidine containing

sequences are known to form pH responsive hydrogels [304, 305] and also on inclusion

of histidine in the sequence, the same PA formed different nanostructures at different

pH conditions [306]. Histidine with an aromatic imidazole side chain are known for its

catalytic functions as they are capable of forming cation-π interactions in its protonated

form and co-ordination complexes with metallic ions. Such properties are exploited to bind

metal ions such as Ni2+ with repeats of histidine [307]. Histidine-rich peptide nanotubes

have also been used as templates for growing Cu nanocrystals, where the growth of

the Cu nanocrystals were optimized by controlling the conformation of the histidine

rich peptide by pH changes [200]. In addition to that amino acids like histidine and

tryptophan are known to play an important role in photosystems for relaying electrons

through proton coupled mechanism [308].

Though proteins are considered to be insulators, long-range electronic conductivity

is present in few biological systems. Notable examples of such electron transport in

enzymes [309] and protein wires of bacteria [310] has inspired the study of conductivity

in protein based materials and fabrication of bioelectronic materials [187]. But the

translation of such prototypes to nanodevices is still challenging, because of the difficulty

in controlling the self-assembly process. Hence, peptides are used as toolkits to simplify

the sequence specific behaviors and to control the self-assembly and folding process.

Tryptophan containing peptides showing conductivity has been reported before [311].

Based on the previous reports on self-assembling short peptides [312], and understanding

the importance of histidine in proton transfer mechanisms [308], the possibility of

conductivity in histidine based nanoassemblies was explored. A preliminary analysis

of electrical characterization of the peptide fibers revealed that they are conducting in

nature.

8.3 Materials and Methods

8.3.1 Materials

Peptide synthesis was performed using Nova PEG Rink Amide Resin purchased from

Nova Biochem. Dimethylformamide (DMF), m-cresol, piperidine and Hydroxybenzotria-

zole (HOBt) were purchased from Merck. Fmoc-His-(trt)-OH, N, N-Diisopropylethylamine
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(DIPEA), N,N,N′,N′-Tetramethyl-O-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)uronium hexafluorophosphate,

O-(Benzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N′,N′-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU), thioanisole,

1, 2-Ethanedithiol and TFA were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Ethanol was purchased

from Helix India.

8.3.2 Peptide Synthesis

HH-NH2 peptides were synthesized by standard Fmoc Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis

(SPPS) methods using Rink-Amide Resin. The process of SPPS starts by stepwise attach-

ment of the protected amino acids to the resin. Required amount of resin (Nova-Biochem)

was soaked overnight in DMF for swelling up process. The Fmoc group of the swelled up

resin is removed using 20% Piperidine in DMF (Merck) and the pH is adjusted to 7 for

the attachment of amino acids. Fmoc-protected amino acids are activated using 3 equiva-

lents of amino acid, HOBT, HBTU, and six equivalents of DIPEA. The activated amino

acid is added to the resin, so that during the coupling process the activated carboxyl

terminal gets attached to the deprotected N-terminal of the resin. Attachment of the

first amino acid is followed by the deprotection of its N-terminal for the next amino acid

attachment. The process is repeated until the completion of the sequence. On completion

of the sequence, Fmoc group of the amino acid at the N-terminal is removed and the

resin is dried using diethyl ether. To the dried resin, deprotection mixture containing the

solvents namely EDT, m-cresol, Thioanisole, and TFA was added in a ratio of (1:2:2:20)

and incubated for 15 hrs. The peptide sequence cleaved from the resin is precipitated

using diethyl ether and were studied as TFA salts. The peptides were characterized

using a Shimadzu HPLC, equipped with a C-18 reverse-phase chromatographic column

and the mass was confirmed by MALDI (Bruker, AUTOFLEX SPEED).

8.3.3 Preparation of Peptide Nanoassemblies

Peptide was dissolved in dd.H2O and further diluted to a concentration of 4 mg/ml and 8

mg/ml in ethanol. One-day aged peptide solutions were used for the experiments.
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8.3.4 Characterization

Atomic Force Microscopy

For AFM analysis 20 µl of one-day old sample was loaded on freshly cleaved mica. AFM

topography images were acquired using Asylum MFP-3D origin by Oxford instruments.

All imaging was performed in tapping mode using non-contact tips with spring constant

of 26 k(N/m) and resonant frequency of 324 kHz. Scan rates employed were 0.5-1 Hz.

Data were analyzed using the Asylum research software.

Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscopy

A 20 µl peptide solution with a concentration of 4 mg/ml was drop casted on a glass

substrate. Sample was air dried and coated with gold for enhancing the conductivity.

Analysis was performed at 3 kV using FE-SEM model Sigma 300.

Attenuated Total Reflectance–Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

ATR-FTIR was recorded for the peptide solution with a concentration of 4mg/ml. Analysis

were done in the range of 400 – 4000 cm−1 with a resolution of 4 cm−1 (64 scans were

averaged) using ATR-FTIR spectrometer (IRAffinity-1S, Shimadzu, Japan).

Electrical Characterization

Conductance measurements were recorded in a two-terminal sensor device. The device

containing the main electrode was fabricated on the glass substrate. The glass substrates

were initially cleaned in piranha solution (3:1 H2SO4:H2O2) followed by repeated washing

in deionized water and then dried under vacuum at 100 ºC. By masking technique,

aluminum electrodes of 150 nm thickness were deposited on the dried glass substrate by

thermal evaporation under high vacuum <10–6 mbar to make a blank channel with 40

µm length (L) and 800 µm width (W). From the sample, 20 µl was drop casted on the

channel between the electrodes. The sample was dried under room temperature and the

electrical measurements were carried out under ambient conditions using a Keithley

4200-SCS semiconductor parameter analyzer.
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8.4 Results and Discussion

The dihistidine peptide reported in this work was synthesized using solid phase peptide

synthesis and the purity of the molecule was determined by analytical HPLC and by

MALDI-TOF as shown in Figure 8.1. The dihistidine peptide was initially dissolved

in dd.H2O and further diluted in ethanol to the required wroking concentrations. Field

Emission-Scanning Electron Microscopy was used to study the nanoassemblies formed

by the peptides. The peptides formed very short and thin fibers (Figure 8.2 a). Such

fibrillar structures formed by dihistidine containing peptides at different pH were earlier

reported [303].

H2N CH C

CH2

O

N

NH

H
N CH C

CH2

O

O

N

NH

NH2

(a) (b)

Figure 8.1: (a) Chemical structure of the dipeptide synthesized (b) HPLC and MALDI analysis
of the synthesized peptide.

As the fibers formed were very thin in dimensions and was sensitive to electron beam

of high voltages, AFM imaging was used to calculate the height and diameter of the

nanofibers. Height profiles of the observed nanofibers, exhibited a minimum of 5 nm and

a maximum of 20 nm. The diameter of the nanofibers was found to be 50 – 80 nm in

diameter. Along with the nanofibers, a thin film like structure with a height of ≈ 5 nm

was observed in the background (Figure 8.2 b, c).

Peptide fibrils like amyloids play a key role in the formation of amyloid diseases [147]

and other nanofibers like actin filaments and microtubules constituting the cytoskeleton

plays a functional role in the body [313, 314]. Peptide designed based on such functional

structures self-assembling into fibers and hydrogels have been used for applications in

wide areas such as drug delivery and tissue engineering, due to the biocompatibility

and high water retention property [315]. The self-assembly of peptide like structures
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Figure 8.2: (a) Scanning electron micrographs of dihistidine nanofibers with the inset showing a
high resolution image. (b) AFM images of nanofibers and (c) Z-height line scan across the fibers
and thin films and their respective profiles.

into nanofibers is driven by various non-covalent interactions like H-bonding, aromatic

π−π stacking and van der Waals interactions. To get an insight into the conformation

of the peptide assemblies, ATR-FTIR analysis was done. Structural information of

the nanoassemblies were analyzed in the amide I band region (1600-1700 cm−1). The

resulting amide I band corresponds to C=O stretching vibrations of the single peptide

bond in the dihistidine peptide and the peak observed at 1647 cm−1 corresponds to

random coil structure (Figure 8.3) [316]. In previous reports, change in the secondary

structures from helix to coiled-coil to random coil, has been observed at different pH

conditions. The protonation of the His side chain is believed to play a key role in triggering

the electrostatic destabilization of the helical fibrils [317].

One dimensional nanostructures like nanofibers or nanowires from synthetic compounds

are known to exhibit electronic properties in a single dimension [318]. In organic systems,

self-assembled structures fabricated out of π-conjugated aromatic units forming crys-

talline nanofibers has served as a potential candidate material for electronic devices [319].

As peptide systems comes with the property of diversity and functional tunability, a num-

ber of peptide conjugated hybrid systems possessing electronic properties were designed
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Figure 8.3: FTIR analysis of the amide region of the peptide assemblies.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Schematic representation of the device configuration used for conductivity mea-
surements. (b) Current – Voltage (I-V) characteristics of the dihistidine nanoassemblies.

and fabricated [320, 321]. In particular, π-conjugated peptide nanostructures showing

electronic properties have been used as semiconducting layers in Organic FETs [322].

For the fabrication of biocompatible device or precisely, human implantable devices,

biomolecules are chosen over inorganic material, owing to their biocompatibility and

reduced toxicity. Biological systems with electronic properties act as an interface between

synthetic electronic devices and biological molecules [323] to fabricate biocompatible
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bioelectronics devices like real time sensors, wearable and implantable devices [324, 325]

etc. However, finding an ideal material with the property of biocompatibility along

with functional diversity to bridge the two fields, remains a challenge [324]. Among

all materials, proteins, and peptides with an inherent property of self-assembly and

molecular recognition satisfy the criteria to form diverse architectures with different

functionalities [326]. To exploit the obtained nanostructures as functional materials

in bioelectronics applications, understanding of their electronic behavior is required.

Nanofibrils formed by amyloid sequences and α-helical peptide have shown to have

the property of conductivity. Histidine peptides were known to participate in redox

reactions of the conductive peptides in nature. To characterize the conductive nature of

the peptides, I-V curve of the dried dihistidine nanofibers were measured. The peptides

were drop casted in the glass substrate with aluminum electrodes of thickness 200

nm (Figure 8.4 a) which acts as source and drain of the electrodes. The samples were

allowed to dry and conductance measurements were done using Keithley 4200-SCS

semiconductor parameter analyzer at a voltage range of +10 to -10 V. A typical I-V

curve of the dihistidine nanoassemblies is shown in (Figure 8.4 b). The I-V curve is not

passing through origin and is showing some current at V=0. Though it can be claimed

that material is showing capacitance of some kind, s series of experiments with different

scan rates has to be performed to ensure the material property.

While our work reports a preliminary analysis of the conductivity in nanostructures,

to study the electron transport properties of the peptides and mechanism behind its

conductivity, it requires a series of follow-up experiments to be performed. Also, the

observed properties suggest that, the peptide material can be used further, for explor-

ing its electrical properties for fabrication of nanodevices. While histidine-containing

sequences are known for impregnating metal ions, the nanostructures can also be used

as model systems to impregnate metal ions. The study also suggests the possibility

of exploring histidine-containing sequences for conductivity studies and bioelectronic

interface material.

8.5 Conclusion

The study reports the formation of nanofibers formed exclusively by histidine containing

sequences. Our finding suggests the possibility of long-range electronic conduction in

histidine based nanoassemblies. Supramolecular structure of the peptide nanofibers
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formed by the histidine sequence may be due to the mechanism of π-stacking interactions

of the aromatic side chains. I-V curve measurements of the nanofibers show that they

are conductive in nature. Initial findings of the experiment suggest that histidine based

synthetic peptides can act as a promising platform for studying structure-property

relationship in conducting biomaterials. Peptides featuring histidine with various lengths

and stereochemistry, can be explored for its physical properties. Histidine rich peptides

known to form specific interactions with certain metal ions also has the potential to

change conformations at varying pH, concentration and other experimental conditions.

Given the potential applicability of synthetic peptides as materials in electronic devices,

conducting nanofibers can be assembled in a controlled fashion by tuning assembly

inducing parameters.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

This thesis work employed the fundamental concepts in the design and synthesis

of molecules to induce self-assembly formed through aromatic π−π interactions

intended to control their nano-level structure, stability and physical properties.

In the fourth chapter, we attempted symmetry as a design concept in controlling nano-

level architecture of self-assembling peptide systems. Symmetry along with two other

design variables namely aromatic π−π interactions and overall size of the molecule were

used as design parameters in six model molecular systems. From the results obtained,

we can conclude that the symmetry of basic building block dictate the topology and

self-assembly in model systems. The model system with the most symmetrical subunit

forms the most crystalline and stable structure, whereas the one with the minimum

number of symmetry elements forms amorphous aggregates. In the fifth chapter, we

reported the synthesis of a new triphenyl organic molecule 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane,

which crystallizes in a monoclinic system and also self-assembles to form plate and

nanoflower like morphologies. The morphologies which are crystalline even at the nano-

scale are mediated though T-shaped and face-to-face aromatic interactions. The crystal
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containing phenyl embraces arranged in a unique molecular orientation, prompted us

to explore the magnetic and electrical properties of the organic assemblies. Being the

first crystalline organic nanoflower reported so far, it also happens to be the molecule

to exhibit dual magnetic properties both at 300 K and 2 K. On electrical measurements

the samples were found to be conducting. In the sixth chapter, we fabricated hybrid

organic-inorganic materials by coating the surface of the organic nanoassemblies with

superparamagnetic magnetite nanoparticle. The resulting superparamagnetic hybrid

material with magnetite on its wide surface area, was used for the impregnation of

chromium. Our experimental results also indicate that the designed method is advan-

tageous as (i) it is an environment friendly material with no secondary pollutants, (ii)

has wide range pH stability, (iii) requires easy operational procedures and (iv) posses

excellent adsorption capacity. Triphenyl systems reported for its wide range of appli-

cations are not investigated to its potential for the formation of nanoassemblies. The

protocol used for synthesizing 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane, was extended to synthesize

another triphenyl molecule. The new molecule (4-(tritylthio)butylthio)triphenylmethane,

crystallizes in a triclinic system with a P-1 space group. Though the crystals were found

to be less stable than 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane, yet it self-assembled through aromatic

interactions to form plate and nano-flower like morphologies. In the eighth chapter,

to understand the role of imidazole containing aromatic systems in self-assembly, we

synthesized dishistidine peptide, and it self-assembled to form conducting nanofibers.

The proposed study has discussed methods to control and fabricate nanoassemblies

formed by organic and peptide systems, but it is far from complete in different aspects

of controlling the architecture and executing their applications in different fields. Few

insights gained from the thesis work are mentioned below:

Concept of symmetry: The concept of symmetry can be extended to other peptide

sequences with new symmetrical elements. 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane: Preliminary electri-

cal studies on 1, 2-bis(tritylthio)ethane revealed that the material is conducting and its

capacitance is in the range of pF. With the given knowledge, the characterization can be

extended for the fabrication of organic crystals into potential devices or as active layers

in organic devices.

Applications of organic-inorganic hybrid systems: Nano adsorbents are a new class

of materials for developing a cost-effective technology for removal of a broad spectrum

of heavy metals from metal-contaminated wastewater. Impregnation of heavy metal

on the hybrid materials by means of electron microscopic studies have been shown. To
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develop the material as a potential nanoadsorbent, a detailed study on the mechanism

and kinetics of chromium removal has to be performed. Further, the kinetic studies can

be employed in fabricating devices for heavy metal removal. And as the organic material

used is inherently conducting, it can be fabricated into a sensor for heavy metal detection.

Magnetite nanoparticles are reported to be effective in removing heavy metals such as

As(III), As(V), Cu(II), Zn(II), Pb(II), Hg(II), Ni(II), Co(II), Cu(II) and Cd(II). In the next

level of study, the hybrid materials with magnetite on its surface can be fabricated as a

tool for removal of a wide spectrum of heavy metals as well.

Synthesis of a family of triphenyl groups based on the proposed synthesis methods:

The facile method reported for the synthesis and crystallization of triphenyl systems can

be used as a key to the synthesis of new trityl based organic systems.

Histidine based nanoassemblies: Histidine nanofibers being conductive can be used

as an experimental platform for exploring its possibility as a bioelectronic interface

material. Peptide sequences are versatile in nature, hence peptides sequences featuring

histidine with various lengths and stereochemistry can be synthesized and character-

ized for its physical properties. Histidine containing sequences can be fabricated into

smart materials as they change conformations at varying pH, concentration and other

experimental conditions. The possibility of exploring the potential of imidazole rings

to form specific interactions with metal ions, can collaborate different fields of study to

design technologically useful products like nanoreactors, nanocatalysts etc. In the future,

the fabricated nanoassemblies can be implemented as potential materials for various

applications in the field of nanotechnology.
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